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Preface

Varia Informatica 2009 is the result of international cooperation between the four
European

universities:

University

Pierre-Mendès-France

(Grenoble,

France),

University of Alicante (Alicante, Spain), University of Genoa (Genoa, Italy), Lublin
University of Technology (Lublin, Poland) and one from Kyrgyzstan: Kyrgyz National
University (Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan). The cooperation has been developed since 2006
within the framework of the project TEMPUS JEP-26235 „Master Computer Science
as a Second Competence in Kyrgyzstan (CSSC)”. This TEMPUS project is
an educational project. Its primary purpose was to develop and to implement new
master study.
Master studies require the use in education the results of research and
implementation activities in the field of Computer Science. The results of these works
and the descriptions of created systems are included in this book. A separate group
of subjects covered in the book are the educational aspects of Computer Science and
the use of information technology in education.
Some topics presented in this book were reported on at the conferences of
Lublin

Academic

Computer

Science

Forum

(years:

2007

and

2008),
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XVI Microcomputer Workshop on Technical University of Lublin in 2009, and during
the seminars in Bishkek in 2007-2008.
Due to the relatively large variety of theme, the book is addressed to various
groups of readers. A student, a researcher and a computer specialist from industry
can find here something interesting for himself. A special recipient of the book is
a Computer Science student, who wants to select the topic of the master thesis. The
book will allow him to find potential issues of the thesis and to recognize the degree of
their complexity.
The book was published due to high commitment of the chapters’ authors and the
reviewers. We want to express our thanks to everyone who has contributed to the
creation of this book.

Marek Miłosz
Piotr Muryjas
Editors

1
Computer Science Study as a Second Education
for Social Science Graduated – the Tempus
Project

1.1.

LABOUR MARKET AND CHANGING PROFESSION

Labour market changes quickly. The development of technology, the needs, the
diverse of economic and political events have an increasing demand for workers in
certain occupations. Usually a period of several years increase the level of the needs
is followed by its decline. Much of the professionals in the profession is no longer
needed and can not find the work. Fall in demand is a natural result of the depletion
process needs in the area and increase productivity. This phenomenon is particularly
important in countries with highly dynamic development of the economy (the so-called
economic tigers), restructuring (an example can serve economic changes in Poland
after 1991), rebuild after the war and natural disaster (e.g. tsunami wave), and even
taking the organization unit, a large, global projects (for example the

World

Championship or the Olympic games, or European). A particular dimension of the
phenomenon is becoming an era of economic crisis, during which there are
substantial changes (e.g. winding up production on the area) in the labour market.
Changes in the labour market also result from a change in technology. New
emerging technology begins to displace the old, return it to it after a certain period in
the history of granary - unfortunately with the knowledge and skills of people who
implement this technology. In practice, all areas of technology change takes place in
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less than a period of active working life of employees. In some areas, this change is
measured a few years. Such is the rapidly developing fields. Computer science (CS)
or information-communication technology (ICT) and its technical base is one of them.
The phenomenon of variation in demand for professionals with specific
competence is known for many years. It leads to the fact that the modern worker in the
course of their working lives, many times not only changes the place of work, but also
the profession. This means that from the perspective of the individual human being,
need to change the qualifications. Such a requirement is particularly painful for
professions with high skills and knowledge requirements. Highly educated people with
great experience, but unfortunately now unnecessary, are before extremely difficult
decision - to abandon all of the achievements of professional and start all over again.
Employees' decisions to change the profession may also be due to the often
observed phenomenon of "occupational burnout". Occupational burnout it has
increasingly dispiriting an employee for the job, the accumulation of stress, limiting the
ability to grasp new knowledge and skills. It leads to a reduction of creativity and
productivity of workers, in spite of it seemed to be ever greater experience. In some
professions, it brings to commit a critical error (and crash), in others - to reduce
productivity. In this situation the only option for the worker is to change the profession
- often a very radical.
There are many possible ways to change the occupation, depending on the level
of required skills: knowledge and practical skills. Gaining practical skills on a variety of
training courses, professional practices, participation in the work under the supervision
of mentors, etc. Such continuing education is already the rule in many professions and
is mainly dependent of the skills of workers, rather than changing their profession.
Acquiring new skills, particularly in a completely new profession with high expectations
in relation to the qualifications of workers, is a more long-term process. This requires
the repetition of the cycle, usually 3 or 5 years, at a higher level of education. This is
an arduous process, long-termed and very heavy for employees, including financial
aspects.
Inertial of the training or qualifications change often leads to negative
consequences in terms of global (i.e. for the whole country). The increasing demand
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for concrete professions results that the education system begins to educate (or
retrain) more and more people in this profession. Long training cycle means that after
5-6 years on the market there is the increased number of qualified graduates with
specific skills. The demand for them is quickly met and emerging new graduates do
not have jobs. Creation of surplus. Meanwhile, a lack of workers in other occupations.
Lack of employment is an anti-advertising studies, which in turn reduces the number
of people. This reduction has consequences only after a few years. The educationlabour market begins to oscillate, that is: oscillates the needs and supply specialists.
The longer the cycle of training in the profession and a greater dispersal of the greater
problems in the stability of such a system
The solution to the problem would be the system of education that will prepare
from the beginning of workers to change occupation, and preferably one that will be
studied at once in many different specialties. However, this was not done in a very
long series.

1.2.

FRENCH EXPERIENCES IN THE SECOND COMPETENCE STUDIES

Problems with the preparation of highly qualified specialists to the changing labour
market conditions noticed long time ago. Were carried out different types of
interdisciplinary studies. Their programs have attempted to combine in uniform during
the process of educational content of the two (or sometimes more) directions.
This approach is quite controversial, and in some conditions impossible to
predict. Quite easily in fact, you can combine physics and mathematics and computer
science and econometrics.
Is much more difficult to pursue higher education at the appropriate level (as well
as meeting the requirements of the formal granting of professional degrees)
simultaneously in two directions with their considerable diversity, such as sociology
and science.
The another method of gaining qualifications is extensive study of many lines
simultaneously or with a slight shift in time. Such an approach would meet fairly often
in countries where education is not cost too much, or even is free. Students take up
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studies for two directions, resulting in a double degree. The closer directions and,
consequently, the more objects of overlapping ranges, the study gives the better
results.
At the University Pierre-Mendès-France Grenoble (France) for many years
nd

carried out studies 2

level education in the field of computer science for graduates

who have completed degree studies in the field of social sciences (e.g. psychology,
sociology, economics). These studies are carried out in a series of 2-year and end in
the preparation and defence of master thesis. They are intended for all those who
wish to change the profession, or to get another.
Experience at the University Pierre-Mendès-France Grenoble shows that
graduates of these studies (usually unemployed) very quickly find job. The
fundamental area of their new job is a professional information technology and other
borderland areas (e.g. economics, psychology, or sociology). They find employment
as system analysts or system designers. In these positions it is important to not only
knowledge of methods and tools for computing, but also problem areas.
Simultaneously to complete an intensive, two years' technical studies is
necessary to have the appropriate characteristics and a determination to acquire
knowledge and skills. And both are verified in the course of a two-step process of
recruitment. This process is not allowed to start a study by those who abandon it in 2
or 3 months from the start. The process of recruitment is of particular importance if
one takes into account the fact a large difference in the requirements that candidates
will be on a sociological and technical studies.
At the University Pierre-Mendès-France Grenoble every year this studies start
about 25-30 people. Among them, more than 30% are graduates of the economic
guidelines, 18% - psychological and 15% are the elderly at the end of working life.
Over 80% of students finish their studying.
Studies last 4 semesters and include 672 hours of classes, giving 120 ECTS
credits. Number of ECTS credits is identical with the requirements for second-degree
studies but less than for first-degree studies (usually 180 ECTS).
The study covers all the basic sections of information technology. An important
element is software education team project, and obligatory, lasting 10 weeks
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professional practice. This practice is closely linked with the thesis topic. The practice
is an important, integral and highly valued part of the training. Is treated very seriously.
It is expressed through the appropriate selection of the place and theme, constant
supervision of the implementation of practices by the teachers, the development of a
comprehensive report by the student and his presentation.

PROJECT TEMPUS – ASSUMPTIONS

1.3.

In September 2006 was began the Tempus project (JEP-26235-2005), whose goal is
to implement higher-education of second-degree studies in the direction of computer
science as an additional education in the Kyrgyz National University, Bishkek,
Kyrgyzstan. The consortium implementing the project includes, in addition to the
beneficiary (i.e. Kyrgyz State University of Bishkek) and a leading institution which is
University Pierre-Mendès-France Grenoble, the following universities: University of
Alicante (Alicante, Spain), University of Genoa (Genoa, Italy), and the Lublin
University of Technology (Lublin, Poland).
The essence of this project is to start new CS studies and to change the ways of
CS teaching at the Kyrgyz National University of Bishkek, to introduce the new content
in the process of teaching, to prepare academic staff from Kyrgyzstan to develop
teaching materials, as well as to practical implement of e-learning platform.
The project involved the following main stages:


Initialisation: the preparation of the framework program of study to obtain
a license (accreditation) from Ministry of Education and Science of
Kyrgyzstan for the opening of masters program.



Preparation: development of specific subjects syllabuses, educational
materials, strengthen the hardware of Kyrgyz National University, launch the
e-learning platform and prepare human resources (carried out the
placements by academic teachers from the Kyrgyz National University in
European universities and teaching seminars carried out by academics from
Europe in the Kyrgyz National University).
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Implementation: recruiting students, realising the process of teaching and its
evaluation by the teachers from Kyrgyzstan and Europe (including the area,
an interesting accent was a competition for Kyrgyz students prepared for the
best application in the context of the course Software Project, whose primary
objective was to motivate students to appreciate and their actions).



Dissemination: announced in the press and the Internet and organization
the International Final Conference in the Bishkek.

The first recruitment of students planned originally to ra 2008/9 has been accelerated
by the Kyrgyz partner and first students began their studies in October 2007.

1.4.

STUDY PROGRAM

In academic year 2006/7 has been developed and stable framework curriculum – see
the Tab. 1.1. It covers the majority of items that can be found in a typical program of
the Computer Science study. The whole comprises almost 1,300 hours classes,
including nearly 60% of practical classes - the laboratory. In addition, the program of
study includes 4 months of professional practice (about 640 hours) in organizations
related to information technology.
One important element in the education is team, two-semester software project,
carried out during the semester 3 and 4.
During the creation of the program of the study, synchronization was an important
issue, which was particularly difficult in the face of short time of studies – 2 years, in
practice 3 semesters, because fourth semester is primarily intended to prepare
a master thesis in the course of long-term (640 hr. = 4 months) of professional
practice. Practically, most managed to sort the items in logical sequences (Fig. 1.1).
In a few cases diagnosed with the need to synchronize the content programming
within a given semester (interrupted lines in Fig. 1.1).
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The program of study towards a degree in Computer Science as a second
competence
Courses

Algorithms and Data Structures 1
Programming Paradigms
Operating Systems
Networks
Mathematics for Computer Science

Semester 1

Lessons

Labs

Total

32
32
16

32
64
16

64
96
32

16

16

32

16

16

32

Fundamentals of Computer Science

16

16

32

Data Bases 1

16

16

32

Foreign Language 1

0

96

96

Total:
Algorithms and Data Structures 2

144
16

272
16

416
32

Object Oriented Programming Language

32

32

64

Data Bases 2

16

16

32

Operating Systems and Networks 2

16

16

32

32
16
32

32
16
32

64
32
64

0

96

96

Software Engineering
Project Management
Web Development 1

Semester 2

Foreign Language 2

160

256

416

Component and Mobile Programming

Total:

32

32

64

Data Mining & Data Warehouse

32

32

64

Human-Machine Interaction

16

16

32

16

16

32

16

16

32

Computer Graphic and Multimedia

16

16

32

Elective Courses

64

32

96

Web Development 2

Semester 3

Software Engineering Project 1

Master Thesis Seminar 1
Total:
Software Engineering Project 2
Master Thesis Seminar 2
Reporting of Company Internship

Semester 4

0

16

16

192
16

176
16

368
32

0
0

16
16

16
16

Company Internship

640 godz.

Master Thesis Preparation

100 godz.
Total:
Total:

16

48

64

512

752

1264
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The elective courses are as follow:


Management Information Systems,



European Studiem,



E-learning,



Methodologies of the Social Research,



Natural Language Processing,



e-business and Intellectual Property,



Historical and Geographic Information Systems,



e-goverment,



Cognitive Science and Artificial Intelligence,



Human Resource Management and Labour Market.

SEMESTER 1

SEMESTER 2

SEMESTER 3

SEMESTER 4
Reporting of Company Internship

Algorithms & Data Structures 1

Algorithms & Data Structures 2

Component & Mobile Programming

Programming Paradigms

OO Programming Languages

Data Mining & Data Warehouse

Operating Systems

Operating Systems and Networks 2

Human-Machine Interaction

Networks

Software Engineering

Software Engineering Project 1

Mathematics for Computer Science

Project Management

Computer Graphics & Multimedia

Fundamental of Computer Science

Web Development 1

Web Development 2

Databases 1

Databases 2

Master Thesis Seminar 1

Foreign Language 1

Foreign Language 2

Software Engineering Project 2

Master Thesis Seminar 2

Figure 1.1. The system links between the objects of Second Degree in a science as a second
profession [MAT07]
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TEMPUS PROJECT – REALISATION

Implementing the Tempus project proceeded essentially as planned. There is,
however, some modifications. They resulted mainly from the Kyrgyz partners' decision
to accelerate by one year the recruitment of first year students. The decision is well
justified by the Kyrgyz partners, and useful for the project and has been approved by
all of the project executers.
Accelerate the start of study demanded accelerate the development of specific
content of curricula, teaching materials and the preparation of teachers from
Kyrgyzstan. This has led to accelerate academic practices from Kyrgyzstan at the
universities of European partners.
Selected statistical results of the project presents the Tab. 1.2 and the
appearance of e-learning platform (Fig. 1.2).

Table 1.2. Basic statistics of the Tempus JEP-26235 project
Results
Number of courses developed
Number of trainings in EU universities performed by Kyrgyz
academic teachers
Number of seminars provided by EU teachers in Kyrgyzstan
Number of publications

Numbers
38
18
9
10
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Figure 1.2. E-learning platform developed and filled with data in the project
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SUMMARY

The primary objective of educating students in the second direction is to prepare them
to change their profession (or educated and not taken) to another. Another very
important element is to train scientists who well known the relevant area of IT. These
excellent computer scientists prove correct on the situation on the border activities of
information technology and applications. They may be one of the highly skilled users
of the technology, or creators of the new one. Knowledge of the area of IT supports
their activities in the area of analysis, design, testing and implementation of
information systems (and thus virtually all stages of the life cycle of the application).

These are the advantages. And what about disadvantages?

An important problem in this type of custom studies is the requirement of
standardisation and quality education. Standardisation strongly associated with the
rules, recommendations, and the recognition of the accreditations, interchangeability
of qualifications. Any state, which take care of the quality of education creates
a framework for requirements for specific, clearly defined and very often the
homogeneous directions of education. These requirements must be satisfied that it
can be attributed to the first professional level (bachelor or engineer) or the second
degree (MA). It is difficult to meet them (especially in the case master study) in
a completely new direction for students in two years. One of the solution issue is the
entitle "special" title: MSc second competence (education). This arrangement is used
in France and it has been applied well in Kyrgyzstan.
It should be noted, significant challenge posed by the students studied. It is
a very high intensity training. It follows from the fact that in two years implemented
a basic program of study at the Computer Science. This is a big challenge for
students, which not all are able to cope.
The introduction of a new master's program in the Kyrgyz National University is
the result of joint operations team from 5 countries in the framework of the EU Tempus
project. In this case, the main aim of the project - to assist the restructuring of the
education system in the third approximation to the standards of European Union - its
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worth 100%. The project was implemented within a given area (even slightly
expanded competition, with acceleration of the start year of training, publication of
teaching materials), time and budget. So there has been a success.
It remains to be hoped that the master program will be continued even after the
completion of the project and will contribute to the strengthening of Kyrgyzstan
economy well prepared human resources in the area of Computer Science.

2
The Impact of Nonverbal Cues on Mediated
Tutoring Interaction: an Experimental Study

Video-mediated settings are more and more used in several mediated human
activities, as teaching. Nevertheless, we do not deeply know yet the functions of
nonverbal cues that these communication technologies make available to distant
participants. The aim of this chapter is to enrich the field of video-mediated
communication studies, focusing on the effect of nonverbal cues on a video-mediated
tutoring situation. We will first state communication theoretical underpinnings and then
we will focus on the role of kinesic cues and ostensive-inferential cues in
communication and mediated activities. After that we will describe our experimental
method, explain in details the coding scheme we used to analyze the tutoring dialogue
and the measures we collected. We will finally conclude with a discussion of our
outcomes to highlight some convergences in regard to the previous literature and to
the design of user interfaces in video-mediated tutoring environments.

2.1.

INTRODUCTION

Communication technologies are more and more used in mediated human activities,
as in teaching activities [COL96]. Audio-video technologies allow distant participants
(e.g., teachers, tutors, students, tutees, etc) to see one another during the interaction
[HEA97] and even to show one another the actions they are doing in their working
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environment [NAR97]. Nevertheless, even if pedagogical institutions have already
introduced these technologies in their education services, by claiming that “the more
communication links are available, the more the efficacy of the interaction is” [DAF86],
the effects on the cognitive dimensions of the communication between tutors and
tutees have not been clearly established yet.
Our research is a part of a large scientific project, called FORMID (FORMation
Interactive à Distance, Distance Interactive Training), whose aim is to conceive and
develop a web-based software architecture to let tutors and teachers to assist distant
tutees in synchronous mediated situations [GUC06, ALM08, GLA09].
In this project, we conducted some experimental studies in order to highlight the
function of video-mediated link [TAJ03, TAJ08]. In particular, we focus on the effect
of nonverbal cues conveyed by video-mediated technologies, on tutoring interaction.
The chapter is structured as follows: after presenting our field of study, that is
video-mediated communication and synchronous mediated tutoring, we will then
describe our experimental method and the experimental study we conducted on the
affordances of two nonverbal cues, kinesic and ostensive-inferential, on mediated
tutoring dialogue. Next, we will show the outcomes, stressing that that the efficiency
of tutoring dialogue is different according to the conveyed nonverbal cue. In the
discussion section, we discuss our outcomes in regard to the previous literature.

2.2.

BACKGROUND: MEDIATED TUTORING DIALOGUE AS A KIND OF JOINT
ACTION

As for other human activities, tutoring dialogue is based on communication acts: we
use language to act on our environment [AUS62] and to make our addressee believe
by saying words [SEA69]. When we communicate with our partner (as a tutor or as
a tutee), we cannot directly know her (his) thoughts and intentions, but we can just
infer them by interpreting our partner’s utterances [SPE87] and nonverbal behavior
[ARG77]. Nevertheless, communication is a joint action as playing a piano duet
[CLA96] rather than a one-way human activity, where the speaker sends content and
the addressee receives it. In the same way, tutoring dialogue is a cooperative action
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[FOX93], where tutor selects the content of his (her) contribution according to the
knowledge (s)he supposes tutee owns. Both tutor and tutee coordinate their turns to
ground on a mutual understanding to confirm or not that they understand what has
been said [CLA86].
When the tutor and the tutee are in a face-to-face setting, they both produce and
interpret verbal and nonverbal cues in a multimodal process [GUR76]. In the
nonverbal cues, we distinguish kinesic cues (i.e., facial expressions, postures, etc.)
and ostensive-inferential cues (i.e., actions and deictic gestures). The kinesic cues
ensure the speaker-listener turns transitions and inform the participants about the
other person’s thoughts, feelings and intentions [AMA03]; the ostensive-inferential
cues facilitate the verbal referring process, allow participants to coordinate their
actions and to anticipate the other’s needs [NAR97]. In tutoring dialogue, the tutor
infers when and how to help the tutee without disturbing him (her) by just observing
his (her) facial expressions [FOX93]. If we imagine tutors and tutees acting in a audiovideo mediated setting, we can suppose that they would act more properly if they have
both ostensive-inferential and kinesic cues at their disposal rather just one kind of
nonverbal cues. Thus, following the richness media framework [DAF86], we can
suppose that the richer a communication setting is, the better the efficacy and the
quality of the interaction will be.
Nevertheless, this framework is not suitable to foresee media effects nor is it to
understand how nonverbal cues affect mediated activities [WHI02]. In other words, we
cannot clearly state the effects of nonverbal cue on mediated tutoring interaction and
tutees’ learning performance.
There two main reasons for this weakness: firstly, mediated tutoring is not widely
studied yet as a kind of mediated communication; secondly, the literature in the field of
video-mediated communication has produced mixed findings. On the one hand, some
studies suggest that nonverbal cues do not always support participants to better
perform their mediated activities [AND96, DAL98, DOH97, O’M96]. On the other hand,
some studies show that kinesic and ostensive-inferential cues help distant participants
to establish a mutual understanding [DOH97, ISA94, WHI93], that ostensive-inferential
cues support participants to perform a mediated activity more quickly [FUSS03,
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GER04] and lead them to appreciate the quality of the interaction better than kinesic
cues [FUS03, WHI93].

2.3.

RESEARCH PROBLEM

Our main research questions are the following: which type of nonverbal cue improves
the efficiency of tutoring dialogue? Would it be better for the quality of the interaction
and of the mutual understanding if the tutor and the tutee see each other in a videomediated setting (kinesic cues)? Or would it be better if the tutor observes the tutee’s
actions to improve (her) his learning (ostensive-inferential cues)?
To answer these questions, we set one experimental study, in which we compare
the affordance of kinesic and ostensive-inferential cues on different measures
concerning a mediated synchronous tutoring interaction, that is tutee’s learning
performance, tutoring dialogue and tutor’s and tutees’ evaluation on the quality of the
interaction.

2.4.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In this section, we will describe the subjects, the experimental task and the apparatus,
the procedure, the dependant measures we collected and our hypotheses.
Subjects. We recruited twelve tutors we paid 25 € each for their participation. We
also recruited seventy-two undergraduate students in psychology (fifty women and
twenty-two men; age M=23.8, S.D.=5.1), all of them unskilled at HTML programming.
They received a credit for their social psychology course.
Task. Tutors and students were involved in a sort of practical pedagogical work.
One tutor had to help two tutees to learn basic commands of HTML language and to
create an easy web page. In fact, they had to edit some sentences of a text in bold
and italic, as well as building an internal link. The tutor could help and communicate
with only one student at once, as in a dyadic tutoring situation: in fact, when the tutor
was talking to a tutee, the other one could not hear their dialogue.
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Apparatus. The tutor and the two tutees were in three separate rooms, each one
was equipped with a personal computer (central unit and monitor) and another monitor
was used to show the person. Anytime the tutor wanted to communicate with a tutee,
(s)he chose the student by pressing a button on a WIMP device. Both tutees could ask
the tutor to help them anytime, sending him (her) a standard message by means of
synchronous chat software. Each computer was equipped with a web browser and a
simple text editor.
Experimental conditions. We set the three following conditions:
c1) audio & video-person (kinesic cues): the tutor and the tutees could see each
other’s face and upper torso on one screen (Fig. 2.1) and they communicated by
means of the audio channel;

Figure 2.1. Left: Tutor (bottom) and two tutees (up).
Right: the tutor's PC screen.

c2) audio & video-actions (ostensive-inferential cues): the tutor and the tutees
could communicate by the audio channel, and the tutor could observe both tutees’
computer screens (by means of VNC software). So, the tutor’s computer screen was
split in two windows showing the tutees’ desktops (Fig. 2.2) and (s)he could observe
their activity and make the decision to help them at will;
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Figure 2.2. Left: Tutor (bottom) and two tutees (up).
Right: the tutor's PC screen

c3) audio & video-person & video-actions (kinesic & ostensive-inferential cues):
the tutor could observe both tutees’ face and upper torso and their computer screens
(Fig. 2.3), while the verbal communication between the tutor and each tutee was
supported by the audio channel.

Figure 2.3. Left: tutor (bottom) and two tutees (up).
Right: tutor's PC screen

Each tutor performed the task in all conditions (within-participants design) and we
counterbalanced the order of the tutors’ performance to guard against order effects.
About tutees, they were equally shared between the three experimental conditions: we
controlled the age (F(2, 69) = 1.73; n.s.) and the HTML knowledge (F(2, 69) = 0.16;
n.s.) of each group of tutees.
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Procedure. Each experimental session lasted an hour and it was composed of
three parts. In the first part, lasting 15 minutes, the researchers introduced the tutor to
the two tutees and explained the aims of the experimentation. Then, the tutor and
each tutee settled down in three separate rooms. Each subject filled in a consent form
and was briefed on the main commands of the communicating technical apparatus.
Next, each tutee answered a pre-test to evaluate his (her) HTML knowledge. Then the
experimental session started and lasted 35 minutes (second part). At the beginning,
each tutee received a four-page HTML manual, which contained some HTML basic
commands: however, the students necessarily needed the tutor’s help to design the
web page. The tutor could help each student spontaneously or s(he) had to ask him
(her) when a student asked for help. In the third part of the experimentation, each
subject was asked to complete a questionnaire to evaluate how s(he) perceive the
quality of the interaction during the experimental session, then s(he) was debriefed
and dismissed.
Measures. We videotaped each experimental session (N=24) that we transcribed
verbatim.

Researches

concerning

the

common

grounding

processes

in

communication [CLA96], the affordances of visual information in mediated
communication [KRA03, KAR99] and the literature on linguistic and cognitive
categories of the face-to-face tutoring dialogue [FOX93, CHI94, CHI97] inspired us the
following measures:


the proactive behaviour of the tutor: we distinguished the tutors’ spontaneous
interventions towards the tutees as proactive interventions from the tutors’
reactive interventions when they had replied to a tutee’s call;



the learning score: we collected two measures. First, we measured the rules
of HTML that tutees had learned during the session: tutees were asked to
answer to four multiple choice questions at the beginning (pre-test) and at the
end (post-test) of each session (the highest possible score was of 12 points).
Secondly, we scored the quality of the web page that they had realized by
means of a specific grid analysis (the possible highest score was 186 points);



tutor’s and tutees’ evaluations on the quality of the interaction: at the end
of each experimental session, tutor and tutees are asked to fill in a
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questionnaire. We built a questionnaire starting from the concept of
interpersonal

awareness

[MCC94,

WAT96],

which

suggests

that

communication features have an effect on how participants assess the level
of social presence of their own distant partner and the level of mutual
understanding they reached during the interaction. We added the dimension
of clarity and the dimension of relevance of partner’s utterances and, in order
to have a deepest insight of the participant’s feelings, we operationnalized
these dimensions as followed: a) we called centrifugal impressions that each
participant thinks about the contribution of his (her) distant partner; we called
centripetal impressions that each participant thinks about his (her) own
contribution to the interaction. The centrifugal impressions were measured by
means of four questions (7-item Likert scale): each tutor was asked to
evaluate the precision of tutees’ questions and explanations, the relevance of
tutees’ answers and to assess the level of attention they showed during the
interaction; each tutee was asked to evaluate the precision of tutor’s
questions and explanations, the level of attention during the interaction and
the relevance of his (her) suggestions to tutee’s questions. The centripetal
impressions were measured through four questions (7-item Likert scale):
tutors and tutees were invited to assess the precision of their own questions
and explanations, the level of their own attention during the interaction and
the relevance of their own explanations to the partner’s questions;


the mutual understanding between the tutor and the tutees: we developed a
coding scheme to categorize tutor’s and tutees’ verbal markers used in the
common ground process, as well as the deictic utterances they used to refer
to the graphical objects and commands. We also coded deictic expressions
(i.e. T: “you move the icon down”, S: “here?”, T: “yes”) and pronouns (i.e., T:
“take this and move it on your desktop”) (Tab. 2.1);
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Table 2.1. Mutual understanding coding scheme
Role
Tutor

Tutee



Category
To accept tutee’s
utterance
To check tutee’s
understanding
To accept tutor’s
utterance
To check tutor’s
utterance

Utterance/Example
T: “yes” “ok, right”
T: “is it clear now?”, “is it ok?”
S: “yes”, “ok”
S: “could you repeat, please?”,
“what?”

the intrinsic speech acts concerning tutor-tutee dialogue : we classified the
tutors’ and tutee’s speech acts which are related to the essential nature of the
tutoring dialogue (Tab. 2.2) according the most relevant literature [FOX93,
CHI94].
Table 2.2. Intrinsic tutoring speech acts
Role

Tutor

Category
To find out tutee’s
ongoing task
To help tutee
To encourage tutee

Tutee

To give tutor
information about
ongoing task
To ask tutor’s help

Utterance/Example
T: “Did you try moving it on the red
icon?”
T: “Close the window and open the
other file”
T: “That’s good you’ve nearly
finished”
S : “I still have to finish this part of
the exercise”
S: “Is the I tag in the HEAD part of
the text?”

Three trained coders analyzed the transcriptions of the dialogue. We calculated the
reproducibility test [CAR96] to evaluate the reliability of coding: we obtained an
average value for the students’ speech acts (K= .58) and a high value for the tutors’
speech acts (K= .82).
Hypotheses. We expected the tutor to be more proactive when (s)he could
observe the tutee’s actions (ostensive-inferential cues) rather than s(he) could only
observe the tutees’ facial expressions and gestures (kinesic cues), because (s)he was
always aware of their difficulties and (s)he could take the floor before they asked for
help.
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Mutual understanding was expected to be easier when the tutor could observe
the tutee’s actions (ostensive-inferential cues) rather than the tutee’s facial
expressions (kinesic cues), because they have a same visual environment: in
particular, we expected the tutor and tutees to describe less explicitly their actions and
all related objects, so they would produce more deictic utterances.
We also predicted tutees’ and tutors’ centripetal and centrifugal impressions to be
more positive when ostensive-inferential cues were available rather than kinesic cues
were.
Finally, about tutee’s learning performances, we expected tutees to improve them
when the tutor could observe them during their practical work session, because the
tutor could choose the most appropriate help according to their needs.

2.5.

OUTCOMES

We conducted an analysis of variance (ANOVA) and a priori comparisons between the
three conditions (Tab. 2.3).
Tutor’s proactive behavior. The number of tutor’s spontaneous interventions is
statistically significantly different between conditions (F(2, 33) = 4.671; p <.02,
2=0.22). In fact, the tutor is statistically more proactive in audio & video-person &
video-actions than in audio & video-actions condition (M = 6.6 (1.9) vs. 4.6 (2),
t(33)=2.366; p <.02, d=1.02) and than in audio & video-person condition (M = 6.6 (1.9)
vs. 4.2 (2.2), t(33)=2.859; p <.007, d=1.16).
Tutees’ learning performance. We first present outcomes for the test on HTML
language (i) and then for the practical work (ii).
i) The score to the HTML test is statistically significantly different between
conditions (F(2, 69) = 3.119; p <.05, η= 0.08). A-priori analysis shows that tutees
learn better in audio & video-person & video-actions than in audio & video-person
condition (M = 4.3 (0.7) vs. 3.7 (1), t(69)=2.38; p <.02, d=0.7). However, results
showed that the difference between audio & video-activity and audio & video-person
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conditions was only statistically tendential (M = 4.2 (1) vs. 3.7 (1), t(69)=1.85; p=.07,
d=0.5).
ii) The web page score is statistically significantly different between conditions
(F(2, 69) = 5.776; p <.005, η= 0.14). The tutees perform significantly better in audio
& video-person & video-actions than in audio & video-person condition (M = 5.9 (1.6)
vs. 4.5 (1.5), t(69)=3.27; p<.002, d=0.88) and they do better in audio & video-actions
condition than in audio & video-person condition (M=5.5 (1.2) vs. 4.5 (1.5), t(69)=2.4;
p <.02, d=0.73).
Tutors’ and tutees’ evaluations of the interaction. We firstly present the
outcomes concerning the centrifugal impressions (i-ii) and then the centripetal ones
(iii-iv):
i) Tutors’ centrifugal impressions: psychometric analysis showed a good reliability
value of the four items (Cronbach’s α=.77), so that we treated them as one vector
only. An ANOVA revealed that tutors’ centrifugal impressions are statistically
significantly different between conditions (F(2, 33) = 8.6; p <.001, η= 0.34). A-priori
comparisons show that tutors evaluate tutees’ interaction more positively in audio &
video-person & video-actions rather than in audio & video-person condition (M=23.7
(2.4) vs. 19.2 (4), t(17.84)=3.32 ; p <.005, d = 1.36); moreover, tutors evaluate tutee’s
interaction more positively in audio & video-actions rather than in audio & videoperson condition (M=23.2 (1.8) vs. 19.2 (4), t(15.42)=3.12 ; p <.01, d = 1.29).
ii) Tutees’ centrifugal impressions: the reliability value of the items was weak
(Cronbach’s =.30), so we separately treated each of the four items. An ANOVA
revealed that tutees’ centrifugal impressions are statistically significantly different
between conditions (F(8, 134) = 3.38; p <.001, η= 0.17). MANOVA results reveal a
general effect of conditions on the four items (F(8, 134) = 3.38 ; p <.001,  = 0.17).
2

ANOVA detailed analyses were performed on each of the four items, and they
revealed a statistically significant difference on the tutee’s evaluation of the tutor’s
questions (F(2, 69) = 3.854 ; p <.03,  = 0.10), tutor’s explanations (F(2, 69) = 4.424 ;
2

p <.02, 2= 0.11), tutor’s level of attention during the interaction (F(2, 71) = 3.867 ;
p <.03,  = 0.10) et on the relevance of tutors’ explanations (F(2, 71) = 4.22 ; p <.02,
2
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 = 0.11). A-prori comparisons reveal that tutees perceive the tutor as more attentive
2

(M = 4.8 (1.1) vs. 4.1 (1.1), t(69) =2.116 ; p < 0.4, d = 0.63), they perceive the tutor’s
questions as clearer (M = 4.2 (0.9) vs. 3.5 (1.4), t(39.79) =2.049 ; p <.05, d = 0.59) ,
the tutor’s explanations as clearer (M = 5.4 (1.5) vs. 4.5 (1.3), t(69) =2.297 ; p < .03,
d=0.64) and the tutor’s explanations more proper (M = 5 (1.5) vs. 3.9 (1.2), t(69)=2.74;
p <.009, d = 0.81) in audio & video-person rather than in audio & video-activity
condition. No statistically significant difference were found between audio & videoperson and audio & video-actions conditions.
iii) Tutors’ centripetal impressions. The psychometric analysis revealed a good
reliability value of the four items (Cronbach’s α=.78), so that we could shrink the four
items into one vector. ANOVA show a statistically tendential difference between
conditions (F(2 , 33) = 2.979 ; p =.06, 2= 0.15). This outcome suggest that videoactivity does not seem to have an effect on tutor’s on centripetal impressions.
iv) Tutees’ centripetal impressions. Psychometric analysis showed a low reliability
of the answers to the four items (=.50), and ANOVA did not reveal any statistically
significant effect on the whole four items (F(8, 134) = 0.376 ; n.s., 2= 0.22).

Mutual understanding. The number of deictic utterances is statistically
significantly different between conditions (F(2, 33) = 5.453; p <.01, η= 0.99). A-priori
comparisons show that the tutors and the tutees produce significantly more deictic
utterances in audio & video-actions than in audio & video-person condition (M=125.2
(21.6) vs. 90.9 (29.3), t(20.2)=3.27; p <.005, d=1.33) and more in audio & videoperson & video-actions than in audio & video-person condition (M=134.3 (46.2) vs.
90.9 (29.3), t(18.6)=2.75; p <.01, d=1.12). About the tutors’ and tutees’ verbal markers
targeted to mutual understanding, outcomes do not show any statistically significant
differences between conditions.
Tutoring speech acts. We first present outcomes for tutors (i) and then for
tutees (ii).
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i) Tutors. One-way ANOVA shows that the number of tutor’s speech acts to find
tutee’s ongoing task is statistically significantly different between conditions
(F(2,33)=4.529; p <.02, 2= 0.21): tutors produce fewer speech acts oriented to the
tutee’s task in audio & video-actions than in audio & video-person condition (M = 27.4
(7.6) vs. 35.3 (8.1), t(22)=2.8; p <.01, d=1) and fewer in audio & video-person & videoactions than in audio & video-person condition (M = 26.6 (6.8) vs. 35.3 (8.1),
t(22)=2.6; p <.005, d =1.16). The number of tutor’s speech acts to help the tutee is
statistically significantly different between conditions (F(2, 33) = 15.248; p <.000,
2=0.48): there are fewer tutor’s help speech acts in audio & video-person than in
audio & video-actions condition (M=14.8 (10.4) vs. 40.2 (12.9), t(33)=4.99; p <.000,
d=2.18) and fewer in audio & video-person than in audio & video-person & videoactions condition (M=14.8 (10.4) vs. 37.9 (13.8), t(33)=4.55; p <.000, d=1.91). The
number of tutor’s encouraging speech acts was statistically significantly different
between conditions (F(2, 33) = 4.813; p <.01, 2= 0.22): tutors more often encourage
the tutees in audio & video-person than in audio & video-actions condition (M=3.2
(2.3) vs. 0.8 (1.1), t(33)=2.69; p<.01, d=1.33) and they do more often in audio & videoperson & video-actions condition than in audio & video-actions condition (M=3.2 (2.8)
vs. 0.8 (1.1), t(33)=2.69; p <.01, d=1.12).
ii) Tutees. The number of the tutees’ speech acts to give tutor information about
their ongoing task is statistically significantly different between conditions (F(2, 33) =
4.529; p <.02, η=0.21): this implies that tutees less often give their tutors information
about their ongoing task in audio & video-person & video-actions than in audio &
video-person condition (M=26.5 (14.1) vs. 43.8 (14.4), t(22)=2.5; p<.01, d=1.21) and
less often in audio & video-actions than in audio & video-person condition (M=27.7
(18.4) vs. 43.8 (14.4), t(22)=2.6; p<.005, d=0.97). All other tutees’ speech acts are
substantially equivalent between conditions, no statistically significant differences
were found.
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Table 2.3. Main outcomes of the experimental study

Measures

Categories

Tutor’s
Tutor’s proactive spontaneous
behaviour
interventions
Tutee’s HTML test
Tutees’ learning
Tutee’s web page
performance
score
Subjective
Impressions
Mutual
understanding

Tutors’ centrifugal
impressions
Deictic terms

(c1) audio
&
videoperson

(c2) audio (c3) audio &
&
video-person
video& videoactions
actions

Comparisons

M = 4.2
(2.2)

M = 4.6
(2)

M = 6.6
(1.9)

C3 > C1 (p<.007)
C3 > C2 (p<.02)

M = 3.7
(1)

M = 4.2
(1)

M = 4.3
(0.7)

C3 > C1 (p<.02)
C2 > C1 (p=.07)

M = 4.5
(1.5)

M = 5.5
(1.2)

M = 5.9
(1.6)

C3 > C1 (p<.002)
C2 > C1 (p<.02)

M = 19.2
(4)

M = 23.2
(1.8)

M = 23.7
(2.4)

C3 > C1 (p<.005)
C2 > C1 (p<.01)

M = 90.9
(29.3)

M = 125.2
(21.6)

M = 134.3
(46.2)

C2 > C1 (p<.005)
C3 > C1 (p<.01)

M = 35.3
(8.1)

M = 27.4
(7.6)

M = 26.6
(6.8)

C1 > C2 (p<.01)
C1 > C3 (p<.005)

M = 14.8
(10.4)

M = 40.2
(12.9)

M = 37.9
(13.8)

C2 > C1 (p<.000)
C3 > C1 (p<.000)

M = 3.2
(2.3)

M = 0.8
(1.1)

M = 3.2
(2.8)

C1 > C2 (p<.01)
C3 > C2 (p<.01)

M = 26.5
(14.1)

C1 > C2 (p<.005)
C1 > C3 (p<.01)

Tutors’ acts
To find out tutee’s
ongoing task
To help tutee
Intrinsic tutoring To encourage
speech acts
tutee

Tutees’ acts
To give tutor
information about
ongoing task

2.6.

M = 43.8
(14.4)

M = 27.7
(18.4)

DISCUSSIONS

This study wanted to understand the effect of nonverbal cues on a video-mediated
synchronous tutoring interaction. We found that both ostensive-inferential (videoaction) and kinesic (video-person) cues can be indistinguishable useful in tutoring
interaction. First, we found that the tutors act proactive more often when they can both
watch tutees’ facial expressions (kinesic cues) and tutees’ actions (ostensiveinferential cues). This outcome would to corroborate the richness media theory
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[DAF86], claiming that if we want to create the benefits of a face-to-face setting at
distance we should make available as many cues as possible. However, we stress
that other studies show the effect of ostensive-inferential cues alone, rather than both
nonverbal cues [KAR99, KRA03].
Second, tutees’ learning performance increase when both kinesic and ostensiveinferential cues are available. In particular, both HTML test and web page scores
increase when ostensive-inferential cues are available, in a standalone setting or
coupled with kinesic cues. These outcomes confirm the mixed findings on the effect of
ostensive-inferential cues on task performance: some studies show the positive effect
in reducing time performance rather than the quality of the performance [FUS03,
GER04, KRA03], whereas other studies did not find any effect [KAR99, KRA03].
Third, nonverbal cues have different effects on tutors’ and tutees’ evaluations of
the quality of the interaction. We found that nonverbal cues have no effect on
centripetal impressions, that is, how the participants evaluate his (her) contribution to
the interaction. In contrast, both tutors’ and tutees’ evaluations differ according to the
nonverbal cues available: tutors think that tutees are more attentive and their
contribution are more interesting when ostensive-inferential cues were available, with
or without kinesic cues. From a theoretical side, this outcome would corroborate the
idea that the more nonverbal cues are available during the interaction, the less
confusing the interpretation of nonverbal cues is. From the side of tutees, outcomes
show that they evaluate better the tutor’s contribution when kinesic cues are available
to them, with or without ostensive-inferential cues.
Fourth, to ensure their mutual understanding, tutors and tutees produce an
equivalent number of verbal markers whatever nonverbal cues they have at their
disposal. This outcome suggests that, as in face-to-face tutoring [VAN03], the tutor
verbally checks the tutee’s comprehension even if nonverbal cues are available. We
would like to stress that tutor and tutees know when they can apply a deictic strategy.
In fact, deictic expressions increase when ostensive-inferential cues are available to
the tutor and the tutees: the latter are aware that the former can observe them
anytime, and this help all participants to build their common ground [CLA91].
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Finally, tutor and tutees produce different intrinsic tutoring speech acts according
to the nonverbal cues they can use. When ostensive-inferential cues are available, the
verbal exchange about tutee’s task decrease and tutors’ helping acts increase,
confirming previous researches [KAR99, KRA03]. This suggests that ostensiveinferential cues are necessary to that tutoring interaction be successful, especially
when procedural knowledge is to be learnt. In contrast, when kinesic cues are
available, tutors’ encouraging acts increase. These two outcomes suggest that
ostensive-inferential cues would shape the tutoring dialogue on the task to accomplish
(functional side), whereas kinesic cues would tailor it rather to the tutee’s feelings
(relational side).
What we found can have implications for the design and the use of videomediated settings for tutoring interaction. For instance, if we wanted the tutor to be
proactive, it would better to let kinesic cues available to the tutor during the interaction;
or, if we preferred the tutees to improve learning, it would be better to let the tutor
observe the tutees’ ongoing actions.
We would like to stress that these outcomes should be taken with regard to the
limits of our study: we wonder whether these outcomes would change by increasing
participants’ experience of video-mediated settings, or by increasing the number of
tutees for each experimental session and, by choosing another learning content, that
is declarative topics rather than procedural ones.
Despite the weight of these limits, the data we presented and the comparison we
made with the most relevant literature in the field, suggest that it is necessary to set up
a proper methodology that consider all dimensions of human activity, that is verbal
interaction, task performance and subjective impressions. Otherwise, if we considered
each of these dimensions alone, we would not take a right picture of the mediation.

3
Remote Experiments over the Internet – a Case
Study of NetLab

Practical skills are of high importance in a tertiary engineering and science education
as during laboratory sessions students develop hands-on skills essential in their future
professional career. In conventional scenarios that have been run for centuries,
students attend lectures and tutorials to acquire theoretical knowledge and problem
solving skills of a particular topic and then attended laboratory sessions to solve and
test practical problems.
New technologies developed over the past decades enabled practical
laboratories to be replaced or complemented by virtual laboratories and/or remote
laboratories. The first remote laboratories were control engineering and robotic
laboratories [BOH95, TAY95] because of their complexity and the high cost required
for their development in the multiuser, multi-setup environment. Since the National
Instruments released the LabVIEW Internet Server in the late 1990s, development of
remote laboratories became much easier and today some 120 universities around the
world use them as part of their engineering and science curriculum. Comparative
studies have been conducted on advantages and disadvantages of all three types of
laboratories [NED03, COR04]. It has been investigated and documented that remote
laboratories, if designed and implemented properly, secure similar, if not better,
learning outcomes of the students – as compared with analogue real laboratories
[SIC05]. This paper presents NetLab – a remote laboratory developed and
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implemented over several years at the University of South Australia (UniSA) in
Adelaide. We believe that it is an excellent environment for developing student skills in
practical work. NetLab is now used in three undergraduate courses, onshore and
offshore and further expansion of its use is under way. We emphasise here the
technical aspects of NetLab that in many respects are unique, in the context of other
Internet-based learning and teaching environments.

3.1.

INTERNET-BASED LABORATORIES

The new generation of students challenges the uniform speed of learning at a fixed
time and place, and the virtual teaching and learning including virtual experiments
have become inherent. Simulation is cheaper, does not require laboratory supervision,
can be made at any time and at any place and usually does not have wiring, setup
and equipment failures. However, there are concerns that the extensive use of
computers, particularly for the replacement of real laboratories may cognitively de-skill
students [SAL91].
Remote experiments, also known as remote laboratories (RL) are not
simulations. They are real experiments conducted on equipment situated in a real
laboratory that is at a distance from the user. The Internet provides the monitoring, the
live remote access to real physical systems from any PC around the world even if the
system is far away or in a place with limited access due to security reasons. Remote
laboratories allow users to access real equipment from anywhere via the Internet.
Thus, only one set of equipment is required, which can be shared amongst
universities worldwide and the upgrade of even more expensive or unique equipment
is much more affordable. All equipment is situated in a relatively small space and only
requires limited handling, reducing the workload of laboratory staff. In many cases
new experiments can be remotely created and tested to the great advantage for
students and lecturers.
The development of virtual classrooms is now common and the presence of
virtual classrooms is increasing. The differences between distance learning students
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and on campus students seem to disappear in line with the greater flexibility of the
regular and electronic courses.

3.2.

NETLAB’S CONCEPT AND STRUCTURE

NetLab is an example of a versatile remote laboratory developed in-house at UniSA. It
is an interactive multiuser collaborative learning environment with a structure shown in
Fig. 3.1 and can be accessed at http://netlab.unisa.edu.au/.
NetLab has its own dedicated server which is connected on one side
to the Internet allowing users to access the RL. On the other side, the server
communicates with a number of programmable laboratory instruments via the IEEE
488.2 standard interface, also known as the General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB).
These instruments include the digital oscilloscope, the function generator and the
digital multimeter. All these instruments are also connected to a 16x16 programmable
matrix relay switch which provides the user with an option to wire and configure
various electrical circuits from available components and instruments. Special
software, the Circuit Builder, has been developed for this purpose [NED05].
Components that are currently available are resistors, capacitors, inductors and
transformers. In addition, programmable variable resistors have been developed and
interfaced into the system [MOH07]. Additional components can be easily added to or
removed from the system at any time.
NetLab also includes a camera which has its own web server and is fully
controllable by the user. The camera controls include pan, tilt and zoom. The video
feed from the camera is not part of any experiments and can be switched off to save
on the bandwidth. However, it is an important part of the system because it provides
distant users with telepresence in the laboratory.

3.3.

THE BOOKING SYSTEM

Both client and server software housed on the NetLab server are written in Java. The system
requires a new user to create an account and then to book a session. As a multiuser
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collaborative environment, NetLab allows more than one user to have full control of the system
at the same time. However, the number of concurrent users is limited to three in order to
prevent chaos in the laboratory. The flexibility of the system allows each student to book 1, 2
or 3 sessions, so that the students can work in groups of 3 or 2, or alone. To prevent excessive
booking a lecturer (administrator) can set a limit on a number of hours per week that each
student can book. Fig. 3.2 shows a limit of three hours per week per student.

Fig. 3.1. NetLab’s architecture

When the mouse is positioned over a booked seat, the user name and his/her country
(except Australia as a default) is displayed. This provides students with the option to
choose a laboratory partner from another country. Fig. 3.2 shows a user, Hugo from
Peru, who booked 2 seats in one session leaving a possibility for another person to
work with him. An unlimited number of users with administrative privileges can access
and control the system at any time without booking even if three other users are
logged on.
Students can log on and access NetLab at their booked time. When accessed,
the client software is downloaded onto the user computer, which requires the Java
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runtime environment to be installed on it. The client software opens the NetLab GUI
shown in Fig. 3.4, which includes a video image of the real environment through the
web camera.

Fig. 3.2. NetLab booking system

The booking system can become quite busy as illustrated by Fig. 3.3. where students
from Singapore try to catch up with the assignment deadline.

Fig. 3.3. The system becomes busy when assignments are due
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THE GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

NetLab GUI is the most distinctive part of this RL. From the beginning of its
development it has been designed with the intention of giving students the feel of
working in a real laboratory as much as possible. Thus, the main features that support
this realistic interface through the GUI are:
Animated photographic images of instruments
Students interact with instruments by pushing and turning buttons on animated images
of the instrument control panels. The button responses are animated (they turn or light
up, etc) in the same way as on the real instrument to give student immediate feedback
as to his/her action. The only difference is that students use the mouse instead of their
fingers to control instruments. The measurement results are imported from real
instruments and displayed on the animated instrument control panel in the GUI.

Fig. 3.4. The Graphical User Interface of NetLab
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Chat window
It has already been mentioned that NetLab is a multiuser, collaborative learning
environment where up to three students can work on the same experiment at the
same time in addition to an unlimited number of administrators (lecturers). A chat
window is provided to facilitate this within the GUI. The system automatically displays
names of all logged-on users, including administrators, so students can easily detect
the presence of a lecturer or another administrator who can help them if they need
assistance. The communication between distant users is in text form via the chat. The
chat window is placed in the bottom left-hand corner of the GUI as shown in Fig. 3.4.
Based on a student survey work is in progress to include voice communication. Also,
the potential for video communication has been considered.
Control window
In a collaborative environment users do not see each other and thus cannot monitor
each other’s action. Confusion may arise as to whether someone is inadvertently
pressing buttons or the system is not working properly. To prevent this, the NetLab
GUI includes a control window in its bottom right-hand corner as shown in Fig. 3.4,
which broadcasts the actions of all users.
Telepresence via the web camera
Students have full control of a web camera and can view instruments and components
or just look around the laboratory. The NetLab camera provides an option to
preprogram 10 positions. This is very useful as students can view different instrument
by simply selecting them from the camera menu. We believe that a camera is an
important part of every remote laboratory, in order to give students the feeling of
presence in the laboratory. Otherwise the interaction between a student and the
system would be the same as in the case of simulation. Our experience and surveys
show that students like to use the camera, sometimes just for fun, but more often to
make sure the instruments in the real lab respond to their actions. They always
question the differences between signals shown by the real instrument through
the camera video feed and the animated image of the instrument.
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Variable components
Different values of resistance can be selected by turning the knobs on the front panel
of the animated image of the resistor box using a computer mouse pointer. Although it
looks to users like a mechanical action, in reality the resistance is changed by sending
a command from an animated GUI of the resistor box to an electronic board where the
command is decoded into positioning of a set of relays for a corresponding resistance
[MOH07]. Fig. 3.5 shows one such variable resistor GUI with the resistance value set
positioning four animated knobs. This is a very unique feature of
NetLab and none of other RLs have this option.
Currently four variable resistors are available, each representing four decades of
resistance values. Work is in progress to develop variable capacitor and variable
inductor boxes that can be remotely adjusted using the same design principles as for
resistor boxes.

Fig. 3.5. GUI of the variable resistance box

3.5.

THE CIRCUIT BUILDER

The Circuit Builder which allows users to remotely wire different circuits was designed,
developed and implemented. Available instruments and components are represented
in the Circuit Builder GUI by their photographic images or a schematic (the
transformer).
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Fig. 3.6. The Circuit Builder

By mouse pointing to the terminal to be connected and then dragging it to the
destination terminal a wiring can be established that is the same as in the real
laboratory except that here the mouse is used to connect instruments and
components instead of wires. The wiring sometimes gets really messy, as in a real
laboratory as shown in Fig. 3.6. Circuit Builder allows students to capture an image of
the wired circuit which can be later checked by them and more importantly by
a lecturer who can then point out to students what went wrong in their experiment.
This way a student can produce a better documented report of the experiment by
simply capturing images from the computer screen of wired circuits, observed signals
and instrument panels.

3.6.

CONCLUSIONS

All the features described in the previous sections allow NetLab users, mainly
students, to interact with real equipment remotely over the Internet in a very distinctive
way, resembling work in a real laboratory as far as possible. Many remote laboratories
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provide interface where users enter text based commands or parameters. In some
cases this is convenient and appropriate, but in many cases it is a very artificial way of
interacting with equipment, commonly employed in virtual laboratories that are based
on simulation. A common argument to justify significant investment in the development
of RLs is that they provide real measurements data, which include noise and errors.
A realistic interface like NetLab GUI brings an additional dimension to an RL
which is particularly important for engineering students in early years of their programs
while they are still learning to set up instruments and wire relatively simple circuits.
Other RLs adopted similar realistic GUIs of instruments and currently, there are
initiatives, like VISIR project [GUS07], to adopt this type of realistic GUI as a standard
for an international network of remote laboratories.
At this stage NetLab is designed for experiments limited to a maximum of 16 twoterminal components and it is used for practicals like investigating RC or RL filters and
their transient responses, exploring RLC resonant circuits and other basic experiments
common in the 1st and 2nd year electrical engineering courses and for more
advanced experiments in the third year course Signals and Systems conducted also
by our offshore students in Singapore. However, the developmental work as a part of
a PhD and Master by research projects have been advanced to develop NetLab
applications for postgraduate courses in the area of microelectronics to experiment
with nanometer size structures via a network of microscope cameras and robotic
manipulators.
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4
Document Archive Control and Management
System

Within the framework of problems of automation of office-works we develop the
program of automation of the control of execution documents. This program is
introduced in some ministries and departments of the Kyrgyzstan Republic. Now
we are working at a problem of electronic document circulation which is a base
element in development and creation of the electronic government. This is one of
the urgent questions not only for our republic, but also for some the countries next
to us.

4.1.

THE IDEA OF THE DOCUMENT ARCHIVE CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

In stated work it is a question about software and opportunities of system
engineering of management archives of electronic documents. Interaction with
FTP - server occurs by means of the program of management archives of
documents as the FTP client is built in it and all operations are automated as much
as possible.
By development of libraries, encapsulating work on transfer of files on FTP to
the report is used. Experiments with these libraries have been stated. That they
possess different functionalities, to the decision on use of all these libraries to
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achieve of the maximal functionality and flexibility of work of a control system of
archives therefore was accepted.

4.2.

TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM

For development of the system some modern components of the firm Developer
Express Inc. (TM) have been used. For cable panels the libraries ExpressBars,
ExpressSideBar and ExpressDocking Library of the above mentioned firm have
been used. The web browser has been created on the basis of component
TcppWebBrowser

of

library

VCL

of

the

environment

development

with

C++ Builder 6.
A screenshot of the experimental program is presented on Fig. 4.1.
The program of management of archives of documents consists of two basic
functional parts:


tree of virtual directories;



Internet browser;

Web browser

Virtual Directories Tree

Comments to document

Figure 4.1. Screenshot of the experimental program
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4.3.

ARCHIVE ORGANISATION

The tree of virtual directories is an editable component of management (Fig. 4.2).

Virtual Folders

Documents
Field for input of a way
of the appendix saving
the document

Figure 4.2. Tree of virtual directories

All the data accompanying a tree is stored in the network database, therefore with the
same archive some users from different computers of a corporate network can work
simultaneously. The program will especially be useful in educational institutions,
libraries where simultaneous access to the general library of clauses, books, to an
electronic educational platform and other electronic documents of a general purpose is
required. In system there is an opportunity of creation sufficient number of archives
depending on a variety of subjects. In the program the displaying mode of the
individual units created by the certain user on a certain computer is stipulated.
Therefore in a virtual tree clauses or documents which are required to the user directly
without display superfluous or not the necessary documents entered from other
computers will be displayed only. Thus the FTP server not necessarily should be
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installed on the same computer, as a server of a database. Probably, it is possible to
use some FTP servers located on different computers.
Modern technology drag&drop has been applied to the organization of units of a
tree, to create unit referring to the document it is enough to drag the document from
any folder in the virtual directory and then the system itself will take care of
preservation of a way of the document in a database and will automatically
appropriate to unit a name of the document.

Figure 4.3. After dragging a document

There is also an opportunity of the organization of a reverse operation, e.g. dragging
of the document from a virtual folder in a conductor or a desktop (It has been carried
out with application of components of foreign developers TDropURLSource,
TDropURLTarget,

TDropFileSource,

TDropFileTarget,

TDropTextSource,

TdropTextTarget and additional programming tools). Everything told will be true as
well for the documents which are being on FTP servers.
In a control system of archives of documents it is possible to correct structure of
folders easily. For this purpose it is enough to drag unit or a folder from one folder into
other folder in the same tree. At removal folders or documents in virtual catalogues it
is possible to not worry about possible destruction of physical documents. In virtual
catalogues units and records in a database, containing attributes of the document only
leave:
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a way of the document;



a way of the application serving the document;



parameters with which the application is started;



a note about the document, etc.

Often enough there is a necessity of moving the physical document from one folder in
another. Thus the reference to the document stored a database, will appear incorrect.
For such cases the form for search of the moved document (Fig. 4.4) is created.

List of found
files
Searched files

List of folders
containing
files

Figure 4.4. Search form of the moved documents

The first found file will be automatically entered into a database.
Text editor SourceViewer also is built in the program with illumination of syntax.
At registration of the documentation, for example, at the description of the software it
is necessary to represent the text of the program. Such text will be much more
readable with illumination of syntax. There are two types of export of the text with
illumination of syntax in format RTF and in format HTML: directly in a file or in the
buffer of an exchange. Automatic illumination of syntax is made for programming
languages: Pascal, Delphi/Builder form, Visual basic, VBScript, PHP, INI files, HTML,
Java, JavaScript, XML, CSS, SQL.
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Figure 4.5. Source Viewer text editor

Figure 4.6. Browser menu

For service the Web - browser has been created with a standard set of elements of
management:


Back – transition to the previous document,



Forward – transition to the following document,



Open – to open a new document,



Stop – to interrupt loading the document,



Home – to pass to the home a web page,



Update – to update the document,



Search – search of the document.

And the lists Back and Forth trace backgrounds of viewings of documents by
a browser and the operative opportunity to their repeated viewing at the choice of from
lists is given. The same opportunity is fixed and to the list of an address line.

5
Object-Oriented Access to Databases in PHP5

Scripting language PHP is currently one of the most popular languages for
creating web applications that support the scripts running on the server. From
version PHP5 using object-oriented language PHP has reached new opportunities
- fully implemented properties: object-oriented programming.

5.1.

OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING IN PHP5

The concept of object-oriented programming is based on two basic concepts: classes
and objects. Class is a model for similar facilities, together with the characteristics
(attributes) of objects and information on the behavior (operations) of these objects.
From the point of view of the syntax of programming languages is the class data type
contains two main components: fields (the data to be read/write that is variables, or
data read-only that is fixed) and methods (functions including: Constructors and
Destructors). Access to components of class may be public that is generally
accessible, private and protected, which is related to the encapsulation –
a fundamental feature of object-oriented programming. The methods in the class may
be different types: ordinary functions (executing certain operations or the value of
drawing) Constructors (used for creating objects called unified __construct()), and
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Destructors (used for the destruction of objects called unified __destruct()), or
may have not have parameters, can be static, final or abstract. In the classes can also
occur methods called "Magic Method" starting with __, e.g. __get(), __set(),
__isset(), ..., which are automatically triggered as a result of certain actions such
as when you try to access a nonexistent store class. Access to the components of the
class with its interior (in the code of methods) is using this component design:
this->field, this->method.
The definition of class in PHP is as follows:
class NazwaKlasy
{
public | protected | private $NazwaPola;
public | protected | private $NazwaPola2=”start value”;
[final | abstract] [public | protected | private] [static]
function NazwaMetody([$arg1, $arg2, ...$argN]) {//code}
function __construct ([$arg1, $arg2, ...$argN]) {//code}
function __destruct() { //code }//
}

For example, the class may be TStudent class, including three private fields and three
methods: public constructor, and destructor, and function displays (List. 5.1).
<?php
Class TStudent
{private $nrAlbumu, $nazwisko, $imie;
public function __construct($nr, $naz, $im)
{print"object created with initial values";
$this->nrAlbumu=$nr;
$this->nazwisko=$naz;
$this->imie=$im;
}
public function __destruct()
{ print"Object deleted";}
public function wyswietl()
{print "$this->nrAlbumu $this->nazwisko
$this->imie”:
}
?>
Listing 5.1. The definition of a sample class TStudent

The object is an instance (occurrence) of the class. From the point of view of the
syntax of programming languages is an object variable of type class. Creation of the
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object

form

the

class

can

be

achieved

by

using

the

operator

“New”:

$ObjectName = new className()
This automatically triggered the class constructor. Calling for the public component
class

of

the

object

is

achieved

by

using:

$objectName->field,

$objectName->method() or for the public of the static: className::field,
className::method(). Completion of the script automatically removes the object
causing destructor. It is possible to remove the object by function Unset().
Examples of use TStudent classes shown in List. 5.2.
<?php
Include “klasaTStudent.php”;
$student=new TStudent("wspa222","Nos", "Janek"); // create the object
$student->wyswietl(); //operation on the object
?>
Listing 5.2. Using sample class TStudent

Object-oriented programming has three basic characteristics: encapsulation,
inheritance and polymorphism.
Encapsulation is to hide some of the chosen components of the class to you by
identifying for them specifies access: private, public and protected. During operate
on the objects of the class can use only public component. Defining the class of
children has access to public and protected components of the parent class. Private
components are available only inside the class.
Inheritance is the creation of classes of children (derived classes) on the basis
of parent class (base class). Implementation inheritance is achieved by the
construction of expression extends:
class Child extends Parent {
}
Calling methods from the parent class, if their names are different is normally
called as if it were a method defined inside the class by a descendant of $this->
method, while in the case override methods by calling methods of parent by methods
of the same name is executed by the structure: parent::method(), including
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constructors and destructors - automatically triggered only constructors and
destructors of base classes.
Polymorphism as a multiformity is understood as the presence of the same
named methods in the hierarchy of inheritance linked classes – many of the same
methods in terms of functionality, but implemented differently. Descendant inherits the
available fields and methods from the parent. If in the child’s class-defined method or
field of the same name as the inherited priority is to obtain and submit, redefine
method inherited.
Examples of

classes

with

features of

encapsulation,

inheritance

and

polymorphism can be:


TPracownik class as an parent class with a public constructor and public
method of view, the other class methods and fields are available for the
classes of progeny (List. 5.3);



Classes

TPracownikFiz

and

TPracownikUmy

as

a

child

class

(inheritance) with the method placa() and dodatki() may obscure parent
method inherited by different implementations of algorithms for calculating
the salaries and allowances for staff physical and mental (polymorphism).
The classes shown in List. 5.4.
<?php
Class TPracownik
{protected $nazwisko, $imie, $pesel; //encapsulation
function __construct($naz, $im, $pes)
{ $this->nazwisko=$naz;
$this->imie=$im;
$this->pesel=$pes; }
protected function placa() //encapsulation
{ return 0;}
protected function dodatki()
{ return 0; }
protected function potracenia()
{ return 0;}
protected function zarobki()
{ return ($this->placa()+$this->dodatki()-$this->potracenia());}
public function wyswietl() //encapsulation
{ print "$this->nazwisko $this->imie (pesel: $this->pesel) earned ".
$this->zarobki()."<br>"; }
}
?>
Listing 5.3. The definition of a sample parent class TPracownik
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<?php
Include “klasaTPracownik.php”;
Class TPracownikFiz extends TPracownik //inheritance
{protected $godziny, $stawka, $premia;
function __construct($naz, $im, $pes,$g, $st,$pr)
{
parent::__construct($naz, $im, $pes);
$this->godziny=$g;
$this->stawka=$st;
$this->premia=$pr;
}
protected function placa()
//polymorphism
{ return $this->godziny*$this->stawka;
}
protected function dodatki() //polymorphism
{ return 0.01*$this->premia*$this->placa();
}
}
Class TPracownikUmy extends TPracownik //inheritance
{ protected $wynagrodzenie, $dodatekFunkcyjny;
function __construct($naz, $im,$pes, $wyn, $dF)
{
parent::__construct($naz, $im, $pes);
$this->wynagrodzenie=$wyn;
$this->dodatekFunkcyjny=$dF;
}
protected function placa() //polymorphism
{ return $this->wynagrodzenie;
}
protected function dodatki() //polymorphism
{ return $this->dodatekFunkcyjny;
}
}
?>
Listing 5.4. The definition of child classes and TPracownikUmy and TPracownikFiz

The creation of above child classes with specific values of attributes and calling for
them wyswietl() method, will display a wage calculated by different algorithms
(List. 5.5).
<?php
Include “klasyTPracownikUmyFiz.php”;
$pracF=new TPracownikFiz('Kos', 'Jan','68100103234',10,30,50);
$pracF->wyswietl(); // Kos Jan (pesel: 68100103234) earned 450
$pracU=new TPracownikUmy('Nowak','Ewa','76122399999',3000,1000);
$pracU->wyswietl(); //Nowak Ewa (pesel: 76122399999) earned 4000
?>
Listing 5.5. Create objects from classes TPracownikFiz and TPracownikUmy
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5.2.

A SIMPLE CLASS TO HANDLE A MYSQL DATABASE

Using the idea of object-oriented programming in PHP5, you can create your own
library of classes to handle one type of database, such as MySQL, or multiple types of
databases.
Library may include definitions for several classes which enable: the connection
and the choice of a particular type of database, perform queries, view query results in
the case of error - the class of service.
The use of object-oriented programming techniques in PHP5 can be illustrated by
the example of the simplest class DBmySQL which enable to perform operations on
the MySQL database.
Class uses the following classes of exceptions to handle errors as the child class
of Exception class (List. 5.6).
class
class
class
class

DataBaseIOException extends Exception {};
//connection error
DataBaseSelectException extends Exception {}; //DB select error
DataBaseQueryException extends Exception {}; //query error
DataBaseCloseException extends Exception {}; //close error

Listing 5.6. The definition of classes of exceptions as the children of class Exception

Class fields are connection parameters or host, username, password, and the name of
the database. These fields accept the default settings involving work on the local host
with the database diplomas as a user root with password MySQL (List. 5.7). The
default fields settings can be changed by the constructor when you create an object
<?php
//...
class DBmySQL
{
// class attributes – connection parameters
private $Id;
// id conn.
private $dbHost="localhost"; // address host
private $dbUser="root";
// user name
private $dbName="dyplomy";
// DB name
private $dbPass="mysql";
// password ….
//...
}
?>
Listing 5.7. The definition of a sample class DBmySQL
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The methods of the class allows the following operations: the connection and the
choice of the database (the constructor), the closure of the merger (constructor), the
realization of query and display results. Constructor sets the current values of class
parameters of the call, establishes a connection and selects the database. In the case
of error generates an exception of a particular type: DataBaseIOException or
DataBaseSelectException, it displays a message and ends the script (List. 5.8).
<?php
//...
// constructor: connection with DataBase server + select DataBase
public function __Construct($host, $user, $pass, $database)
{
if($host!='') $this->dbHost=$host;
if($user!='') $this->dbUser=$user;
if($pass!='') $this->dbPass=$pass;
if($database!='') $this->dbName=$database;
try
{
$link = @mysql_connect($this->dbHost, $this->dbUser, $this->dbPass);
if ($link)
{ $this->Id = $link; //settings of the Id connection
// select DataBase
if (@mysql_select_db($this->dbName,$this->Id))
{
return $this->Id;
}
else
throw new DataBaseSelectException("Database cannot be selected");
// print('Error occurred: (DBmySQL->Connect):'.mysql_error());
}
else
throw new DataBaseIOException("Connection with the database cannot be
started ");
}
catch ( DataBaseIOException $db_err)
{print $db_err ->getMessage();exit;}
catch ( DataBaseSelectException $db_err)
{print $db_err ->getMessage();exit;}
}
?>
Listing 5.8. The definition of the constructor in the DBmySQL class

Class destructor closes the connection with the server BD, and in case of error
generates an exception and displays a message and ends the script (List. 5.9).
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public function __destruct()
{
try
{
$koniec=@mysql_close($this->Id) ;
if(!$koniec) throw new DataBaseCloseException("Database
closed");
}
catch ( DataBaseCloseException $db_err)
{print $db_err ->getMessage();exit;}
}

cannot

be

Listing 5.9. The definition of destructor in the DBmySQL//destructor class

Implementation of queries performed is a function Query($sql) which is made with
the SQL query language. Function performs the query and in case of trouble,
generates a class exception, displays the message and end script. In the case of
satisfactory completion of the query returns the output (List. 5.10).
// method makes query SQL (function mysql_query)
public function Query($sql)
{
try
{
// making a query to selected DataBase (mysql_db_query)
$result=mysql_db_query($this->dbName,$sql, $this->Id);
if (!$result)// in case of problems - proper message
// echo $this->Error();
throw new DataBaseQueryException("Query cannot be done");
return $result;
}
catch ( DataBaseQueryException $db_err)
{print $db_err ->getMessage();exit;}
}
Listing 5.10. Definition of Query() function in DBmySQL class

Further functions defined in the class can get the number of rows that your query
returns choosing - Num_rows() or functional - Affected_rows(), and the number
of columns from the query result choosing - Num_fields(). The current row from
the choosing result turns Fetch_array() function (List. 5.11).
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//method return number of rows as a result of the selected query
public function Num_rows($result)
{
return mysql_num_rows($result);
}
//method return number of fields as a result of the selected query
public function Num_fields($result)
{
return mysql_num_fields($result);
}
//method return number of modified rows as a result of the functional
//query
public function Affected_Rows()
{
return mysql_affected_rows($this->Id);
}
// method gets the current row from the result of a selected query
public function Fetch_array($result)
{
return mysql_fetch_array($result);
}
Listing 5.11. The definition of the other methods in the DBmySQL class

Display query choosing results (SELECT) in the form of a table is implemented
show_select() function (List. 5.12).
// method displays the selected query records
public function show_select($result)
{
print "<br> Result: <br>";
while($wiersz=$this->Fetch_array($result))
{ for($i=0;$i<$this->Num_fields($result);$i++)
print $wiersz[$i]." ";
print"<br>";
}
}
Listing 5.12. The definition of the functions show_select() in DBmySQL class

The class is saved in a file dbmysql.inc.php, which should be added to the script
performing selected operations on the database by creating a object of class $db and
execute him for specific actions such as $db->query() (List. 5.13).
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<?php
require ('dbmysql.inc.php');
//$db=new DBmySQL("localhost","ela","ela","dyplomy");
$db=new DBmySQL('','','','');
//operation SELECT
$wynik=$db->Query('select * from Tstudenci ');
print "the number of rows".$db->Num_rows($wynik);
$db->show_select($wynik);
//operation INSERT
$wynik=$db->Query('insert into Tstudenci values
(null,"Lis","Jan","INF")');
print "<br>the number of rows added" .$db->Affected_rows();
//operation UPDATE
$wynik=$db->Query('update Tstudenci set nazwisko="LIS" where
nazwisko="Lis"');
print "<br>the number of updated rows".$db->Affected_rows();
//operation DELETE
$wynik=$db->Query('delete from Tstudenci where Nazwisko="LIS" ');
print "<br>the number of deleted rows ".$db->Affected_rows();
?>
Listing 5.13. Using of DBmySQL class

The only class illustrates only the idea of object type concept mySQL databases, does
not use inheritance to create more specialized classes, and the transaction does not
support parameter queries.

5.3.

THE USE OF PDO - A UNIFORM ACCESS TO DATABASE

Using different types of database in PHP is based on the same algorithm operations,
other functions are only used. So a natural approach would be to create a class to
handle any type of database, which would be implemented as a link parameter. As of
PHP 5.1, you can use a single object to access the databases called PDO (PHP Data
Objects), containing an appropriate set of libraries. PDO uses exceptions to handle
errors, as well as advanced techniques such as database transactions and queries
parametric. Installing PDO is to attach the appropriate DLL in php.ini file:
extension=php_pdo.dll
extension=php_pdo_mysql.dll
…
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Class PDO operates a set of public methods to use. Among them, noteworthy is the
constructor for this class:
PDO::__construct ( string $dsn [, string $username [, string $password
[, array $driver_options ]]] )

PDO class object creation by calling the constructor of the class causes connection to
the selected database type as a specific user:
$pdo=new PDO($dsn, $user, $password);

where:

$dsn – Data Source Name determined in the form of a string (eg.
$dsn=‘mysql:host=localhost;dbname=baza’;
dsn=‘mysql:dbname=baza;host=127.0.0.1’);
$user, $password – username and password.

Close the connection is realised by assigning an empty address to the object or
function unset() to destroy the object:
$pdo=null;

//unset($pdo);

In the case of connection errors a PDOException class exception is generated and
you receive the message (List. 5.14).
<?php
try
{
//connection
$dsn = 'mysql:host=localhost; dbname=dyplomy';
$user = 'root';
$password = 'mysql';
$pdo = new PDO($dsn, $user, $password);
if ($pdo) print"Connection with the database is done<br>";
//close the connection
$pdo=null;
}
//errors service
catch(PDOException $e) {
echo 'DB error: '. $e->getMessage();
}
?>
Listing 5.14. Establishing and closing the link to the database using the PDO class
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For the implementation of the following queries are used PDO class methods:


PDOStatement PDO::query(string $ statement)



int PDO::exec(string $statement)



PDOStatement PDO::prepare(string $statement)

Method query($SQL) with the argument of SELECT type SQL query executes and
returns the result of choosing the type of object to the methods PDOStatement
fetch() and fetchAll().
Method exec($SQL) with the argument in the form of SQL type INSERT,
UPDATE, DELETE submit your functional query and returns the number of modified
lines.
Prepare queries repeatedly used is executed by method prepare(), which
returns the result as an object of class PDOStatement, which the execute() method
with the values of parameters in the form of associative array performs parametric
query.
Execution of a selection query can be illustrated by a fragment of the script in
List. 5.15.
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//execute of the selected query - first way: query()+fetch()
print" Tabela TStudenci<br>";
$result = $pdo -> query('SELECT * FROM tstudenci');
print "<table border>";
while ($row = $result->fetch()) {
print"<tr>";
echo "<td>".$row["IdStudenta"]."</td>";
echo "<td>".$row["Nazwisko"]."</td>";
echo "<td>".$row["Imie"]."</td>";
echo "<td>".$row["IdKierunku"]."</td>";
print"</tr>";
}
print "</table>";
//unset($result);
//*************************************************************
//execute of the selected query - second way: query()+fetchAll()
/*
$result = $pdo -> query('SELECT * FROM tstudenci');
print "<table border>";
$array=$result->fetchAll();
foreach($array as $row) {
print"<tr>";
echo "<td>".$row[0]."</td>";
echo "<td>".$row[1]."</td>";
echo "<td>".$row[2]."</td>";
echo "<td>".$row[3]."</td>";
print"</tr>";
}
print "</table>";
*/
//execute of the selected query - third way: prepare()+execute()
/*
$result = $pdo->prepare("SELECT * FROM Tstudenci ");
if ($result->execute())
{
// print"Query is done<br>";
print "<table border>";
while ($row = $result->fetch()) {
print"<tr>";
echo "<td>".$row["IdStudenta"]."</td>";
echo "<td>".$row["Nazwisko"]."</td>";
echo "<td>".$row["Imie"]."</td>";
echo "<td>".$row["IdKierunku"]."</td>";
print"</tr>";
}
print "</table>";
}
*/
Listing 5.15. Execution of selection queries for the PDO class object
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Execution of a functional query can be illustrated by a fragment of the script (List.
5.16).

//execute of the functional query
$result = $pdo -> exec('UPDATE tstudenci SET Idkierunku="ZIM"
IdStudenta =8');
if($result)
{ print"Query is done<br>";
print"The number of updated rows: $result <br>";}

WHERE

$result=$pdo->exec('INSERT into tstudenci VALUES
(null,"Rybak","Jan","INF")');
if($result)
{print"Query is done<br>";
print"The number of added rows: $result <br>";}
Listing 5.16. Execution of functional queries for PDO class object

Implementation of functional queries with parameters can be illustrated by an except
from the script (List. 5.17):
//query with parameters
$kierunek='INF'; //value of the :IdKierunku parameter
$result = $pdo->prepare("SELECT * FROM tstudenci WHERE
IdKierunku=:IdKierunku");
if($result->execute(array('IdKierunku'=>$kierunek)))
{
print"Query is done<br>";
print "<table border>";
while ($row = $result->fetch()) {
print"<tr>";
echo "<td>".$row["IdStudenta"]."</td>";
echo "<td>".$row["Nazwisko"]."</td>";
echo "<td>".$row["Imie"]."</td>";
echo "<td>".$row["IdKierunku"]."</td>";
print"</tr>";
}
print "</table>";
}
Listing 5.17. Execution of functional queries with parameters

Using transactions for the database, which contains them, is implemented by PDO
class method:


bool PDO::beginTransaction(void) – beginning of the transaction,



bool PDO::commit(void) – approval of the transaction,



bool PDO::rollBack(void) – dismiss of the transaction.
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The algorithm of the script performing processing transaction could take the form
shown in List. 5.18:
$conn=new PDO ($dsn, $user, $password);
Try
{$conn->beginTransation();
//execute queries SQL involved in the transaction
$conn->commit();
}
catch (Exception $ e) {
print "Transaction cannot be closed! ";
$conn->rollBack();
}
$conn=null;
Listing 5.18. Implementation of the transaction using PDO classes

Precise information on the use of PDO libraries can be found on the webpage of PDO
project: www.php.net/pdo (http://pl2.php.net/pdo) .

5.4.

USING PEAR PACKAGE

An alternative way to use predefined classes to handle database object library PEAR
(PHP Extension and Application Repository) containing a package DB with the class
DB.
Installing PEAR package is running the file from the directory php - pear.bat and
installation library DB by command on the console: pear install DB. PEAR.php and
Db.php files should appear in ...\ php\pear directory.
Then expand the list of paths for the files included by the addition of access paths to
pear in php.ini file:
include_path = ".;${path}\php\pear"
The use of DB class, it is possible to attach a file Db.php:
require(”DB.php”);
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Connect to the database is implemented using the static method Connect($dsn)
with an argument specifying a name for the data source (Data Source Name) in the
form of a chain with the following structure:
$dsn=„DBType://user:password@host:port/Database”
where: DBType – database type (mysqli dla MYSQL v.>4.1),
user:password – username and password,
host:port – number of host: number of port (3306 – MySQL),
Database – name of database.
Termination method is executed by disconnect() method.
Calling the connect() and disconnect() methods can be illustrated by the
fragment of the script (List. 5.19).
<?php
require("DB.php");
$db = DB::connect("mysqli://ela:ela@localhost:3306/dyplomy");
if(DB::isError($db)){
echo "Connection with the database cannot be started<br />";
echo "Error message: ";
echo $db->getMessage();
echo "</body></html>";
exit();
}
//…
if(!$db->disconnect()){
echo "Connection with the database cannot be closed <br />";
echo "</body></html>";
exit();
}
?>
Listing 5.19. Implementation of a database connection with the use of Class DB from PEAR
library

Implementation of the SQL query is executed in one of the methods of the class DB:


Query(stringSQL) – sending a query which is not returning openly in the
form of records,



getAll(stringSQL) – query result is returned in the 2-dimensional table,
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getCol(stringSQL), getRow(stringSQL) – results containing single
column or line the result return in the form of table,



getOne(stringSQL) – queries asking for the number one.

Execution of a query using Query() may be the result of several different types:


DB_Error class object - if the query cannot be execute:
isError() static method - verify error,
getMessage() method - display the type of error;



BD_Result class object – (for select returning query) with method:
fetchRow() - download the record from the query result,
numRows() – specifies the number of the select query results;



DB_OK (for query modifying data):
$db->affectedRows() - method returns the number of modified lines.

Using the method of Query() for select queries the implementation can be illustrated
by a fragment of the script in List. 5.20.
$query = "SELECT * FROM Tstudenci";
$result = $db->query($query);
if(DB::isError($result)){
echo "Query cannot be done<br />";
echo "Error message: ";
echo $result->getMessage();
}
else{
/* while($row = $result->fetchRow()){
echo "<tr>\n";
echo "<td>{$row[0]}</td>\n";
echo "<td>{$row[1]}</td>\n";
echo "<td>{$row[2]}</td>\n";
echo "<td>{$row[3]}</td>\n";
echo "</tr>\n";
} */
while($row = $result->fetchRow(DB_FETCHMODE_ASSOC)){
echo "<tr>\n";
echo "<td>{$row['IdStudenta']}</td>\n";
echo "<td>{$row['Nazwisko']}</td>\n";
echo "<td>{$row['Imie']}</td>\n";
echo "<td>{$row['IdKierunku']}</td>\n";
echo "</tr>\n";
}
}
Listing 5.20. Using the method Query () for DB class object for execution of select queries
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Implementation of functional queries using Query() can be illustrated by
a fragment of the script in List. 5.21.
$query = "INSERT INTO Tstudenci VALUES(";
$query .= "null, 'Kos', 'Marta','ADM'";
$query .= ")";
$result = $db->query($query);
if(DB::isError($result)){
echo "Query cannot be done.<br />";
echo "Error message: ";
echo $result->getMessage();
echo "</body></html>";
exit();
}
else{
$ile = $db->affectedRows();
echo("The number of added rows: $ile <br />");
}
Listing 5.21. Using the method Query() for DB class object for the implementation of functional
queries

Implementation of query by method getAll() or getOne() can be illustrated by an
excerpt from the script in List. 5.22.
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$query = "SELECT * FROM Tstudenci";
$arr = $db->getAll($query);
if(DB::isError($arr)){
echo "Query cannot be done<br />";
echo "Error message: ";
echo $result->getMessage();
}
else{
foreach($arr as $row){
echo "<tr>\n";
echo "<td>{$row[0]}</td>\n";
echo "<td>{$row[1]}</td>\n";
echo "<td>{$row[2]}</td>\n";
echo "<td>{$row[3]}</td>\n";
echo "</tr>\n";
}
}
//calculation of the aggregate
$query = "SELECT count(*) FROM Tstudenci";
$result = $db->getone($query);
if(DB::isError($arr)){
echo "Querry cannot be done<br />";
echo "Error message: ";
echo $result->getMessage();
}
else{
print "The number of students ".$result;
}
Listing 5.22. Using the method getAll() and getOne() for DB class object

5.5.

SUMMARY

The presented methods and the examples were designed to illustrate the idea of
object-oriented programming and its properties in the area of creating database
applications.
It is, therefore, examine the available library users to take advantage of the
advanced technology of objects in PHP, or attempt to create its own set of handling
classes of object databases.
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So now popular Internet applications using the database might implement with
the use of modern object-oriented technology.

6
Independent Computer Presentation of a Natural
Language

Earlier, investigating and learning a living language were implemented with the
assistance (including bilingual dictionaries and text-books) of persons who had
a complete command of it; investigating of a dead language was done by means
of remained bilingual texts and texts with additional implicit suggestions and
conclusions. Invention of recording sounds gave possibility to fix examples of an oral
language objectively. Invention of talking pictures fixed examples of phrases with
connection to situations and actions. Computer games gave a user the opportunity to
choose actions with corresponding phrases. Existing software to learn languages base
on languages native to the user, nevertheless some notions are presented
independently. This survey demonstrates that there were not completely independent
presentations of natural languages.
We [PAN96, PAN04, PAN05, PAN06] gave suggestions and developed elements
of such presentations. Below we consider this whole matter. We shall base on Kyrgyz
language mentioning and other languages too. We shall consider also feedback for
checking-up knowledge of a language. By our opinion, random generation of tasks
and situations [PAN95] is necessary for independent presentation of notions and
objective estimation of knowledge.
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6.1. PHONETICS AND READING TEXTS
Software and equipment (including speech recognition) for studying and checking-up
pronouncing in many languages are well-known and used widely.
Independent presentation of rules of reading can be performed as follows:


demonstration of the alphabet,



demonstration of letters and combinations of letters with corresponding
pronouncing,



demonstration of arrangement of the alphabet on the keyboard (the user is to
guess to make corresponding labels on keys) or presenting a virtual keyboard
on the screen,



tasks on spelling pronounced words.

Success of such approach depends on existing of one-to-one correspondence
between spelling and pronouncing.
Such approach is convenient for Kyrgyz language. On the level of letters, there
are two ambiguities (in transliteration from Cyrillic-based Kyrgyz alphabet):


K  [k] | [kh] and G  [g] | [gh].

But on the level of two-letter combinations, there is such correspondence:


KA  [kh a]; KO  [kh o]; KE  [k e]; KI  [k i]



GA  [gh a]; GO  [gh o]; GE  [g e]; GI  [g i].

6.2. PRESENTATION OF MAIN NOTIONS
Vygotsky L.S. & Saharov L.S. [VYG81] demonstrated similar things having various
attributes together with calling them in any artificial "language" (with nouns and
adjectives only) to children. If the child called other things in this "language" properly
then she/he was asked why she/he had used these words. Winograd T. [WIN72]
proposed giving commands to a robot with such words as "table", "box", "block",
"pyramid", "ball", "grasp", "move to", "ungrasp". By using these ideas and
opportunities of up-to-date computer equipment, we [PAN96] proposed the following
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principle: guessing and fulfilling the only natural action possible in the environment.
That is, the pupil begins with thinking in the learned language.
We propose the following:
Hypothesis 1: A human's genuine understanding of a text in a natural language can
be elucidated by means of observing the human's actions in real
situations corresponding to this text.
Hypothesis 2: Up-to-date computer equipment is sufficient to model situations
necessary to detect genuine understanding of many notions in natural
languages.
Definition 1: Let any "notion" (word of a language) be given. If an algorithm acting at
a computer [PAN05]:


performs (generating randomly) sufficiently large amount of
situations covering all essential aspects of the "notion" to the user,



gives a command involving this "notion" in each situation,



perceives the user's actions and performs their results clearly on a
display,



detects whether a result fits the command, then such algorithm is
said to be a computer interactive presentation of the "notion".

Remark 1:

Certainly, commands are to contain other words too. But these words
must not give any definitions or explanations of the "notion".

Remark 2:

In such way not only notions presenting real objects but notions
presenting imaginary objects can be presented; we [PNA98, BOR03]
demonstrated natural interactive performing of abstract spaces.
We [PAN06] proposed a general scheme of software of three basic
parts: "Formalized subset of a natural language", "Tasks constructor"
and "Player for learning and testing" for this purpose.
A draft of unified algorithmic language for unified presentation of
notions is proposed in this chapter. For brevity, we shall denote it as
NotiLang.
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A hint to a language to present the user's actions (the only example)
was in [KUS94] - "X moves towards the Place" is a pair: <"at ti X is not
in the Place", "at tj X is in the Place"> [ti< tj].
In NotiLang, definition of any notion involves some Entities. We
propose to consider the minimal number of Entities as the attribute of a
notion.
As a technical base for NotiLang, some up-to-date easy-to-use
equipment (personal computers) needs to be chosen.
Mathematically, we define:


a rectangle (display) D, each point (pixel) of it has a color, for
output;



controlling any point on D, together with discrete choice of modes
(a mouse with two buttons) for input.

Remark 4:

Modern displays are formally discrete but they are perceived as
continuous. So, we can implement continuous motion.

Remark 5:

Developing

of

computers

should

enlarge

opportunities

of

communication with them but it would not influent the proposed
classification of notions sufficiently. Since immediate communication
between computer and brain appears, some Avatar verbs will become
direct verbs and class of Forced verbs will widen (see below 6.5).
NotiLang contains:


a formalized subset of a natural language;



statements describing environment: entities; relations among them;



statements describing the user's opportunities;



statements describing objects' opportunities (possible actions);



statements describing conditions to meet a statement in the natural
language (in temporal order).

The following Entities are necessary:


Time (as a sequence of necessary actions); Future; Past.



Space (kinds of Space: Topological Space; Metrical Space;
Geometrical Space) (for example, the verb TART(DRAW) means
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topology only; the verb TŰRT (PUSH) means geometry; the
adjective ALYS (FAR) means metrics).

Remark 6:



(Single) Cursor (moved by mouse).



Grasping Cursor (moved by mouse with left button pressed).

According to Windows software customs, Grasping Cursor implements
parallel shift of Thing; in our software it implements also drawing with
rotation; for other mathematical transformations, Avatar, Tool and
Magic Wand can be used.


Avatar (an object affected by and identified with the user) (it is also
presented as a kind of cursor).



Thing (a Thing itself is an object moved by the user (with Grasping
Cursor); a Thing with other Entities is an object affected by the
user).
There are the following kinds of Thing:
o

Specific Thing (will be described or drawn for any case
especially);

o

Moving (in itself) Thing;

o

Part (a Thing with relation to another Thing);

o

Composite Thing (made of some Things);

o

Tool (a Thing effecting another Thing);

o

Magic (Forcing) Wand (a Thing effecting another Thing due
to its properties).



Place (a subset of the display D, or an immobile ThIing):
o

Specific Place (will be described or drawn for any case
especially);

o

Gap=Place-of-Thing (related to a Thing).

o

Motion (in the form of Moving Thing without the user's
actions).

o

Animate (an Animated Thing which can perceive; by the
way, some devices connected with computers are animate
in up-to-date speech).
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Couple; Plural (some notions mean couples; some verbs demand
some homogeneous Things).



Gravitation (some verbs and prepositions demand it).



Irreducible Adjectives such as Color.

Define the function Name for all objects except Avatar and Cursors.
Three techniques are proposed for the user's guessing:
G1) uniqueness of the action (or the sequence of actions)
which subdues the command and the situation naturally;
G2) similarity (some objects have the same property and this
property is mentioned twice);
G3) alternation (new Notion and new word appear together as
an alternative to preceding Notions).
Definition 2:

of a Notion includes:

DE) List of Entities;
DP) List of preceding Notions;
DI)

Description of the Initial Environment (if it is necessary);

DC) Command (written in the subset of a natural language);
DS) Sequence of Conditions (in temporary order) with operations AND, OR,
XOR, NOT and Actions.
If all Conditions are fulfilled then the announcement Yes outputs (the Notion has been
understood).
If any Condition is violated then the announcement No outputs. Also, in learning
mode, according to Windows software customs: if the user tries to take a wrong Thing
then the computer permits a small shift only and returns it to its starting-position; if the
user tries to move a fitting Thing onto a wrong spot then the computer also returns it to
its starting-position (number of attempts is not bounded). If additional entities (for
instance Gravitation, Attraction, Repelling) are on then the computer can move Thing
to other position. In testing mode, the announcement No outputs only.
Due to Definition 1, some objects (and sometimes their positions) are taken
randomly while each implementation of the Notion; they will be denoted with (R).
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Grammar rules of NotiLang will not be described in details; they will be understood
from examples below.

6.3. EXAMPLES OF THE NOTIONS IN NOTILANG
We shall not describe NotiLang formally; we shall give outlines of each notion only.
Also, one of ways to implement G1 is constructing such environment that the only
natural action is evident. Then corresponding Specific Things and Specific Places will
be described for a programmer non-formally. For example, see the adjective
SOL(LEFT) below.
Examples (for Kyrgyz and corresponding English words) are given due to
Definition 2 or non-formally. One of ways of guessing (G1, G2 or G3) and number of
entities are given.

Verb KOY(PUT) (G1), Entities=5.
DE) Time; Topological Space; Cursor; (R)Thing; (R)Place.
DP) None.
DC) "Put"+Name(Thing)+"into"+ Name(Place)+"!"
DS) Grasp in Thing. Ungrasp in Place.

Verb JASA(MAKE) (G1), Entities=6.
DE) Time; Geometrical Space; Cursor; (R)Thing(-with-out-Part); (R)Part; Gap.
DP) None.
DC) "Make"+Name(Thing)+"!"
DS) Grasp in Part. Ungrasp in Gap.
Remark 7. The verb TOUCH is the simplest action but it would be better to
accustom the user with "more active" verbs at the beginning.

Verb TIY(TOUCH) (G1), Entities=5.
DE) Time; Topological Space; Cursor; (R)Thing; Plural.
DP) None.
DC) "Touch"+Name(Thing)"!"
DS) Cursor is in Thing.

"Initial nouns":
CHARCHY(SQUARE), ŰCH BURCHTUK(TRIANGLE), TEGEREK(CIRCLE) are
introduced implicitly as (R)Things while introducing verbs JASA(MAKE) or
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TIY(TOUCH); JAY(SPOT), ŰKŰK(BOX) are done implicitly as (R)Places while
introducing the verb KOY(PUT).

Verb JAP(COVER) (G1), Entities=6.
DE) Time; Topological Space; Cursor; (R)Thing1; (R)Thing2 (larger than Thing1
and Overlaps with respect of Thing1).
DP) Initial nouns.
Step 1.
DI) Cursor is in Thing2.
DC) "Cover"+Name(Thing1)+"!"
DS) Grasp in Thing2. Ungrasp in Thing1 [i.e. Thing1 is covered by Thing2].
Step 2. (The postposition(preposition) МЕNЕN(WITH) is also introduced).
DE) Time; Topological Space; Cursor; (R)Thing1; (R)Thing2 (larger than Thing1);
Plural.
DC) "Cover"+Name(Thing1)+"with"+Name(Thing2)+"!"
DS) Grasp in Thing2. Ungrasp in Thing1.

Verb TAP(FIND) (G1), Entities=6.
DE) Time; Topological Space; Cursor; (R)Things1; (R)Thing2 (larger than
Things1); Plural.
DP) Initial nouns; Cover (or Close, Hide…).
DI) Brief description. All Things1 are covered with copies of Thing2.
DC) "Find"+Name(Thing1)+"and touch it!"
DS) Cursor in Thing1 [after shifting Things2 from some or all Things1].

Adjective TŰS(COLOR) (G1), Entities=4.
DE) Cursor; (R)Things with (R)Colors; Plural (in the form of Set-of-Colors-Place).
DP) Initial nouns; Touch.
DC) "Touch the color of "+Name(Thing1)+"!"
DS) Cursor in (corresponding) colored subset of Set-of-Colors-Place.

Verb TŰRT (PUSH) (G1), Entities=5.
DE) Time; Geometrical Space; Avatar; (R)Thing; (R)Place.
DP) Initial nouns.
DI) [If Avatar touches Thing then Thing moves along the opposite direction].
DC) Push"+Name(Thing)+"into"+Name(Place)+"!"
DS) The center of Thing is in the interior of Place.

Verb SIMMETRIYALA(SYMMETRIZE) (G1).
DI) Slightly non-symmetrical object.
DC) "Symmetrize!"
DS) The user is to make the object symmetrical.
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Adjective SOL(LEFT) (G2), Entities=6.
DE) Geometrical Space; Cursor; Couple; two (R)Places1; two (R)Places2;
(R)Thing.
DP) Initial nouns.
DI) Places1 are posed symmetrically; Places2 are posed symmetrically; Thing is
in the left Place1;
DC) Name(Thing)+" is in the left"+ Name (Place1)+". Touch the left"+
Name(Place2)+"!"
DS) Cursor is in the left Place2.

Tense KELECHEK(FUTURE) (G1), Entities=5.
DE) Geometrical Space; Cursor; Moving Thing; Plural; some (R)Places.
DP) Initial nouns.
DI) Moving Thing moves to one of Places along a straight line, slowly. Other
Places are not at this line.
DC) "Touch, where will"+Name(Thing)+"be!"
DS) Cursor is in the Place.

The scheme for Forced verbs (for instance, YRDA(SING))
DE) Plural; (R)Things (one of them can sing, others can sound, tremble etc.);
Magic Wand.
DP) Some nouns.
Step 1.
DC) "Touch"+ Name(Thing)+"with"+"Magic Wand+"!".
DS) Magic Wand is in Thing: Sing.
Remark 8. Such technique (with Click instead of Magic Wand) is used in some
teaching software to enliven environment.
Step 2.
DE) Plural; (R)Things; Magic Wand; (R)Place.
DC) "Touch things with Magic Wand and put a thing which sings into "+
Name(Place)+"!".
DS) (Magic Wand is in the Thing: Sing) OR (Magic Wand is in other Things: Other
Actions). The Thing is in Place.
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6.4. EXAMPLES OF SCREENSHOTS IN NOTILANG

Figure 6.1. Make the TRIANGLE

Figure 6.2. Make the SQUARE

Figure 6.3. Take the triangle from the LEFT
circle and put it onto the LEFT square

Figure 6.4. Put the LITTLE circle onto the BIG
circle

Figure 6.5. [Avatar] Go OUT

Figure 6.6. [Avatar] PUSH the square and go
out

6.5. CLASSIFICATION OF NOTIONS IN NOTILANG
By this approach, the set of "notions" is semi-ordered by precedence: of each two
"notions" either one must be introduced before other or they can be introduced
simultaneously or independently.
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We propose the following classification of verbs (as it is known, some verbs are
polysemantic and can fall into different sections). Also, some verbs are introduced with
the minimal number of Entities but can be used with additional (facultative) Entities
further. For example: ring the bell; ring the bell with a stick.
Direct verbs: the user acts with Cursor (move, shift, take, put, find, hide, show).
Tool verbs – with Tool or other Thing (paint, cut, put, find, hide). Avatar verbs – by
means of Avatar (go, turn, push, pull). Forced verbs – by means of Magic Wand (run,
ring, sing, light, jump, sit down).
Our classification develops (with some additions) the well-known valence of verbs
but with specifications of objects and addition of latent circumstances. The closest is
Lexical Conceptual Structure [SAN96] which “is mainly organized around the notion of
motion, other semantic/cognitive fields being derived from motion by analogy (e.g.
change of possession, change of property).”
For constructive purposes, we cannot use analogy. We are based on the user's
concrete "actions".
Due to precedence ordering of notions, transitive verbs can be subdivided into
"independent" of essence of direct objects (move, take, put, find, hide) and
"dependent" (write, paint, flex, read).

6.6. CONCLUSIONS
We hope that successful implementation of this approach would yield independent
description of natural languages. CertaIinly, Composite Thing, Specific Thing, Specific
Place are not entities in Occam's sense and there arises the problem to find genuine
entities. Also, we hope that further investigations with permanent feedback of results
of treating corresponding software would distinguish important features of natural
languages and yield an objective base for comparison of notions of different
languages.
By our experience, some children of 7-8 years old who has a good command in
using a computer mouse can adequately understand commands in an unknown
language, can learn some dozens of words and pass a test without mistakes. Adults
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are less careful and they try to ask: "I have guessed what I am to do, but how this
word can be translated?"
We hope that such software would be able to be used as an introduction to
learning languages by means of distributing CD-ROMs with corresponding software.
Also, the test mode can be used in various kinds of examinations and competitions for
all students learning foreign languages. For advanced students, writing definitions of
various notions in NotiLang would be also useful.
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7
Application for Solving of Geomechanics Tasks

7.1.

THE PROGRAM OF CALCULATION

The calculation program of stressed-deformed states of rock mass is developed on
the basis of a technique described in work [ISA05a].
Initial data are necessary for functioning any program. After reception of
necessary initial data the program carries out calculation and receives some results
which are necessary for processing in appropriate way. Thus, the program of
calculation should consist three components:


processing of initial data and their preparation for carrying out of calculation;



actually the calculation that consists of drawing up of system of the
equations, its decision and reception of necessary target data;



reception of results in the form of tables, reports, schedules, figures, etc.

Each above-stated part of the program at its drawing up is subdivided into finer
logically coordinated sites. So, the program calculation a stressed deformed states of
rock mass has been developed on algorithmic language Object Pascal in the
environment of programming Delphi-7 [KEM04, ARK04, BOB07]. Opportunities of the
environment of programming Delphi-7 allow writing programs with very good interface
and simple opportunities for the user. Object Pascal enables to use arithmetic with
high accuracy, down to 10-20. Similar accuracy is necessary for the exact decision of
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greater systems of the linear equations which arise at the decision of challenges of
mountain mechanics.
In Fig. 7.1 the main window by means of which all navigation under the program
is carried out is shown. On it some buttons, employees for opening the additional
windows necessary for performance of certain stages of calculation are located. At
last, here the button of the termination of performance of the program "Output" is
located.
As stages of the program are carried out in the certain sequence, activation of
corresponding buttons also occurs in the certain sequence. Before this moment the
buttons are not active. During loading the program there is a main window with the
unique active button «To enter data» and it is necessary to enter the instruction initial
data.

Figure 7.1. The main window of the program of calculation strained conditions of rocks
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Introduction of initial data can be made also by preliminary creation of a file with the
initial data, created in a corresponding format. However absence of those does not
serve as an obstacle for performance of the program as in it the opportunity of input of
initial data during performance of the program is stipulated. By pressing the button
«To enter data» at the main window the window of input of the initial data, shown in
Fig. 7.2, will be opened.

Figure 7.2. A window of input of the initial data necessary for construction of
a triangular grid for settlement area

7.2.

PREPARATION OF INITIAL DATA

The initial data for problems of geomechanics concern the form of studied object. The
object can represent a three-dimensional spatial construction: a dam, a certain
mountain object, etc. In this case we consider while only two-dimensional objects, i.e.
objects at which extent in any one direction much more exceeds the sizes of object in
two others, and then, neglecting trailer effects, the object can be considered as twodimensional. It is possible to carry dams to such objects, long dams, etc. In this case
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the two-dimensional analysis of section gives a qualitative picture of real threedimensional bodies and allows leading the analysis at the minimal expenses of efforts
and means. Thus, the two-dimensional approach to the decision of problems has very
wide sphere of the appendix and has the worthy right to existence.
Secondly, physic-mechanics qualities of rocks which change both in spatial
measurement concern to initial data, and in time. It is obvious, that in many cases of
modeling of the stressed states of rock mass, variability of qualities of rocks depends
on spatial arrangement neglects and considers breed homogeneous on qualities. It is
connected with two reasons. The first reason consists that it is very frequent that the
qualities of rocks mass are really unknown. It is not known, what rocks form a
considered file, what its structure, presence of cracks, emptiness, etc. Definition of a
kind of breed and its qualities extremely labour-consuming and dear action is not
known. The following reason consists that estimated calculations and then the detailed
knowledge of qualities and structures of a file is excessive are in most cases
necessary. However from this does not follow, that in mathematical statement it is not
required increases in their accuracy. On the contrary, the increasing penetration of
high technologies into mining expands borders of application of mathematical
modeling, does it’s more and more exact, more and more corresponding reality.
For calculation it is possible to carry the initial data also construction of a
settlement grid. In the program it is realized in the form of the automatic procedure
based on algorithm described in work [SEG79]. The algorithm described in [SEG79],
is simple enough and flexible, allowing the minimal means to adapt a grid to geometry
of a considered body and features external loading. In other words, to condense a grid
there where higher sanction is required, and to do it’s rare on less responsible sites [4,
5]. Process of construction of a grid occurs in an interactive mode when the user can
observe process of construction and interfere with process of construction of a grid,
leading to its demanded kind. On Fig. 7.3 the screen of the monitor is shown at the
organization of input of initial data for calculation of the strain condition of some file.
This window serves for splitting settlement area into triangular elements. At it there are
all necessary data for carrying out of such procedure. In the right half of screen there
is a window for demonstration of the received net splitting. In the same place fields for
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informing on quantity of the received points and triangular elements are shown. The
data are necessary for construction of a grid of elements, which located in the left part
of the screen. It is number of various initial zones or areas into which the user
preliminary breaks considered settlement area. These areas depend on the
geometrical form of settlement area and a degree loading various areas of a body on
what the demanded detail of consideration and the description of results depends.

Figure 7.3. A window for input of boundary conditions for elements

The input window of quantity of initial points serves for editing quantity of points which
are shown on the right in figure and are marked by through numbering. Coordinates of
set points are edited in a window designated as «Coordinates of points». Numbering
corresponds to indexes in the right figure. In the left part of the screen there is a table
entitled as «Data on zones» where data about an accessory of points to various zones
are edited, quantity of columns and lines for each zone. A little below the table of
editing «The given connections» where there are data on connection of the next zones
is located. Data on zones being on each party of any zone here contain. In case of
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absence of any zone on the party of a zone in a corresponding cell of the table the
number "zero" is brought. On the right the window with preliminary breakdown of area
of calculation on triangular elements is drawn. Here zones into which the settlement
area is broken and numbering of areas with corresponding painting are shown. Also
data by total quantity of points and number of triangular elements are cited.
All the sizes located in the left part of a window, are edited data, i.e. they can be
changed arbitrarily. Then, having pressed the button «To construct a grid», it is
possible to look at the turned out net splitting. Certainly, visual preliminary splitting
does not allow constructing a grid in the optimum image, but enables to avoid rough
flaws and mistakes. The button «To keep data» serves for preservation of the edited
data and their use in case of repeated calculation. After end of editing and
construction of a grid, by means of button «Output» the user can leave a window of
editing of initial data in the core of a window of the program (see Fig. 7.2).
For carrying out the calculation of the strain condition the file of the task and boundary
conditions are required. The window of the task and boundary conditions opens by
means of the button «Boundary conditions». It looks, as shown in Fig. 7.3. By means
of this window the user can edit boundary conditions for each separate element. The
task of boundary conditions consists in the task of type of a boundary condition:
0 – the party of an element is internal;
1 – on the party of an element values normal displacement un and tangential
displacement us are set;
2 – on the party of an element values enclosed normal stress σn and tangential
stress σs are set.
Except for the task of boundary conditions for an element by means of this window it is
possible to change values of physic-mechanics qualities of rocks of each element:
density, module Jung and Poisson's ratio and also to set value of energy of a residual
stress. For all these sizes corresponding fields in the right part of the screen are
stipulated. For simplification of movement on elements the opportunity of a choice of a
triangular element by the index of the mouse is stipulated. At a choice of a triangle in a
similar way at a demonstration window at the left where all settlement area and its net
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splitting is shown, the chosen triangle is allocated with red fat lines, and in the top part
number of an element is shown.
In a window «the Kind of an element» is shown the chosen element with
designations of the parties of a triangle. It enables the visual control of input of
boundary conditions over fields under the name «Boundary conditions for the parties».
In the first column value of type of a boundary condition, i.e. the internal or external
party, and what sizes, displacement or stress is resulted, are set on border.
In the left part of the screen the table with preliminary division of elements on
boundary conditions is shown. It takes the values from preliminary prepared file with
corresponding data. The file is carried out in a text format and filled before the
beginning of performance of calculation. According to data of this file which
maintenance is reflected in the table under the name «Data on various zones of
boundary conditions», preliminary assignment of boundary conditions is reflected in
fields being in the right part of the screen, and by means of these fields preliminary
values can be changed by the user. After final assignment of boundary conditions for
all elements the window of editing of boundary conditions can be closed by means of
button «Output».
After that there is a main form of the program with the unique active button «To
find the solve». Obviously, button «Output» also is active and in case of need always it
is possible to interrupt performance of the program by pressing this button. Activation
of buttons according to stages of performance of the program allows avoiding random
errors for unpracticed users.
After pressing the button «To find the solve» the program, using the obtained
initial given and boundary conditions, makes system of the equations and finds the
demanded solve of a task in view. After reception by the program of the decision on
the left screen of the main form there is a contour of a considered body and the points
of a contour showing displacement of its points are resulted. Points of displacement of
a contour are shown by thick red points on a white background and are well distinct
from not deformed contours of a body. In most cases displacement are so small, that
the displaced points are actually on a contour of not deformed body.
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On Fig. 7.4 the picture with the calculated results where displacement of borders
of a body concerning the initial not strain condition is given. By pressing the button
«Show isoclines» the user can to look various isoclines a component of a strain.

Figure 7.4. The calculated results of displacement for a considered body

On Fig. 7.5 the window of demonstration various isoclines the deformed body is
shown. It can be three components of strain σxx,

σyy, σxy. Using options in the right

top part of a window, the user chooses what component is necessary to show. Also
the user can choose number isoclines and frequency of a grid by means of which are
under construction isoclines. It is necessary that lines were smoother, without
unpleasant breaks. If the user wishes to construct isoclines separately by means of
other graphic programs or to receive any other information for these purposes the
program forms the target file containing the detailed information concerning to
a component of displacement and stress on all settlement area with demanded
frequency. These data are represented in a text format and can be read easily through
by means of any text editor.
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Figure 7.5. A window of demonstration isoclines stresses in the deformed body

7.3.

SOME RESULTS OF MODELING OF CONCRETE OBJECTS

Object of modeling was optically sample representing a square plate in the size
20х20 cm from plastic with an aperture in the central part and thickness 1. Loading the
sample by applying vertical loading, the experimenter observes polarized light passed
through object. Passing through a transparent plate, light refracts and due to a
difference of a course of the polarized components lines of absorption which show
lines of equal tangents of strain in a body, named isochrom are formed. Studying
these lines of absorption, the experimenter obviously observes character of
distributions of strain in an investigated body.
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By means of computer modeling the strained-deformed states of the same
sample, we had been received fields of strain. As parameters of the experimental
sample were known, the same data have been used at numerical modeling. Modeling
was made with identical geometrical and physic mechanical parameters. All set of
target parameters – three components of strain (σxx,

σyy, σxy) has been received;

by means of which have received the maximal and minimal strain, and also maximal
tangential a strain - T max. Also components of displacement and other parameters
have been received.

7.4.

CONCLUSIONS

The computer program created on the basis of FEM represents a product having
educational, scientific value. It is presented in the form of the software package,
suitable to duplication and copying on any personal computer.
Software package FEM allows obtaining scientific and practical data on modeling
the strained-deformed states of rock and samples. Comparisons with analytical and
experimental results have shown high accuracy of results of calculation.
Program FEM allows calculation the deformed states of bodies and of rock mass,
considering heterogeneity of physic-mechanics qualities of environment. It also allows
considering various boundary conditions loading and symmetry for a considered body.

8
Modelling of Filtration Processes in Soil Dam

Process of a water filtration in soil files is defining for physical and mechanical
properties of a ground and, hence, for constructions built on a ground basis. One of
such constructions is the soil dam. Elastic properties of a ground and property concern
to physical or mechanical properties of a ground connected with its plasticity.
By the present moment various models elastic-plastic behavior of a soil material
are developed, and parameters of these models very strongly depend on the contents
of water in the ground. As the ground is the porous medium, in it there are processes
of a water filtration responsible for a water-saturation of a material. Processes of a
filtration develop in time, they in the basis non-stationary, are subject to temperature
changes, etc.
In the given work mathematical bases for the description of process of a filtration
in soil materials, numerical algorithm realizing mathematical representation and the
computer program with the interface are presented, allowing to spend calculations and
to receive interesting results on concrete objects in a user-friendly kind.

8.1.

MATHEMATICAL BASES

Darsy law, the simplest form which looks as follows [CHU63] is put in a basis of
modeling of filtration processes in soil:
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vk



dH
,
ds 

(8.1)

where:
v - average speed of a stream of water in considered vertical section,
H - pressure for considered vertical section, k - factor of a filtration.
Darsy law represents the phenomenological law where the factor of a filtration is by
practical consideration as its value depends on set of factors, such as, temperature,
porosity, density, etc. For each material it is defined by practical consideration and is
the integral property of a material and the certain conditions of medium. Generally the
factor of a filtration for different directions of speed can be different.
As is known, speeds of a filtration have very small absolute values, therefore
convective members of the equations describing filtration process are neglected. But
the basic equation for a filtration, following from the law of mass conservation of water
for two dimension case looks as follows [CHU63, SEG79]:





h   h    h 
  k x    k y   Q  0, 
t x  x  y  y 

(8.2)

where:
r - average density of the content of water in a medium,
kx, ky - factors of a filtration for corresponding directions,
Q - source item.
The (8.2) is the equation of elliptic type similar to the diffusion equation. The required
size h, is scalar size, represents a pressure, or the top level of water in a ground,
either so-called curve or a surface of depression for a spatial task of a filtration. There
is some basic level concerning which size of a pressure is considered, eg. pressure h
is certain to within some any constant composed size.
Final required size of the given equation is position of a surface of depression
curve depending on time. The found position of a surface of depression curve will
allow calculating all other characteristics including speeds of a filtration in various
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directions, streams of a liquid for different sections, the common charge of the water.
In the given equation the phenomenon of impenetrability of some areas is not
considered. These are areas of settlement area where the filtration does not occur by
virtue of the certain reasons. It can be artificial impenetrable screens, or areas with
permeability for water equal to zero. Such it is possible if breed is combined from
a clay waterproof material. However the given difficulty can be bypassed in numerical
realization by the task in areas with an impenetrable material of value of a filtration
factor close to zero.
The basic equation (8.2) is limited in the same measure as a scope of law Darsy
(8.1) as is direct consequence of this law. Data on factors of a filtration various
medium can give only experiment. The factor of a filtration can quite be function of
temperature, density of a material and some other characteristics of medium.
Experiment data give also limits of applicability of Darsy’s law for the given material.
Usually experimental data are presented in the tabulated form if it is possible, having
processed mathematically to get to some analytical dependence.
Besides at calculation of concrete objects is necessary to have the data of
permeability in various points of object, presence of impenetrable screens and
constructions. If investigated object is artificial, its physico-mechanical data is known,
but for the natural object researches are required for studying necessary properties in
its various points. The specified aspect is outside of a field of studying of the present
work.

8.2.

NUMERICAL REALIZATION

The elliptic problem (8.2) has the good decision with various numerical methods
[BAH87, SAM87]. For areas with good geometry where borders of area have the
simple form with straight lines, the method of finite differences is very good. This
method is rather simple in programming and faster to decision. It demands
insignificant computer resources. However real objects have the compound spatial
form which is difficult for approximate with direct lines. In this case it is meaningful to
apply a numerical method of finite elements. This method is much more complex in
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numerical realization and has increased requirements to resources of a computer,
both concerning speed, and concerning operative memory. But it has advantages in
universality of application for good approximation of the any form of settlement area.
Thus, for the decision of a task in view of a non-stationary two dimensional
filtration the numerical method of final elements has been used.
Numerical realizations of a problem looks as follows. There is an equation (8.2)
non-stationary filtration describing process for a two dimensional case. As
independent variables coordinates x, y and time t will be presented. As required size
the water level or piezometric pressure or simply pressure - h=h(x,y,t) is represented.
The pressure is generally function of two spatial variables and time.
The main element of numerical realization is the replacement of a continuum of
values of required variable with final number of values in the certain points of
settlement area. In intermediate points of area the required variable is defined by
some approximation. In the present work triangular elements are applied. At the vertex
of triangle values of a required variable are certain, and values inside of a triangular
element are defined by linear approximation. For such representation of a required
variable the following kind is right:

h  x  y   , 


where:

 ,  ,

- are constant factors on each element (see Fig. 8.1).

(8.3)
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Figure 8.1. A triangular element and area of integration of the equation (8.2)
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Here sign  is equal to a determinant, connected with a triangular element and
calculated as follows:

x1


  x2
x3

y1 1
y2 1  x1 ( y2  y3 )  x2 ( y3  y1 )  x3 ( y1  y2 ). 
y3 1

(8.5)
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Determinant  is equal to the double area of a considered triangular element.
The scheme of integration of the equation (8.2) on a triangular element is shown
on Fig. 8.1. The physical essence of integration of the equation (8.2) consists in
drawing up of balance between a stream, and a liquid on some area. This area is
shown on Fig. 8.2 with more dark color.

Figure 8.2. Area of integration of the equation (8.2)

Integration occurs around of a point O, a being common vertex of adjoining triangular
elements. Lines of border of integration pass through the middle of the sides of
triangles and through points of their centers and form the closed broken curve. In each
triangle element the integrated area covers exactly one third of its area. On Fig. 8.1 is
shown the separate triangular element and separate area of integration on this
element. Integration on the closed area (the dark area on Fig. 8.2) the equations (8.2)
leads to the integration on a curve covering this area according to Gauss theorem.
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(8.6)
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From the linear approximation of variable h on a triangular element (3) follows, that
quotient derivatives on coordinates are equal to constants:

h
h
 ,
 .
x
y



(8.7)

On the other hand for values  and  parities (8.4) which connects derivatives of
a pressure - h on coordinates with values of a pressure in the vertex of a triangular
element are fair. The integral (8.6) for a separate element looks as follows:
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(8.8)

Thus, the integral of the left part of the equation (8.6 and 8.8) is led to the algebraic
expression which is expressed through values of required values at the vertexes of
a triangular element. Summarizing this expression on all triangles, having common
vertex 1, we receive finite difference equation concerning values of a variable - h in
adjacent vertexes. Making the given procedure for each point of vertex of all collection
of the triangular elements covering settlement area, we come to system of the linear
equations concerning required variable in all settlement area. The number of the
independent equations is equal to quantity of points representing tops of triangular
elements.
From all set of required values h, values in some units of a settlement grid are
known in advance owing to boundary conditions on borders of a settlement area. As is
known, boundary conditions can be values of the most required variable hbd or the
value of a stream of a liquid through a boundary surface q, so-called boundary
conditions of the first and second sort, accordingly:
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h  hbd ,
h
h

k x lx  k y l y  q.
x
y



(8.9)

In case of validity of the first boundary condition, there is no necessity to solve the
equation (8.2). Value of a pressure in boundary point is already known from
a boundary condition. In this case the equation for this point of a grid drops out of full
system of the equations. In case of validity of the second boundary condition in (8.9),
the equation for boundary point does not drop out, but there is an additional condition
which brings the contribution to a free member of the equation for the considered
point. Physically this composed shows, what amount of a liquid passes through the
specified border, i.e. the member for boundary unit represents as source member.
As a result we come to some system of the algebraic equations for required
variable:

a11h1 


a12h2  

 a1n hn  b1

a21h1  a22h2  

 a2 n hn  b2







an1h1  an 2 h2  







(8.10)

 annhn  bn

The received system of the equations is solved concerning unknown values of
a pressure in units of a triangular grid. Number of the equations equals the number of
units of a grid, except for those units which drop out owing to boundary conditions.
The matrix of the equations (8.10) represents the rarefied matrix. It's containing in
each line some limited number of members of distinct from zero, about equal to
amount of the triangular elements having as unit corresponding vertex of a triangle.
This amount usually does not exceed ten. There are many ways of the decision of
such systems and the equations; however in the present work the classical Gauss
method of exceptions is applied. Such choice is connected with simplicity of the
specified method on the one hand, and with another - good conditionality of a received
matrix of the equations system. The given statement follows from that fact, that the
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diagonal member of a line is always positive and equal to the sum of not diagonal
members with an opposite sign. It is looked through already from consideration of
parity (8.8) where it is clear, that diagonal member of the equation is essentially
positive one:

a11 



1
kx y322  k y x322 


(8.11)

and it is equal to the sum of non diagonal members:

1
k x y32 y13  k x y32 y21  k y x32 x13  k y x32x21  

1
k x y32 ( y13  y21)  k y x32 ( x13  x21)  1 k x y32 y23  k y x32x23   


1
2
2
 k x y32
 k y x32
.

a12  a13 





(8.12)



The problems arising with program which realize an algorithm of Gauss exception for
big dimension matrix's. They are solved by means of application of variable dimension
arrays. In Object Pascal language there is an opportunity of use the variable
dimension arrays which used for storage only nonzero elements of matrix. It allows to
not storing all members of matrix in operative memory of a computer what complicates
algorithm a little, but allows bypassing difficulties and problems connected with
storage of a plenty of the unnecessary information.
The opportunity of reception of the decision of the equations system is closely
connected with conditionality of a matrix system. As it has been shown above,
conditionality of a received matrix system of the equations very high, that allows
receiving with confidence comprehensible decisions at observance of good accuracy
of initial data. The use of numbers representation with increased accuracy allows
receiving with confidence good decision of the equations system for reasonable
dimension. Unfortunately, the increase in dimension of system is closely connected
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with amount of used elements. As practice of calculations has shown, the usual
number of elements makes no more than one thousand.
Integration of a free member of the equation (8.2) on area about vertex 1 of
triangular element (Fig. 8.1), gives following expression:





  Qdv  Q 6 . 

(8.13)

The quantity Q is some average value a source member on an element. Assuming,
that value on a triangular element is a constant, value Q is simply equal Q , Q  Q .
Last composed, connected with source member, brings the contribution to free
members bi systems of the equations (8.10). It is necessary to note, that positivity of Q
means the water pumping-out from an element and on the contrary negative values Q
mean inflow of water to a considered element.
Integration of a temporary member of the equation (8.2) on area about vertex 1 of
triangular element (Fig. 8.1), gives following expression:



h
  4h1t  h2t  h3t 4h10  h20  h30 

. 
  t dv   6t 
6
6


(8.14)

The top index t designates value of a variable during t+ t, an index 0 - during t.
Expression (8.14) turns out in connection with linear approximation of required value h
on a triangular element. At other approximation the given expression is incorrectly.
By consideration of all previous parities, moment of time at which it is necessary
to take values of a required variable and the variables connected by it has not been
specified. Discrete of a time interval gives some uncertainty of a choice of the moment
as it can be chosen at any moment, entering in an interval of time [t ¸ t+ t]. There are
some quite certain time points on the interval of time, it is a point has begun, the end
and the middle. Depending on a choice of various points of time for definition of values
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of a required variable, there are different schemes of numerical integration of the
temporary equations. It is completely the obvious scheme, the central scheme and, at
last, completely the implicit scheme. For the obvious scheme of calculation essentially
restriction of a numerical step on time:

t 




k

(x) 2 . 

(8.15)

Restriction on length of a time step is connected with stability and convergence of
numerical integration. At infringement of a condition (8.15) some numerical algorithm
becomes unstable and leads to obviously unacceptable results. Therefore, it is
necessary to observe strictly a condition (8.15) of numerical integration of the
equations. For the implicit scheme the given condition is not obligatory, and the
comprehensible decision turns out at any step on time, however thus there is
a necessity for iterative procedures on each step on time. It is possible to draw an
analogy iterative variability of the decision at the implicit scheme with obvious
integration of the equation.
Thus, the numerical algorithm of the decision of equation of a filtration (8.2) for
two dimensional non-stationary case by a method of final elements, with linear
approximation of required variable on each element is constructed.

8.3.

PROGRAM REALISATION

Program realization of numerical algorithm of the filtration equation (8.2) decision for
two dimensional non-stationary case a method of final elements contains set of
auxiliary procedures. For creation of software product was used an environment of
development «Delphi».
Inherent part of software product is introduction of initial data for the calculation
carrying out. To them in our case concern:


the task of geometry of settlement area;



the task of boundary values of settlement area;
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the task of properties and parameters of medium;



the task of settlement characteristics (control time, calculation accuracy, etc.).

The task of geometry of settlement area is connected to net representation of this
area. Splitting of settlement area into triangular elements occurs automatically [ISA05].
In Fig. 8.3 is shown the window of the program intended for introduction of initial
geometrical data. The same window shows a triangular grid of elements into which the
settlement area is broken.

Figure 8.3. The window of the program intended for entering geometrical data and splitting of
settlement area into elements

By means of the given window the user can supervise geometry as settlement area,
and to observe the actions on construction of a grid of triangular elements.
According to [SEG79] automatic splitting of settlement area into a triangular grid it
is made after preliminary division of area into quadrangular or triangular zones.
Procedure of preliminary splitting into zones is spent according to desire of the
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researcher, thus all preliminary units or points are on borders of these zones. After the
indication of zones and preliminary points there is an automatic break down of all
settlement area on triangular elements. During splitting, to an array of triangles are
given serial numbers, and is created the collection of the nodes representing vertexes
of triangular elements. In fields intended for this purpose will be shown the number of
the created elements and amount of all nodes of settlement area. If necessary the
user has an opportunity to change number and the form of elements by a variation of
coordinates of preliminary units and change of amount of columns and rows for each
zone. It is necessary to note, that the number of columns and rows for adjacent zones
should be agreed, as the amount of points depends on it on borders of zones and their
arrangement.
After formation the geometrical characteristics of settlement area the task of
some conditions for its borders is necessary. For this purpose the special window
intended for the task of boundary conditions serves. This window is show below in Fig.
8.4.

Figure 8.4. The window of the program intended for entering of boundary conditions
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Code for absence of boundary conditions is figure 0. For the task of the value of
required size of a pressure is the code 5, and for value of a stream of a liquid is a code
3. Except for these codes at application of the program for the decision of various
tasks can arise and other boundary conditions. Therefore for this case are providently
left reserve integers between already available values.
The next important step is entering into the program of settlement parameters. To
them concern: the time interval if it does not change during the calculation or an initial
interval of time if the interval is a variable. The limit of calculation time intended for end
of calculation, also, in case of iterative procedures, values of accuracy of calculations
and limiting values of amount of iterations. Accuracy of calculation and its
convergence depends on settlement parameters in the big degree. Sometimes these
parameters can be unknown to the researcher prior to the beginning of calculation and
are found out only during the calculation. Therefore sometimes it is necessary to
spend precomputations with the purpose to reveal or establish correct settlement
parameters of calculation.
For parameters of calculation there is no window of editing, however, there is
a special text file of the certain format which is created in advance before carrying out
of calculations. Necessary data of parameters of calculation also are brought in this
file just.

8.4.

SOME EXAMPLES OF CALCULATIONS

The first example of calculation is connected with a so-called problem of a plane
filtration. This so-called Dupue equation, when neglect distortion of lines of a pressure
in vertical section and believe that speed of a filtration in some section completely
depends on an inclination of curve depression. The similar approach has the right to
existence at small speeds of a filtration and insignificant gradients of curve
depression. Such statement of a problem has set of appendices. These are problems
of drainage, irrigation, a river drain, etc.
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For testing the program the example of calculation of a filtration has been chosen
from the book [SEG79]. All initial and initial parameters were same, as well as in
[SEG79].
The Fig. 8.5 shows the pressure isolines on some settlement area. It is necessary
to note, that calculation is made in plane way, i.e. properties depend only on two
coordinates x, y. It is supposed, that lines of a current are perpendicular axes z.
The slanting line which is passing in the center of settlement area, represents the
river with a constant source of water along the line q=432.67 m3/day. Besides, there
are two sources Р1, Р2 with negative values that means pumping-out of water.
Capacities of pumps were accordingly: Р1 = 1200 m3/day, Р2 = 2400 m3/day. The left
and right borders had constant value of pressure H=200. The top and bottom borders
were impenetrable. Factors of a filtration were the following: Kx=40 m3/(day*m2),
Ky=20 m3/(day*m2).
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Figure 8.5. Isolines of an equal pressure

Comparison of the received results with data [SEG79] has shown the good
agreement. Difference in the task source members, certainly, has affected on the
received result. In the present calculation it is assumed, that source member is spread
on full area of element, i.e. element into which the specified source point enters is
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a source with some source density equals to such value that the integral on element
was equal to value of a source member. In work [SEG79] a source member is
distributed on nearby nodes according to distance from the location of a source up to
tops of a triangular element in which the source is located.

8.5.

CONCLUSION

The numerical algorithm of the decision of a problem with filtration is made on the
basis of Darsy law for a plane task of a filtration.
The computer program of calculation of two dimensional filtration with the
interface for performance of the basic stages of numerical experiment is created:


entering initial data,



performance of calculation,



conclusion of the received results to the screen and preservation in a file
format.

Test calculations of a plane task of a filtration are made. Comparison of results of the
test with a source has shown the good agreement.


10
Using Likelihood Ratio Test Statistics for
Comparing Mixtures of Gaussian Distributions

Many experimental data-sets are analysed by using models of mixtures of
distributions. There are numerically efficient methods for fitting mixtures of
distributions to data, most common approach is by using the expectation maximisation
(EM) algorithm. There are many aspects of data analysis problems, which can be
approached by mixture models. One application of fitting mixtures of distribution to
data, is solving tasks of data clusterisation of different types. Models of mixtures of
distributions are also very extensively studied in the literature. However, there has
been only few researches studying confidence intervals or variances of parameters of
mixtures, especially in the aspect of explaining real data-sets. In this paper we present
a simulation study on the reliability of estimates of Gaussian mixtures parameters for
several different models of data structures. We also develop an algorithm, based on
likelihood ratio statistics, for comparing probability distributions described by two
different Gaussian mixtures models. The distance between mixtures with different
structures is measured by the power of the likelihood ratio test for comparison of two
distributions. We use the developed algorithm to the data-set on gene expression
profiles obtained in the study on radiosensitivity of radiotherapy patients.
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10.1. INTRODUCTION
Mixtures models distributions are common way of presentation and modeling huge
data-sets. They have application especially in analysis of biological processes and
natural phenomena. They may be also used in case of graphical issues, incomplete,
damaged data or clustering and classification problems. Each distribution in mixture
model may represent single process. Combination of distribution may represent
a sequence of processes.
The most common distribution is the normal (Gaussian) one. It is the most often
occurred distribution in the nature. Central Limit Theorem explains this [PLE08].
It stays, that distribution statistic may be approximated by Gaussian function,
if number of sample distribution is huge and its variance is finite [WAT02].
Gaussian distribution is given by the formula (10.1). Its two parameters are: mean
(  k ) and standard deviation (  k ):

f k ( xn ,  k ,  k ) 



1

 2

 ( xn   ) 2 
k 
2
2 k

 

exp 

(10.1)

Mixture model (10.2) is composed of a few single distributions. All distributions
may be the same type, but it is not essential. However authors, in their simulation, use
only Gaussian distributions.



f

mix

K
( x, 1 ,..., K , p1 ,..., p K )    k f k ( x, p k )
k 1


where:

1 ,..., K , p1 ,..., p K

 mixture parameters

1 ,..., K  weights,

K
  1
k 1 k

f k ( x, p k )  density distribution functions

(10.2)
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Important task is estimation of mixture model parameters. However, it may be
also problematic due to amount of parameters to solve. Besides regular densities
parameters one needs also to find weights of each component. Weights represent
behavior of components in the model. Distributions of significant subprocesses, which
are of greater importance, usually have larger weights. Interpretation of this fact is that
if the subprocess is important, its distribution is higher. Long, flat Gaussians present
background – less or no important objects which do not have influence on all process.
An example of Gaussian mixture model is presented in the Fig. 10.1.

Figure 10.1. Example of Gaussian mixture
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10.2. SOLVING MIXTURE MODEL PARAMETERS
A method which authors use for mixture model estimation is EM algorithm. It is an
iterative method evolving two steps:
1. Expectation (E) step [POL00] – it consists in calculation of probability that
sample xn belongs to kth component - Eq. (10.3):
old



p(k | x n , p

old

)

k

f k ( xn , p

old

)

old
old
)
K1 k f k ( x n , p


(10.3)

2. Maximization (M) step [POL00], which is responsible for new parameters
values determination. Formula for Gaussian mixture model is given by Eq.
(10.4):
N
new  n1 x n p ( k | x n , p old )
k

, k  1,2,...,K
 nN1 p ( k | x n , p old )
new 2
N
new 2  n1 ( x n   k ) p ( k | x n , p old )
( k ) 
, k  1,2,...,K
 nN1 p ( k | x n , p old )
old
N
)
new n1 p ( k | x n , p
k

N
Initial values of parameters may be obtained from randomization.

(10.4)

The most common version of algorithm is that it searches the best result on the
basis of likelihood function (Eq. 10.5) and Maximum Likelihood rule. Likelihood
function describes a likelihood of x observation. Maximum Likelihood rule (Eq. 10.6)
states, that if the higher value of likelihood function is, the better parameters
estimation can be gained [PLE08a].
N
L( p, x)  L( p)  f ( x1 , x 2 ,..., x N , p )   f ( x n , p )
n1
N
l ( x1 , x 2 ,..., x N , p)  ln L( x1 , x 2 ,..., x N , p)   ln[( f ( x n , p)]
n1





(10.5)
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N

p  arg max  f ( x n , p)

(10.6)

n 1

In practice logarithmical value of likelihood function (Eq. 10.5) is used. It fasts
calculations and it is easier to use. Usage of this logarithmical value is possible
because likelihood function is always ascends, so monotonicity is kept. The fact that
likelihood function never descends gives certainty of stability regardless of any
circumstances.

10.3. MIXTURE MODELS COMPARISON
All simulations were conducted with usage of own, Matlab-based implementation of
EM algorithm. Additional script was used to generate a mixture model with determined
number of components and points. Obtained model was estimated by EM algorithm
on the basis of set of points.
Typical results are presented in Fig. 10.2. The upper part of the figure is
generated model (with its envelope) and the lower one is obtained estimation with its
envelope and subtraction of envelopes of both mixture models.

Figure 10.2. EM estimation
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Authors simulations consist in examination efficiency of EM algorithm. Various
models with different levels of complicity were tested. The problem was to specify real,
objective measure of difference between those models. It helps in assessment of
obtained estimation. It may be also use in determination of distance between two
disconnected mixtures models.
The easiest method of presenting distance between model and estimation is on
charts. Comparison of two mixtures and illustration of their envelopes subtraction (Fig.
10.2) is only one of possibilities. Another one is presenting parameters of model and
estimation on one chart (Fig. 10.3). This chart is a dependency of means and standard
deviations. The weights may be represented by the size of points.

Figure 10.3. Mean and standard deviation dependency

Charts, however, are often insufficient. One of measures, which was used by authors
is likelihood ratio test. Its idea is as follows:



Let the random variable X  X 1 ,..., X n



has density function p(x,  ) . Test

statistic is given by the formula Eq. 10.7 [POL00]. 1 and  0 are sets of models
parameters:
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L( x) 



supp ( x,  ) :    0 
sup p ( x,  ) :   1

0

Null hypothesis (H ) assumes, that
considers



  1 .

  0

(10.7)
1

whereas alternative one (H )

Test rejects H0 for large values of L(x) . If





L(x)  



( sup p(x,  ) :   1 is large compared to sup p(x,  ) :    0 ), observed sample is



better explained by parameters   1 . Otherwise, if sup p(x,  ) :    0



 is large in



comparison with sup p(x,  ) :   1 ( L(x)  0 ), H0 may be accepted.


 is calculated as likelihood value of model and
supp(x,  ) :    0  - maximum likelihood of EM estimation. If models are no related,
sup p(x,  ) :   1

maximum likelihood values (or its logarithmical form) also should be used.
If two mixtures are similar, value of L(x) is close to 1. This is the quotient of
similarity of considered models.
Results of simulations are presented on Fig. 10.4. The chart illustrates estimation
of one model. Each point represent value of L(x) in different stage of an estimation.
One can notice, that if the number of iterations is larger, the L(x) value is closer to 1.

Figure 10.4. Dependency of likelihood ratio value and number of iterations

Fig. 10.5 illustrates dependency of L(x) value of few various estimation of one model.
Points also represent different stage of an estimation (in different iteration number). Y
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axis is distance between parameters obtained from Euclidean measure. Points are
marked with numbers of estimations and stages. Shape of the graph, according to
presumption, represent χ2 distribution.

Figure 10.5. Dependency of likelihood ratio and distance values

Mentioned Euclidean distance is another measure of similarity of two mixtures model.
It has a limitation concerning amount of model components, which needs to be the
same. However, it can be reliable source of information.
Distance calculation is simple task. But nonlinearity of EM algorithm [POL03]
causes, that parameters obtained from an estimation are not in the same order as
those from a model. Known proper adequacy of points is necessary to find a distance.
A method of this adequacy obtainment may be a chart of means and standard
deviation (Fig. 3). This kind of visual representation, however, is insufficient. In case of
large data sets and numbers of components, unambiguous adequacy specification is
often impossible. Moreover, one often needs for rational distance value, and visual
representation constitute only a supplement [PLE08].
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Authors used special version of popular k-means algorithm to find a suitability
and distance value. Standard version of k-means [LAR05] expects known amounts of
clusters and each cluster needs to have its centroid [LAR05] calculated. Centroids are
determined on the basis of values of attributes belonged to it with usage of chosen
distance method. Each parameter needs to be in one cluster and each cluster can
have many parameters.
In case of mixture models one cluster should have one and only one, the nearest
object. Commensurability [HAN01] between objects may be obtained from Euclidean
distance. This simple measure properly renders distance seen on a chart. Table of
distances between components of mixtures is found and nearest points are chosen. If
each point has its counterpart, algorithm ends and sum of minimum distances is
calculated. If some empty clusters occur, only distances between unique counterparts
are summing. Rows and columns of exploited components are removed from distance
table and algorithm is repeated. Minimum values of remain points are found and if
they are unique – its distances are summed with previous ones. Hole process is
repeated until distance table become empty. Usage and results of this method are
presented on Fig. 10.5 and Fig. 10.6. The longer EM algorithm works, the smaller
distance between a model and its estimation is.

Figure 10.6. Dependency of distance value and number of iterations
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10.4. SUMMARY
EM algorithm is a good, proven way of mixtures parameters estimation. However, it
may be susceptible to errors, that is why methods of measure of distance between two
mixtures are important issue. They enable checking the reliability of obtained solution
and make possible comparison of unrelated models as well. Presented methods,
during simulations, turned out to be trustworthy.

11
Evolution of the Information Society – Poland vs.
Europe

11.1. INTRODUCTION
The development of the mankind has been always stimulated by crucial factors e.g.
natural resources, know-how or new technologies. These crucial factors have decided
about power or poverty of countries. In the last century a new resource of competitive
advantage appeared: information. Easy gaining, transforming and storing information
is possible owing to development ICT (Information and Communication Technologies).
New possibilities are available to all societies on condition that citizens acquire skills
and hardware, and authorities provide access to the proper infrastructure. In other
words to progress in this dimension there is a need of goodwill and taking actions in
the vertical direction: from the top (planning and implementing infrastructure) and from
the bottom (adapting to use new solutions).
Using ICT affects to many areas of individual’s activity, from earning one’s living,
through leisure activities to education or contact with government. Commonness and
intensity of this impact may cause the transformation of communities into so called the
Information Society. This change is desirable by authorities, because is has been
perceived as an opportunity of not only average John Smith, but also whole economy.
Faster exchange of information causes better economy performance.
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11.2. BACKGROUND
After the Second World War economically dilapidated Europe was raising steadily and
overtook the United States. First two decades were very optimistic, but since 70tees
the EU Domestic Gross Product per capita has stopped on the level of more or less
70% of USA one. Since then, the gap between the USA an the EU in areas of the
standard of living, dynamic of progress, military power and scientific researches has
enlarged. Also other challenges have appeared: new, economically diverse members
of the EU, globalization and the new economy based on ICT, environmental concern
or ageing of societies.
In 2000 authorities of the EU approved a long-term and complex plan of
development, known as the Lisbon Strategy. The main goal of the Strategy was to
overcome mentioned problems, to adapt policy and to turn EU into the most dynamic
and competitive knowledge-based economy in the world capable of sustainable
economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion, and respect
for the environment [EUP00]. Expected results would had covered 3 dimensions:
economic, social and ecological.
One of the established actions was to support transformation of the EU nations
into the Information Society (the social and economical dimension). In the ground of
this decision lay mentioned development of ICT and its significant affect to economy.
Transformation into the Information Society is accomplished a threat of so called
e-Exclusion. It is caused by the digital gap, which refers to the distance between
people who have an access to ICT and those who do not. This negative effect may be
caused by different factors. Careful study of these factors contribute a crucial effect to
understand the nature of e-Exclusion and allow to neutralize its influence.
Four years later, as a contribution to the mid-term review, High Level Group
headed by Mr Wim Kok carried out an independent report known as The Kok Report
[KOK04]. The aim of the revision was to identify how the goals defined in the Lisbon
Strategy have been achieved, and what was their contribution in achieving the vision
of world-beating European economy. Sadly the overall performance of the EU has
been disappointing. Conclusions from the report made people ask questions not only
about the instruments of implementation the Strategy, but also about aims and their
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hierarchy [PAW05]. After the Report the Lisbon Strategy has been reviewed and
continued under the name of the New Lisbon Strategy.
This example shows how important is to measure how or if particular aims
influence on achieving the main goal. Also it is extremely important not to forget about
differences between countries. It allows to draw individual way to goal, to eliminate
particular weaknesses and to make the most of advantages by each country. In other
worlds, the EU strategy should be balanced between centralized and decentralized.

11.3. SURVEYS
In the 2007 ECDL Foundation placed on the own website www.ecdl.com
a questionnaire. Results have showed how people from different countries perceive
the threat of e-Exclusion, and what the proper way to solve the problem is. The survey
was composed of six questions:
1.

To help us analyze the following survey in most efficient way, would you please
indicate where are you based?

2.

Which social group are threatened to be left behind in the development of the
Information Society?

3.

The EU has identified the key policy areas of the e-Inclusion initiative in the Riga
Declaration 2006. Please order these areas according to priority knowing and
understanding the circumstances in your country.

4.

What are the most important barriers to the creation of an e-inclusive society in
your country?

5.

The EU and the Member States have expressed their special interest in securing
the participation of the elderly people to social and economic life. According to
your opinion, what would be the 3 most important steps in a long term strategy
this group?

6.

In your opinion what instrument should be mobilized in the implementation of an
e-Inclusion strategy?
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Respondents came from twenty-five countries, mostly from Europe (82%). As
questionnaire was available on the website, we can assume that answers were given
by people with at least basic ICT skills.
Two years later, in Poland

a similar research was conducted (the same

questionnaire). This time one hundred eighty seven Polish students were chosen as
the respondents because, as well educated people, they should be properly orientated
in present problems of the society. Also they came from different environments and
use ICT in everyday life. In the second survey first question was omitted, because the
defined group was composed of people of one nationality.

11.4. RESULTS
Results of these two researches were compared, conclusions are presented in Fig.
11.1. It is assumed that the comparison shows not only differences between
respondents but also a two-year change in perception of problems on the way to the
Information Society.

Figure 11.1. Groups threatened with e-Exclusion
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In ECDL Foundation survey 71,7% of the respondents indicated older workers and
elderly people as a group threatened with e-Exclusion. In Polish research two years
later this number was about 18 percentage points larger. The difference may be
caused by at least two reasons.
First is the awareness of ageing societies. If we combine it with psychological
barrier of starting to use ICT, which is and will be present among older people, we can
assume that large percentage of the society will not benefit from the advantages of
using new technologies. To avoid this situation the government should put emphasis
on ICT education of not only young and aged but also middle-aged people, who will
become pensioners in the nearest future. Recently, to avoid e-Exclusion of present
and future seniors local authorities and organizations in Poland prepared several
projects like “Fifty plus” directed to people above 50.
The second reason is the situation of pensioners in Poland. Their incomes are
very low and generally are sufficient only to satisfy basic needs like accommodation,
food and medicines. Aged people often cannot afford to buy a computer, software or
connect to the Internet network.
People with disabilities were recognized as threatened with e-Exclusion by 28,3%
of respondents of the ECDL Foundation survey, whilst only 15,4% (46,5% less)
respondents of the Polish survey indicate this group. This big difference between the
surveys may be caused by the situation of disabled people in Poland.
Despite the fact that it has been improving since the-’90’, they

are still not

perceived as fully valued employees but as dependent [PIO08, GAC08]. Additionally,
some percentage of disabled people (especially with motion and mental disability) stay
at homes and do not participate in social life, so the society may not be aware of the
problem. It may also generate an opinion that ICT are not necessary for them.
To encourage entrepreneurs, the Polish government enacted several legal
instruments (e.g. special tax exemptions). Also, a lot of help for disabled people is
provided by non-profit or government organizations like PEFRON.
Unemployment, as a reason for being e-Excluded, was pointed by 28,3% of
respondents of the ECDL Foundation survey, whilst only 12,4% of Polish students
treat this group as endangered.
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In the end of 2008, unemployment in Poland was the lowest since the
transformation (November 2008 – 9,5%). It was caused by excellent results of
economy and, unfortunately, emigration. So the importance of unemployed, as a
sharply defined group fell. But one of the explanations of this discrepancy may be the
status of a student who, as a mostly non-earning person, benefits from ICT provided
at school or by parents. That is why this point should be treated as one which
definitely need more research (not students respondents).
Also to help the unemployed in retraining the authorities organize courses in
underemployed areas.
Differences between the surveys related to the situation of people living in the
remote geographical areas are slight (41,5% and 38,9%). It is certainly a problem, but
in the era of wireless access to the Internet, the meaning of location should be
decreasing. But even now there are still some areas in Poland where there are
problems with radio or television signals (mainly mountains areas). To provide Internet
access to every village in Poland, the authorities prepared special programs like “the
Internet for the village” or the project of digital coverage of all the country.
The most meaningful difference between the surveys concerns the situation of
people with lower level of education (67,9% and 12,4%). There are a couple
explanations of this over 55% gap. Firstly, in last years, high technology became
common, cheap enough and easy to use. So economical and technological barriers
were rapidly reduced. Also, for some people the use or not of the ICT depends rather
on the necessity of use. People, who do not need to use ICT in everyday work and are
pleased with that, or simply do not want to educate themselves, do not gain ICT skills
either. In Poland ICT education starts in primary school, so children learn necessary
skills very easily, and in the near future probably there will not be a need of special
ICT education.
People in Poland are encouraged to study by grants or special programs like
“Facilities for young beginner agriculturists”.
Poland seldom is a destination for immigrants, refugees or asylum seekers, which
is reflected in the results of the next point: ECDL Foundation score: 30,2%, Poland:
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17,8%. These group is probably perceived as not numerous and not bringing
a significant contribution to defining groups threatened with e-Exclusion.
People with lower accessibility to ICT supported services were pointed to by
26,4% of respondents of the ECDL Foundation survey and by 58,9% of Polish
student. It may emphasize the significance of the Internet or the phone for the young
generation. Probably these ways of gaining information, doing business, contacting
one another, etc., will become more important. There is another problem. Lower
accessibility to ICT concerns mainly people living in poverty.
As others, respondents pointed homeless (3,8% and 1,1%). It confirms the fact,
that both surveys show that the defined groups are the main ones, which the
authorities should focused on.

Figure 11.2. Key policy areas of the e-Inclusion

In the ECDL Foundation survey (Fig. 11.2), improving digital literacy and competences
(20,9%), addressing the needs of older workers and elderly people (18,8%), and
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enhancing eAccessibility and usability (17,6%) were indicated as the most important
areas. It seems to be closely related to the awareness of aging societies and the
connection between the level of education and digital literacy.
In the Polish survey results (Fig. 11.2) the most important areas were pointed as
follows: enhancing eAccessibility and usability (18,8%), promoting eGovernment
(17,8%) and reducing geographical digital divide (17,2%). It suggests that the main
problem of Poland is the lack of infrastructure. In fact, in the most difficult situation are
the southern and eastern regions of Poland which is caused by mountains or weak
development. Respondents also judged, that Poland is in need of an eGovernment.
The issue of a lack of solutions or delays in implementation of a mechanism for the ecommunication between citizens and administration has been raised again and again
in public discussions by local authorities and organizations .
Score of addressing the needs of older workers and elderly people is surprisingly
low (14,4%), but it might be a result of private experiences of the students. In Poland
families are very often multi-generational, which gives the possibility to observe the
attitude of aged people to ICT.

Figure 11.3. Barriers to the creation of an e-inclusive society
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The surveys show that in European countries the main problems are related to
people (how to encourage people to use ICT and provide proper skills), whilst in
developing countries like Poland, the main problems are expensive hardware and
access to the Internet [GUS08a].
In fact since 2007 the costs of access to the Internet in Poland have been steadily
decreasing and broadband coverage has been expanding, but these changes seems
to be insufficient [GUS08b] and the cost of access to the Internet is still one of the
highest in Europe. There is another factor. In recent years Internet services changed
and now greater capacity is required to transfer multimedia files. That is why
a connection by modem has become insufficient. Fast changes in technology,
enlarged size of documents, increasing the number of multimedia files and necessity
of use of more sophisticated software, determine purchasing new equipment. That is
the reason of some financial problems related to ICT facilities.

Figure 11.4. Long term strategy for elderly people
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As others respondents raised the problem of psychological barriers and safety of
using ICT.
Respondents of the ECDL Foundation survey suggested (Fig. 11.4) that
launching public campaigns with the aim of raising awareness of the benefits of ICT
(71,7%), ensuring access to IT facilities (54,7%) and providing the use of public
facilities such as school and libraries for training courses (49,1%) are the most
effective actions in the strategy for elderly people.
Respondents of the second survey (Fig. 11.4) chose the provision of free online
training content and courses (61,4%), the use of public facilities such as school and
libraries for training courses (54,5%) and ensuring access to IT facilities (54%).

Figure 11.5. Instrument which should be mobilized in the implementation of an e-Inclusion
strategy

According to the respondents of the EDCL Foundation survey the main instruments
which should be mobilized in the implementation of an e-Inclusion strategy are:
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private-public partnership (73,6%), encouraging the exchange of good practices
between countries (54,7%) and public funded and managed projects (54,7%) – see
Fig. 11.5.
In Poland, the biggest appreciation (Fig. 11.5) gained the industry management
project funded by the national or EU authorities (78,4%). The choice of respondents
may be caused by recognisable and good results of the EU projects. The second and
third place were occupied by public funded and managed projects (65,3%) and
private-public partnership (49,8%).
As other a respondent mentioned raising awareness of safety of using ICT.

11.5. CONCLUSION
The survey conducted in Poland suggests a new attitude to the e-Exclusion problem.
As opposed to the ECDL Foundation survey, in the center of the respondent’s interest
are not elderly people and gaining skills necessary to use ICT, but rather technical
aspects like infrastructure and costs. The trump of the country are young, well
educated people who benefit from a wide offer of free of charge courses (frequently
provided by EU projects). They are used to constantly gaining knowledge and learn
individually.
We should ask a very important question. Are all the groups threatened with
e-Exclusion interested in the development of skills and participation in the Information
Society? If not, maybe it is advisable not to force them to be included, but let them
decide. Maybe instead of spending money on including aged people not interested in
ICT, the government should expand infrastructure, which seems to be the most
important barrier of progress.
We cannot forget, that the Information Society is not a mythical creation of an
ideal community, planned by authorities, but rather a spontaneous process of
adaptation, which we can support. If we had an infrastructure base, further adaptation
and development of skills would be possible and would not demand further, large
expenses. But if we scattered funds destined for the adaptation, the chance of
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preparing conditions for a fast and relatively inexpensive development of the society
might not appear again in the near future.

12
Chatterbots

12.1. DEFINITION
Chatterbot, or in other words a conversation program, is a program, which imitates
a behavior of a human being on the field of talk. The perfect one should pass the
Turing test favorably.
Nowadays, techniques allowing full simulation of lingual and intellectual attributes
of man are unknown. This is the reason, why existing conversating systems have to
use more or less sophisticated tricks and human tendency of finding the sense in even
absurd situations. The programmers have to either predict all of the ways of the
conversation or use some psychological games – existing chatterbots are not
intelligent themselves.

The Turing Test
The Turing test is a proposal for a test of a machine's capability to perform human-like
conversation. Described by Alan Turing in the 1950 paper “Computing machinery and
intelligence” [TUR09]. It originated from a party game called “Imitation Game”
[TUR09], when the players had to guess which one of the unknown persons is
a woman only by writing down questions and reading the answers. Turing proposed
new, slightly modified rules: a human judge engages in a natural language
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conversation with two interlocutors, one human and the other being a machine
[TUR09]. If the judge cannot reliably tell which is which (or, as Turing later postulated,
the judge has been misleaded by the machine in more than half of the number of
questions [TUR09]) then the machine is said to pass the test. It is assumed that both
the human and the machine try to appear human. In order to keep the test setting
simple and universal (to explicitly test the linguistic capability of some machine), the
conversation is usually limited to a text-only way. Turing opted for teletype, but
nowadays usually IRC channels are used [TUR09].

The Loebner Prize
In 1990 Hugh Loebner founded a 100 000 $ prize for creator of the first conversation
program, which answers cannot be told apart from given by human [LOB09]. Dr
Loebner is sure that creating of such program is highly doubtful in the nearest future,
so an annual prize worth 2000 $ was founded in 1991 for the author of most “humanlike” program [LOB09].

12.2. MOST FAMOUS CHATTERBOTS
Eliza
Eliza, written by Joseph Weizenbaum in 1966 is the first and the most famous
chatterbot. Eliza's task was to imitate (or simulate) a psychotherapist working with
patient according to rules created by Carl Rogers (the psychotherapist does not give
advice or commands to the patient, but asks questions, which helping the patient to
understand his problems) [ELI09].
Weizenbaum's program was based on finding the keywords and matching then to
the patterns in the database. For example: if user says a sentence including word
'mother' chatterbot will answer: “tell me something about your mother” [ELI09].
Finding the keyword does not mean that program understands the meaning of the
sentence. It's programmer's work. It can be seen well especially while looking at
negative sentences – “I don't want to talk about Eliza”. The keyword for this sentence
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is Eliza, but user does not want to continue Eliza's thread in the conversation. The
program should consider the presence of “I don't” in the sentence and choose the
proper context. But in 1960’s Eliza basically working by a simple pattern recognition
was so convincing, that there are many anecdotes about people becoming emotionally
caught up with the bot. Eliza was implemented even into the Emacs editor (command:
doctor) [ELI09].

Parry
Eliza’s goal was to imitate the psychotherapist and Parry, created in 1972 by
psychiatrist Kenneth Colby, was an attempt to simulate a paranoid schizophrenic
[PAR09]. The model of behavior implemented into program was based on concepts,
conceptualizations and beliefs. It also embodied a conversational strategy, and as
such was a much more serious and advanced program than Eliza [PAR09]. Of course
Eliza (“the doctor”) and Parry (“the patient”) met several times – the most famous
meeting was held at ICCC 1972, when Parry and Eliza were connected via Arpanet
and “talked” straightly to each other.[ LOB09, PAR09]

A.L.I.C.E.
A.L.I.C.E. (Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity) developed by Richard
Wallace. This open source projects gathers more than 300 contributors all around the
world [ALI09].
Although A.L.I.C.E. has won Loebner Prize three times and is one of the
strongest programs of its kind, it is still unable to pass the Turing test [5]. Even casual
user can often expose mechanistic aspects in a short conversation. In 2002 [ALI09]
and in 2005 [JES04] two instances of A.L.I.C.E were set to talk to each other. This
'duel' showed the weak points of A.L.I.C.E's logic [ALI09].

DENISE
DENISE is an open source project, created by Szymon Jessa, focuses on developing
the understanding of natural language [JES04]. It has only one, looking prosaic, task:
looking for unequivocal, no contradictory interpretation of gathered knowledge
primarily transferred during conversation [JES04]. This system stresses on data
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mining and learning. During conversation with DENISE the user often comes across
the sentence “Writing missing data”. It makes the talk less human-like as the one with
Alice, but the program builds a knowledge database, which can be used later, in other
part of conversation (e.g. to verify data inserted into database previously) [JES04].

MegaHAL
MegaHAL is a chatterbot written by Jason Hutchens, 1996 Loebner Competition
Winner. Contrary to A.L.I.C.E, which is based only on specific rules saved in
database, MegaHAL uses some probabilistic techniques, like Markov chains [MAR09],
which allow to point out the probability of the next symbol (word) basing on the
sequence of previous (or following) symbols. For example after sequence “I see fast”
the next symbol is probably a noun [ZAJ09].

12.3. USE OF CHATTERBOTS
Primarily created for fun and as a parody chatterbots made a huge leap in research of
A.I. But except for academic studies, bots can be used in a variety of fields: nowadays
they are widely used on IRC or as on-line help. They are relatively cheap, can work
24/7 and they never get tired. Chatterbots used on IRC or on peer-to-peer hubs, are
quite simple, and they cannot learn or build a knowledge database at all, but they can
perform other tasks, like guarding the channel, checking integrity of data or behavior
of guests. They can also censor unwanted content. Chatterbots used as on-line help
or a help implemented into program can raise it attractiveness or make the software
more user-friendly. Sometimes they are even simpler than IRC ones, as the
conversation may be limited only to choosing direct sentences given by the bot.
On-line service is also a big niche for chatterbots – they can for example serve as
a guide to the website, a “living” advertisement or even customer service. Let's
imagine a virtual store: the customer comes to the website for n-th time, the bot
welcomes him by his name, checks the database for customer's previous orders and
purposes him something based on his own preferences (for example: user orders
a bottle of perfume at the beginning of each month, so when he visits the store on 2nd
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day of the month, he's given the opportunity to order his favourite perfume). Or, on the
other hand, when the customer chooses something the chatterbot can suggest him
buying some connected product. As a “face” of the website bot can influence the
potential customer in many ways, some times even better than human clerk [CHA09].
Automatic call-in centers should also be taken under consideration. Nowadays
we often come across automatized answering machines – by pressing particular digits
we can be put through straight to the desired department. But what if we could create
a dedicated chatterbot for each of them? With voice-recognition module it could deal
with many minor customer cases, such as: changing the fee rate, registering
complaints, or serving as an address (or telephone) book. In 2004 there was a project
of creating an automatic weather forecast center in the USA [CHA09], where the
subscribers could call and, after being recognized by a voice-recognition module and
located by current phone number (or, in case of mobile phones, by localization of the
relay station), we'd be told the forecast.
Another interesting option is a chatterbot-based advanced search engine, where
all of the queries will be made in natural language. For example: the guest asks
“Where is the city of Lublin situated?” the chatterbot answers: “In Poland”. But this
idea should be considered rather as a science fiction – too many queries would have
to be predicted by programmers (even if they would create a self-learning program)
and the size needed for database would be just gargantuan. On the other hand,
if everything would be created dynamically, some of those problems (e.g. database
space) would be minimized.
The last and the most user-annoying way of using a simple chatterbot is to create
some IC (Internet Communicator) advertising bot, which tries to communicate with
every possible screen name (even not-existent) and tries to simulate a short chat, like:
[bot] Hi, nice to meet you
[user] Who are you? I don't have much time to chit-chat.
[bot] Great, let me tell you about this site....
The usual user reaction is to close the window and to add this number/nickname to
the “blocked” list. This kind of bot is not a “true” chatterbot - though it does try to
simulate a human being [CHA09].
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12.4. PROBLEMS TO OVERCOME
Teaching machines to understand natural language is the target for many scientific
centers all around the globe. Completing this task would be a milestone in creating a
complete new interface between man and the machine. But even then there will be a
new problem to face: the variety of languages on Earth. Each of then is different, has
its own dictionary, grammar, accent and so on, and so forth. The scientists agree that
there are only two solutions: either creating a multilingual interface for specific
(international) chatterbots, or using only one, standard language for this purpose (like
English).
Another problem is the logic. While creating chatterbot we have to teach it to
learn, to build a knowledge database. If we define 'thinking' as the ability of linking the
facts, analyzing them and drawing conclusions – we have to teach the program to
think. Creating a simple chatterbot based on analyzing keyword is rather simple. But if
we're thinking of creating the bot, which will attempt to pass the Turing test we have to
make it predict the next move in conversation.
The last but not the least serious problem is the money. Research costs, and
without sponsor or a possible way of selling the product to the public many projects
can be closed down. On the other hand there are many open source chatterbot
projects, which are created by hundreds of programmers doing it usually as a nonprofit hobby. So there's a chance of creating interesting solution, which can raise
interest in this matter.

13
Portals and Portlets – the Quick Design of Web
Applications

Present-day enterprise computer systems are not just simple and final products are
packed into a box which we can buy in a computer shop. They are not restricted to
making easy calculations. They do many more functions than low complicated
warehouse sale programs with a text user interface. Today the applications are made
as internet multilayer systems tailored to meet the specific customer needs more
frequently than before. The system’s business logic is localised on an application
server, business data in a database on a database Server, and WWW server is a tool
for communication between the core system and users. Such a model of the
application results in ”thin clients” which means that users’ computers don’t need to
have any specific programs installed because each user has access to a company
system with a web browser. It means that the users may use the system from any
place in the World. The first and only one prerequisite is an active internet connection.
New users and new departments of the company may be connected to such a system
in a very easy way. The Internet systems are easy to maintain for their developers,
too. The system developers may correct any mistakes or implement new features
even when the system is running.
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13.1. METHODS OF DEVELOPING INTERNET APPLICATIONS
There are many different methods to develop internet systems today. We may use
script languages such as PHP or any active web pages technology using script
languages, for example ASP (Active Server Pages) developed by Microsoft [ASP09].
In commercial solutions the most popular are technologies and standards based on
object programming languages like Java. One of them is JSP (Java Server Pages)
technology and the other one is the most popular standard J2EE (Java 2 Enterprise
Edition) developed by Sun Microsystems and based on a component technology EJB
(Enterprise Java Beans) [ARM05]. But a direct use of such standards and
technologies is very laborious, because of that, many different frameworks for
acceleration of developing process are introduced.
Frameworks are structures used for implementing, evolving and testing
processes support. The most frequently they include ready for use design patterns,
libraries, support tools, and solutions concerning application structure. The examples
of the most popular frameworks are Zend Framework [ZEN08] for PHP and Spring
Framework [VAN08] for the Java language and the application build on J2EE servers.
However then when we use some kind of framework which needs to supplement
a program code realising required functionality, developing of a complex internet
systems requires quite a lot of time. Another alternative solution which makes it
possible to develop and deploy a complex corporate system faster is the utilization of
a ready for use and configurable portal which supports portlets [ABD03].

13.2. PORTALS AND PORTLETS
The portal is an internet application which makes it possible to personalize information
thanks to the mechanism of the user registration and login. The pieces of information
may be collected from different sources by the portal and then presented to users
together thanks to one common presentation layer.
The aggregation of information from different sources is performed on a web
page of the portal. Portals have sophisticated authorisation mechanisms which allow
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to make personalized information available to specific users. Portal web pages may
contain different portlet sets forming specific content for each user [ABD03].
Portlets are internet components based on Java technology, managed by
a portlet container which processes the requests and generates the dynamic content.
Portlets are used by portals as connectable user interface components which make a
presentation layer for many different internet systems. The portlets are represented as
internal frames with a title bar and control buttons on the portal page. They look like
internal windows in a standard system application with GUI.
Portlets generate a script code fragment in HTML or XHTML which is called
fragment, which may be connected with other fragments to create a whole content of a
web page document.
An user interaction with a portlet is performed thanks to the fact that the portal
implements request/response paradigm. The user interacts with the portlet content,
e.g. it fills in a form and presses a form button “Submit”. The portal receives a HTTP
request with the information about an user action, verifies if a requested portlet is
connected to the portal page and sends the request to a portlet container with the goal
to run the portlet which the specified user action is bound with. The portlet container
runs portlets, secures operational environment and manages life cycles of them. The
container makes a persistent storage of portlet references available, too.
The portal collects the results of portlet actions and generates a web page which
is sent back to the client. A typical example of a web page generated by the portal is a
demonstrative web page generated by JBoss Portal which is shown in Fig. 13.1.
The operational results of a portlet in the form of a code fragment may be
different for different users. It may depend on user authorities and introduced
personalization.
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Portlets

Figure 13.1. Portlets on a demonstrative web page of JBoss Portal

13.3. PORTLET AND SERVLET SPECIFICATION ANALOGIES
By the time a specification of a portlet was introduced, servlets and Java Server
Pages (JSP), which are complied to servlets by a servlet container, had been basic
mechanisms for generation dynamic content of web pages in the Java language.
Portlets have introduced a new functionality relative to servlets, partially keeping their
properties.
The Similarities between portlets and servlets result from the fact that their
programming interfaces are based on J2EE specification. Servlets, similarly to
portlets,

are network components (programs working on network

servers)

programmed in Java language, managed by a container, and generating a dynamic
content. Their lifecycle is managed by the container and communication with the user
is performed on the basis of a request/response model.
A portlet and a servlet are not the same components after all. There are the main
differences between them:
1. Servlets haven’t got any visual representation. They works in a background,
generates threads which services users requests and prepares responses. The
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responses of the servlets extending HttpServlet class are complete HTML
pages. The web pages are generated by the servlets and next they are sent
straight to the users’ web browsers. When we use portlets, their responses are
pieces of a web page generated and sent by the portal.
2. Portlets aren’t bound constantly with a given URL address.
3. Portlets have more sophisticated request service and response generation
mechanisms.
4. Portlets have the predefined work modes and window states which are connected
with some fulfilled functions.
5. Portlets may occur repeatedly on an area of one web page of a portal.
Portlets represent the newest technology, so they offer additional functionality
relatively to servlets. They have:


means for the persistant storage of a configuration and personalisation,



access to a user profile,



functions for URL rewriting, which allow to make addresses inside their contents,



the ability to store transient data in their own or an application context.

The capabilities which the portlets do not posses comparing to servlets are bound with
the response generation. Portlets are not able to generate HTTP headings, to define
code page, and their responses are managed by a portal (they don’t communicate
with a client application directly).
A portlet container is an extension of a servlet container and may be built on an
existing servlet container or as a new program which implements a portlet
specification. Consequently, each portlet container satisfies a servlet container
specification. It means that a portlet application may use and frequently uses the
servlets which fulfil service roles for portlets.
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13.4. LIFERAY PORTAL – AN EXAMPLE OF A CONFIGURABLE PORTAL
Configurable portals are prepared internet portals which may be installed on our own
web server or servlet container. They usually have great configuration abilities which
make it possible to adapt portal functionality and its content to specific customer
needs. The application of a ready to use portal gives the ability to start the
sophisticated internet system very quickly.
Many ready-made portals are Open Source programs, e.g. Apache JetSpeed,
JBoss Portal (Fig. 13.1) and Liferay Portal (Fig. 13.2).

Figure 13.2. Liferay Portal administrator’s home page

The most interesting solution is the Lifereay Portal, which is the most mature and the
most functional Open Source portal. Its functionality matches up the abilities of many
commercial products. It is distributed with MIT license which gives almost unlimited
commercial utilisation possibilities.
Liferay Portal may be started on all main application servers (e.g.: Sun GlassFish,
Apache Geronimo and Tomcat, JBoss or IBM WebSphere), it cooperates with different
database servers (e.g.: MySQL, PostgresSQL, IBM DB2, Informix czy Sybase) and
different operating systems. It gives about 700 different combinations of these
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elements. This portal has a build content management system (CMS), and
LogicLibrary Logiscan package to assure high level of security [SEZ08].
Liferay Portal makes it possible to run portlets compatible with JSR – 168
specification on it. The portal includes 60 ready to use portlets which may be added to
user web pages by a portal administrator. The examples of portlets are listed below:
Asset Publisher – used to publish any content in the portal by a user,
Journal – with the ability to design, edit and publish articles, article templates; it
has version control ability, too,
Navigation – manages the catalogue of links to the web page,
Site Map – displays a portal map and may be used for portal pages navigation,
Blogs – gives the ability to write and publish blogs,
Image Galery – a gallery of images which have functions to catalogue image
collections and present them as slideshows,
Calendar – a calendar including a task list; it makes it possible to create, find,
and remind about planned events by e-mail or by text message; it may be
shared between users,
Chat – a client of AJAX Enterprise Instant Messaging for communication with
other portal users,
Mail – an e-mail client,
Message Boards – has functionality to create forums with threads, categories,
attachments, visit history, statistics and RSS support,
Admin Portlet – it is used by the portal administrator for the portal content
management, portlet management, users and roles management,
authorities management, organisational structure management, and for
portal configuration, e.g. the configuration of e-mail,
Calculator – it performs arithmetic calculations,
Stocks – it has the functionality of connecting to Web Services of stock market
and monitoring the changes in stock prices,
Google Portlets – a set of portlets made by Google; members of the group are:
Google Search, AdSense, Gadgets and Maps.
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There are many portlets which are developed to support programming tasks which
may be conducted for portal extension. There are demonstrative portlets for different
technologies in this group, e.g. demonstrations of Flash, DAO, PHP and Ruby
languages, Hibernate, and two frameworks Struts and Spring.
All the portlets are full configurable from an administrative account and a user
account. The portal offers the ability of free portlet moving by a mouse inside the web
page and the possibility of predefined layout changing. If we want we may change the
appearance of the portal with one click thanks to the build-in CSS changing functions.
The portal is built on the basis of many leading internet technologies so its
functionality is huge and it is not possible to describe it here. More information about
the portal may be found at other sources [SEZ08, SHU07].

13.5. LIFERAY INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION
Liferay portal may be downloaded from www.liferay.com web page as a WAR file
which may be run on an existing J2EE serwer or on a lightweight servlet container like
Tomcat.
If we want to start new internet server for liferay it is more comfortable to
download a package including the portal preinstalled on the application server. We
may choose packages including many different server platforms, i.e.: Geronimo,
Tomcat, JBoss, Resin and WebSphere. It is recommended to use Liferay portal with
Tomcat server by the creators of the portal because of its low requirements and its
speed.
It is required to install a database engine, too, because the portal needs it for its
own configuration storage. The portal is distributed with Hypersonic engine but it is
recommended for demonstrative purposes only. We may use any different database
management system, e.g.: Oracle or PostgresSQL. It is recommended to use a low
demanding MySQL engine by the portal constructors.
The installation of the package including the portal preinstalled on Tomcat server
and MySQL database engine consists of a few steps:
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1. Downloading from java.sun.com web page and the installation of Java
standard environment (J2SE).
2. Downloading Liferay Portal ZIP package from www.liferay.com web page and
then unpacking it to a destination folder.
3. Downloading and installing a MySQL server.
4. Making an empty database with the name lportal with UTF-8 codding and
starting the server.
5. Changing a default database record into a configuration folder of the Tomcat
server

(by

removing

a

comment

before

section

MySQL

in

/conf/Watalina/localhost/ROOT.xml file).
6. Starting the Tomcat server by calling /bin/startup.bat

file or

/bin/startup.sh, which depends on the operation system we use.
After the installation the portal is accessible at http://localhost:8080 address. The
welcome page of the portal has a login section and allows us to log in as the portal
administrator with the name “test@liferay.com”. The password for this account is
”test”.

13.6. THE EXAMPLE PORTLET - IMAGE GALERY
When the administrator has logged in the portal properly, he is redirected to his own
homepage which we can see in Fig. 13.2. The web page includes several default
portlets, e.g.: calendar, dictionary, navigational panel, and portlets for communities
and organisation managing.
It is necessary to choose “Add Application” option from “Welcome” menu if we
want to add a new portlet to the web page. Our action results in appearing of an
additional panel with a portlet menu. If we choose any portlet, the portal loads it and
refreshes the page. Functional abilities of the portlet will be introduced with the Image
Gallery portlet example.
The Image Gallery portlet loaded into a webpage is shown in Fig. 13.3a. It
includes three tabs on it. The first tab contains the information about the created
folders, the second about the own pictures and the last one about the pictures which
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have been watched recently. There is a button on the folders tab which makes it
possible to add a new folder to the gallery, described by its URL shown in a text field.
The gallery localisation may be changed by its administrator.
a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 13.3. Portlet Image Galery
a) – the portlet view after add operation, b) – portlet state with a new folder
added, c) – portlet state after image uploading, d) – slide show.

After that we have decided to add a new folder, the portlet grows to occupy a whole
window and its appearance is different. We can define a new folder name in the text
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field within the portlet in a moment. If the operation has been successfully done, the
user can see the new folder on the list which is placed on the folder tab of Image
Gallery portlet (Fig. 13.3b). Above it the list of a new text field is shown. Its function is
to find images in folders.
A user may add images and subfolders inside the main folder and numbers of
inside elements are shown on the folder list. Each element of the list has a direct link.
If we choose any link, the content of the portlet changes, which is presented in
Fig. 13.3c.The user may add new images into the selected folder (a button “Add
Image” is used for it).
The “Add Image” button pressing results with the next change of the portlet state.
The user gets the ability to choose the appropriate image file from the disk which will
be loaded to the server folder. Next, the choosen files appear in the list in the portlet
area. Each file may be removed from the list by mouse click on the red cross beside
its position.
The portlet window, at a current state, has an option “Upload” to begin the
operation of uploading images to the server. The upload processes are shown as
progress bars for each file. An appropriate announcement appears at the end of the
operation. We can see the uploaded files after returning to the main view of the portlet
(Fig. 13.3c).
We can take a look at images existing on the server thanks to the slideshow
option of the Image Gallery portlet. The slideshow (Fig. 13.3d) may be started through
“View Sidle Show” button pressure. It is possible to change the slideshow speed
during the presentation and we can do manual picture changes, too.
The Image Gallery portlet is one of many different portlets offered within the
Liferay portal. The features of this portlet are typical for such components. We can see
how easy it is to utilise portlets features as in this example.
The portal developing process is similar to building with blocks which go together
very well. The blocks can communicate with each another and externally, thanks to
the portal functionality. The additional portal role is to manage connections, user
sessions and security of the whole system.
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13.7. SUMMARY
One of fundamental, non functional requirements involving modern computer systems
is their short production time. The market situation changes very quickly and reactions
of companies must be very dynamic, too. Many existing systems must be moved into
the Internet to achieve flexible access from different departments of the company and
from each place over the world (where the internet connection is active, of course).
The short production time is the reason for that new internet applications aren’t
developed from scratch today. Many different frameworks are used for development.
They frequently include application structures, design patterns or ready to use specific
libraries, but it still requires the time for learning the frameworks. What should we do if
we want to build a new internet application? The answer is “portal”.
Portals are flexible applications which provide the environment for portlets. They
may be tailored to different customer needs thanks to the ability of using many
different kinds of portlets. The comfortable use of portlets, a huge number of such
components in the web, which are also distributed as open-source software, as well
as the ability to create new portlets give a lot of possibilities for the internet application
developers. They also allows us to provide the most complex solutions in the shortest
time possible, which is required by the market.

14
Software Project Effort Estimation Methods
Comparison

As software becomes more and more complex and it scope significantly increases, the
importance of choosing the best estimation method for particular project needs and
conditions has risen.
The IT project size estimation, ipso facto its costs and duration, is critical to
project success or failure. It underlies project planning, is crucial in reducing
uncertainty and risk. Additionally, the project estimation significantly supports and
enhances decision making process during project initiation and its realization.
In parallel to software engineering development, numerous methods and
techniques of software’s estimation were introduced. Among the numerous methods
for estimating software development attributes, methods like Function Points model
(FP), line of code (LOC) based Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) and its
derivatives, Use Case Points method (UCP) and Story Points method are the most
popular.

14.1. SOFTWARE ESTIMATION IN IT PROJECT LIFECYCLE
The development stage of estimated project should be taken into consideration as the
indicator of estimation uncertainty, as well as the selection of method. Along with the
project progress, there are set up another project artifacts extending knowledge about
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the product (specification, analysis, projects, tasks lists, test plans, etc.) and the
project (team performance, risk analysis, etc.). Depending on the method chosen, it is
necessary to have adequate artifacts to perform the estimation. The projects
estimation may be held at [MCC06]:
•

the early stage of the project – for traditional methodologies of software
development the early stage will be the period from the beginning of the
project concept until the requirements have been defined, for Agile
methodologies it is the period of initial planning;

•

the middle stage of the project – for the traditional methodologies it is the time
from the definition of the requirements; the beginning of the implementation
phase, during which the productivity data needed to estimation is collected, for
Agile methodologies it refers to the period of two to four iterations, which
allows for gathering the sufficient data on team velocity;

•

the late stage of the project - for traditional methodologies the time since the
mid-construction and for Agile methodologies the time since the completion of
2 - 4 iterations on the project through the public release.

The traditional methodologies are meant the methodologies, in which the project life
cycle is based on the cascade or the spiral model (the project life cycle can be divided
into phases in a sequential manner, e.g. RUP). In contrast, the Agile methodologies is
meant a set of methodologies, which purpose is to create value at every stage of the
preparation and implementation of the project taking into account the dynamically
changing environment and the human potential [AGI01].
In IT projects, it is necessary to perform a re-assessment of the entire project or
its elements after the occurrence of significant changes in functionality, technological
or environmental changes having a great impact on project implementation and
the identification of new elements.
Farther, for the purposes of the settlement but also for the collection of corporate
knowledge it is recommended to estimate the project after its implementation in order
to determine its actual size of the (i.e. distributed applications) and the actual
resources consumption (such as effort or implementation costs). Estimates after
project are most accurate and represent the data used for the estimation of new
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projects and for the calibration (that is the adaptation to specific conditions of the
projects implementation) methods.

14.2. SOFTWARE PROJECT EFFORT ESTIMATION USING FUNCTIONAL
METRICS

To measure the size of the software, two basic types of metrics can be used [SWE04]:
quantitative and functional.
Quantitative metrics operate on measurable and countable the units associated
with the software. This is usually the number of lines of code, the number of entities in
the logical data model, the number of classes in the model, the scenarios in the
specification or the number of pages in the program documentation. In the case of
web services that may be the webpage (static or dynamic, more or less complex).
Functional metrics operate on the conventional measure units due to the
functionality supplied by the software. These metrics assess the size of the software
on the basis of its serviceable features. Thus they are oriented at the system users
and their needs. Measures of these metrics are function points, feature points, the use
case points or Story Points [CZA01a, CZA01b].
Functional metrics were originated as a result criticism of significant defects of
quantitative metrics. It is difficult at the initial stage of project planning to determine the
number of lines of code provided in the system. On the other hand, the programming
is only one part of the work associated with the IT system implementation, also more
and more automated through the use of generators or wizards, and a visual and
component approach. A major problem of quantitative metrics is also the same basic
concept: the line of code, entity or documentation page. For example [MIŁ97], a line of
code in various programming languages has different executive "power". There is also
a definition problem (very often bypassed by the comparison of lines of code to the
line of command) and the problem of treatment the lines of code generated
automatically. Similar problems arise in relation to the quantity of entities or project
documentation pages. In addition, quantitative metrics direct the software developers
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to providing a large number of units, without a close link with the results needed to
user [MIŁ97].
However, quantitative metrics are very easily applicable post factum. In a simple
way the cost of a line of code can be counted (in financial or commitment of resources
aspects) by collecting data about the project effort and the quantity of supplied lines of
code. Of course, as defined coefficients (type: working hour / line of code) are highly
contingent upon the programming language, the application environment and
experience of development team. Therefore, in assessing the cost of software is often
used a hybrid method – initially the size of the project is set in terms functional, then
quantitative measure is applied (using statistics such as: number of lines of code
needed to implement a function point in a particular programming language or
system), in order to obtain an estimate of project effort and cost using the coefficients
of the cost of lines of code.

14.3. TRADITIONAL METHODS OF SOFTWARE PROJECT EFFORT ESTIMATION
The general extrapolation method of IT project estimation
IT projects estimation method consist in estimating the size of the project using
established metrics, and then transfer the size on the relevant parameters of the
project using the formula:

R = f (S )

(14.1)

where:
R – needed resources (e.g. effort),
S – estimated project size in particular metrics.
The function f ( ) is usually determined empirically, that is based on the experience
of contractors’ productivity in the project implementations. Fig. 14.1 illustrates the
method of estimation.
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Productivity data

Figure 14.1. Extrapolation method of project parameters estimating

Extrapolation methods used the following metrics:

•

lines of code,

•

function points,

•

feature points,

•

use case points.

Lines of code model
A lines of code model is a very simple model. It uses the most natural software
measure unit as they are program lines of code [MIŁ97], and thus a quantitative
metric. Their quantity is a good indicator of the system complexity degree. In addition,
the data can be collected in a simple manner, the sets of projects statistics and
industry benchmarks using lines of code are rich.
The practical use of the model is limited by fact that to set the project effort the
number of lines of code - KLOC (Kilo Line Of Code) must be first estimate. That
estimation is not possible at the initial stages of the IT systems designing.
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The difficulty in lines of code method is also the very concept of lines of code.
Elements such as comments, declarations, the lines created by generators or lines of
commands that occupy more than a single line are problematic.
Formula binding lines of code with productivity rapidly become outdated due to
growth of programming languages, tools supporting the software development, etc.
Furthermore, they are very heavily dependent on the programming language used.
Low utility of the line of code models results from the fact that the consumption of
resources for coding and testing generally not exceeds 40-50% of total consumption in
the project [MIŁ97]. Software analysis and designs works are not linearly related to the
project size expressed in lines of code.

Function Points Method
The Function Points method has been developed to estimate the non-existent, the
designed system [ALB79]. In this method, the parameters of the system characterizing
its size (the implementation complexity) have been evolved. The Function Points
method uses an artificial functional metric - Function Point (FP).
The Function Points method estimates impact of each parameter on the system
size and imposes the estimated impact of the project implementation conditions on
this assessment. Function Points identified in this way are assented as a measure of
development team productivity, and at the same time as a measure of the application
complexity.
The model used to designate the Function Points based on the traditional,
essentially structural, approach to the system utility requirements specification.
The Function Points method allows estimating the project complexity taking into
account the two different groups of factors [ALB79, COU04, MIŁ97]:
•

Elements of information processing in the system (in terms of functional and
information, Fig. 14.2). These elements are: external inputs and outputs,
internal logical files and external interface files, queries to the database. They
are grouped in the sets with estimated separately weights and summed up
their quantities against the weights. This weighted sum is the Unadjusted
Function Points (UFP).
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A comprehensive assessment of the system complexity and the conditions of
its implementation as a variety of the correction factors making up the Value
Adjustment Factor (VAF). The correction factors are determined using scale of
six for the system as a whole, without going too much into its internal
structure.

Figure 14.2. IT system schema in the Function Points Model [MIŁ05a]

The classic Function Points method makes out the following adjustment factors
[COU04, CZA01a, MIŁ97]:
1. data communications,
2. distributed data processing,
3. performance,
4. heavily used configuration,
5. transaction rate,
6. online data entry,
7. the end-user productivity,
8. online update,
9. the complexity of data processing (including algorithms and partly processed),
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10. reusability,
11. installation ease,
12. operational ease (usability),
13. territorial dispersion,
14. facilitate change.
The combined impact of the correction factor takes into account the Value Adjustment
Factor, which is simply the sum of the impact estimation of each factor.
The Function Points method is focused on the functionality of the system and is
independent from the programming language, development methodology, technology
or the ability of design groups involved in the application development. This method is
used to this day in different types of projects, such as [GUP08, KUS00, KUS02,
UEM99, WUJ08]. The evaluation method of its individual elements prevents the
algorithmization, thus automating the designation of Function Points. This method is
also strongly associated with a structural approach to the design of systems. An
advantage of the Function Points method is its large collection of statistical data
supporting the use of the methodology in practice.

Feature Points Method
The Feature Points method has been developed based on the Function Points
method. This method was created for operating systems, real-time systems, software
of telecommunication, switching, controlling, simulating, etc. It assumes including the
algorithms to a list elements characterizing the data processing in the system and
modifying the weights of each parameter. It uses the functional metric.

COCOMO Model
The Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) is based on the formulas which allow
assessing IT projects effort on the basis of the estimated number of lines of code
[BOE81]. With the growth of software development, it turned out that the COCOMO
method has some shortcomings, a new model better suited to modern methods was
created - COCOMO II.
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The method consists of the three COCOMO II model, better fitting to incremental
cycles of software development [BOE00]:
•

Application Composition Model - designed for projects that use modern tools
to create user interfaces,

•

Early Design Model - used in the early stage of the project,

•

Post-Architecture Model - used when the system architecture is worked out.

In the COCOMO II model, the basis for estimating the product size is the Function
Points method converted into Source Lines of Code (SLOC). (The modification of this
method may be the Equivalent Source Lines of Code, ESLOC, which takes into
account the reused software). Number of lines of code is adjusted using a weighted
exponential factor, which is the result of the aggregation of five Scale Factors (SF)
calculated to assess the economies of scale or diseconomies of scale for projects of
various sizes. The model then uses a quantitative metric.
The scale factors (SF) in the method of COCOMO II include:
•

precedentedness,

•

development flexibility,

•

architecture/ risk resolution,

•

team cohesion,

•

process maturity (based on the maturity model, CMM).

Additionally in the COCOMO II method for the calibration of effort is used the Effort
Multiplier (EF) resulting of the estimation of the different factors. The Post-Architecture
Model consists of 17 elements, but in the Early Design Model there are only 7
elements.
The factors associated with the Effort Multiplier in Post-Architecture Model:
•

•

Product attributes:
o

required reliability of the system,

o

size of the application database

o

complexity of the product,

o

developed for reusability,

o

required documentation.

Platform attributes:
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•

•

o

execution time constraints,

o

memory constraints,

o

volatility of the virtual machine environment.

Personnel attributes:
o

analyst capability,

o

software engineering capability

o

applications experience,

o

platform experience,

o

language and tool experience,

o

personnel continuity.

Project attributes:
o

use of software tools,

o

application of software engineering methods,

o

required development schedule.

The Post-Architecture Model and the Early Design Model are currently used in the
development of application generators, systems integration and systems for land use
planning. However, Post-Architecture Model is more specific, it is used when the
system is ready for implementation. In order to apply this model it becomes necessary
that the system is characterized by a life-cycle providing detailed information about the
cost of inputs, which allows more precise estimation of costs throughout the project.
The Early Design Model is a high level model used for the purpose of identifying
alternative solutions to the design or to extend a better development strategy. This
model is used at the early stages of the project, when the knowledge of the final
system size, the product hardware platform, or development team, is negligible.
The disadvantage of the COCOMO method is a large complexity. However, this
model is characterized by a relatively high accuracy and good validation, through the
affiliated program which still technically assists and develops the COCOMO method
(COCOMO Affiliates Program).
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Use Case Points Model
The Use Case Points method (UCP) is derived directly from the idea of the Function
Points method [KAR93, FET98, SMI99, MIŁ05b]. To estimate the software size, this
method uses the Object Oriented model of the application specification – the Use
Case model (Fig. 14.3), assisted by scenarios and sets Business Class Models
[KAR93].
The number of use cases strongly depends on the level and degree of modeling
the system detail. The UCP method is recommended to use the system use cases.
The business use cases are as too general and their complexity differ too significantly.
The estimation of strongly decomposed project use cases is also not recommended
[PRO02].
The UCP method uses actors and use cases. Determined by them the software
size is then adjusted by taking into account the different conditions for its
implementation.

Figure 14.3. Schema of the system model for setting UCP [MIŁ05b]

The actors and use cases for the estimated project are classified by the complexity
scale of three as: easy, medium and complex. The complexity of each use case is
assessed based on the number of transactions, unit and the indivisible operations,
pursuing the use case or the number of analysis class, which fulfill the case.
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The UCP method, similar to the Function Points method, determines the Unadjusted
Use Case Points (UUCP). Then the number of UUCP is adjusted by two correction
factors [KAR93, KUS04, MOH05, MIŁ05b]:
•

Technical Complexity Factor (TCF),

•

Environmental Factor (EF).

The Technical Complexity Factor defines the impact of project development
environment complexity on the number of UCP. It is determined as a weighted sum of
the values of the following technical factors assessed independently:
•

distributed system,

•

performance,

•

end-user efficiency,

•

complex internal processing,

•

reusability,

•

easy to install,

•

easy to use,

•

portable,

•

easy to change,

•

concurrent,

•

special security features,

•

provides direct access for third parties,

•

special user training facilities are required.

The Environmental Factor takes into account the impact of the organizational aspects
on project complexity. It is determined by the values of the following factors (each of
them assessed in a scale of 0 to 5) modified the corresponding weights:
•

familiarity with RUP,

•

application experience,

•

Object Oriented experience,

•

lead analyst capability,

•

motivation,

•

stable requirements,
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•

part-time workers,

•

complexity of the programming language.
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Estimated quantity of UCP is then converted into the working hours. The industrial
values of 1 UCP effort are within 15-30 working hours.
The undoubted advantage of this method is possibility of making the estimation at
the stage of functional requirements collection. Unfortunately, the lack of a structured
pattern of use cases is a problem. Another difficulty is fact that this method based on
the coefficients assessed by the users. Proper calibration of environmental and
technical factors and determination of the size of the transaction are essential for
accurate estimation - even minor differences in the assessment can cause a large
increase of the final estimation.

14.4. ESTIMATION IN AGILE METHODOLOGIES
Estimation with Story Points
The estimation method using Story Points is based on the technique of estimation by
analogy. In this method, Story Points are used as the unit of measurement to express
the total size of User Stories, or the another part of the project functionality, i.e. the
themes and epics. Therefore this method is a functional metric.
There is not any formula to describe a set of values assigned to the stories in
Story Points method. However, the set should present a scale representing the effort
of its development, a resultant of such values as: complexity, technological
uncertainty, risk and other factors connected with given element. Used scales should
be within one order of magnitude [COH05].
Most common are the following two scales [COH08, COH05]:
•

1, 2, 3, 5 and 8, that is Fibonacci sequence;

•

1, 2, 4 and 8, that is power of 2.

During size estimation it possible to use 0 value to mark elements requiring narrow
effort. In case of using epics and themes for estimation, successive values should be
added to scale by appropriate pattern or chosen values.
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Knowledge of a project team (or teams) velocity is necessary to estimate the
parameters of the project in Agile methodologies. The velocity is a measure of
a team’s rate of progress; it is calculated by summing the estimations assigned to
each features delivered by the team during the single iteration.

Figure 14.4. Project estimation schema in Agile methodologies

When the velocity and a project size are known, the duration of the project, as
a number of iterations, could be calculated by dividing a sum of all features
estimations by team velocity (Fig. 14.4). Thus, knowing the effort single SP (calculated
based on velocity and on the number of executed SP) it is possible to obtain the whole
project effort.
The advantage of this method is the independence of the size estimation from the
effort estimation, although the same values are linked. The effort estimation is
obtained from calculations; therefore, errors can be quickly corrected by an team
efficiency ratio.

Estimation with Ideal Days
The method of estimation with Ideal Days is based on the definition of the ideal time
as the time needed to execute task under the assumption that there are not other
activities carried out [HIG04].
In this method to the each of User Story are assigned value – number of ideal
days needed for their implementation. Through the element implementation it is
understood: creating a design, coding, executing performance and acceptance tests.
As in the Story Points method, the estimation is based on the analogy between the
elements.
In addition, it must be assumed that [COH05]:
•

the User Story is the only task on which the work is carried out;
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all that is necessary for the task implementation is available at the beginning
of task;

•

interruptions do not occur;

•

organizational fixed costs of the task implementation of are ignored;

•

the User Story is not assigned to any role in a team.

The project estimate size is the sum of an ideal of days required to comply with all the
User Stories. To examine the project effort, it is necessary only to calculate the
correction factor expressing the ratio of iteration effort to the team velocity.

Wildband Delphi
Wideband Delphi Technique (WBD) is an extension of commonly known Delphi
estimation method. It is expert technique extended to the decomposition, in which
estimation is performed by the entire project team in iterations. In Agile methodologies
this technique is combined with any functional metrics.
WBD estimation technique consists of two meetings: Kick-off Meeting and
estimation session. Kick-off Meeting leads moderator. He presents information about
project purpose, product vision, resources, lists of product functionalities and unites, in
which the project will be estimated. The estimation session begins with a discussion of
the team members about the assumptions and potential problems with the estimate.
Experts share the comments and insights. Then each individual member of the team
is developing the assessment of the functionality saving estimation justification and
the observations. Completed cards are estimates collected by the moderator, which
presents the results on the board with a chart showing the disparity of individual
estimates.
Each expert has the opportunity to compare their assessments issued to an
average of estimates and assessments of other people. After putting cards
participants meet again to discuss the new observations and reflections.
Procedure of individual assessing, gathering and compilation of results by the
moderator is repeated until all experts unanimously decided to select a single estimate
or average estimate.
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WBD method is effective because of the determination of the average errors of
individual experts, giving the single estimation developed by the project team.
However, its outcome can not be used as an estimate for the other team. A particular
advantage of this method is the fact that this estimate is made by a project team,
based on their personal experience. The disadvantage of this method is also the
difficulty in obtaining impartial estimates.

Planning Poker
Method of Planning Poker is a combination of techniques - expert opinion, analogy
and decomposition. It provides a good estimate in a short time [COH05]. Planning
Poker is leaded by the moderator. Moderator is not taking part in the estimation; his
task is to read descriptions of the evaluated elements, responding to questions and to
coordinate the team work during the estimation. The other participants are members
of the project team. Teams carry out the estimation using previously drawn cards.
Cards contain the number of selected by the team estimation scale in chosen metrics.
After the moderator read the description of the functionality element, participants
choose the card with the number indicating their estimate. Those who opted for the
lowest and highest estimates, justify their choice. The team may also discuss the
estimations. After discussion the team re-estimates - again, participants choose cards.
Estimation not necessarily must come to the end when the participants unanimously
elect. The group may decide to give the specified estimation, if the results are mixed.
Planning Poker is not only used to estimate the size of the project before it starts.
The same technique is often estimated new tasks identified during the iteration.
The advantage of this method is that the estimate made by the team implementing the
project and the choice of metric is arbitrary.

14.5. CALIBRATION AND HISTORICAL DATA
Calibration is used to convert the calculated size of the software, usually defined as
the number of line codes, the Use Case Points or other units of measurement, for
project effort. Unfortunately there are no convincing indications of obtaining accurate
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forecasts of effort. Teams working in the different conditions have different experience,
technological assistance, access to resources, etc. And Information Technology is
changing so fast that no models are able to keep pace with these changes. However,
the accuracy of dimensioning with all models can be improved if the database on
previous projects with the same data as used in the models is available.
Calibration can be performed using the following data [MCC06]:
•

industry benchmarks,

•

historical data of previous projects carried out within a single organization,

•

project data collected in earlier stages of the project.

The obligation of determining and archiving the values of productivity attributes at
all stages of normal work, collecting data and determination to correct the quality of
estimation of new projects increase the quality of information systems . The plan of
such a system presents Fig. 14.5.

Figure 14.5. Schema of the system supporting the estimation of resources at the early stages
of project implementation, where the SSM is the size of the software measure
[MIŁ97]
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Accordingly,

developed and maintained a database of

projects and their

implementation is a great wealth of knowledge for the models estimating effort of the
new systems. A similar idea was used in the SPEED (Software Project Effort
Evaluator based on Dynamic-calibration) [BAL06].

14.6. COMPARISON OF SOFTWARE ESTIMATION METHODS APPLICABILITY
AREAS

Tab. 14.1 includes the comparative summarise of effort estimation methods in
software projects.
All of presented methods allow estimate at an early stage of the project, in
traditional methods during specification requirements gathering, in Agile methods
during the project planning.
In Agile methodology the choice of project estimating method is not dependent on
the size of the project. In contrast, using the extrapolation methods of traditional
methodology project size is taken into account as a crucial parameter for the
implementation effort estimate.
Choosing the appropriate estimation method is worth to point out its strengths
and limitations.
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14.7. SUMMARY
In conclusion it should be noted that Function Points and Feature Points Methods are
decoupled from the technology used in the project, and also have large collections of
historical data that can support the process of calibration. However, they are strongly
associated with the structural approach to software developing, which significantly
limits their usage.
The Object Oriented approach is associated with Use Case Points Method. It is
simple, fast, can be used for estimating in the early stages of the project. Use Case
Points Method also has a good theoretical basis.
B. Boehm’s COCOMO II Methods allows for developing the accurate estimation,
has great capabilities for adaptation, but is characterized by high effort due to the
complexity of models and the calibration process.
The method of estimation using the Ideal Days is one of the most intuitive and simple
method used by Agile teams, but the values worked out using this method rapidly
become outdated and are dependent on the technology used in the project.

15
ATSEE: the Authoring Tool for Software Project
Effort Estimator Based on Function Points
Method

The great number of processes realised in the present organization, their complexity
and increasing requirements of IT systems’ users cause that these systems include
many functional modules and are more and more complicated. The degree of these
systems’ complexity and their expanded functionality have an effect on the price such
a product. This price has to take into account the real cost of work, which is necessary
to build this system.
The building of IT systems in this conditions requires the estimation of their effort.
This task is realized using different methods, which depend on the methodology of
system’s modelling. The Function Points method is used for the structural
methodology of modelling and the Use Case method is applied for the objective
methodology. In both cases the estimation has to be executed by the expert who
predicts the total cost of software production on the basis of his knowledge and
experience. The presence and activities of expert are necessary because it is not
possible the direct transition from the model of system to the evaluation of its effort.
There are not presently the tools, which automatically estimate the cost of software
building.
The efficiency of expert’s activities can be increased by the building and applying
the dedicated tools, which will support him in some scope. Their functionalities have to
be adequate to applied methodology of system’s modeling.
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The authors of this chapter have built a tool named Authoring Tool for Software
project Effort Estimator (ATSEE). As a platform of data storing, calculations and
presentation the MS Excel was used.

15.1. THE ESSENCE OF THE FUNCTION POINTS METHOD
The Function Points method enables estimation of the software complexity. It uses
two different types of factors:


Elements of system data processing (in the functional and informational
aspect). Those elements are:



o

external inputs and outputs,

o

internal logical files and external interface files,

o

external inquiries to the system database.

Complete estimation of the software complexity and its implementation
conditions. The estimation is performed with different adjustment factors,
which contribute on Value Adjustment Factor (VAF).

A collection of functional elements contains external inputs, outputs and inquiries.
Internal and external logical files, however, are information artifacts. General model of
Function Points software application is presented in Fig. 15.1.

Figure 15.1. Software application diagram in the Function Points model [MIŁ05a]
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Unadjusted Function Points
The Function Points method consists in Unadjusted Function Points (UFP)
determining.
Unadjusted Function Points are calculated as weighted sum of number of system
data processing elements. Those elements are divided into five groups (i = 1, 2, 3, 4,
5). Calculations need to consider weights of three-levels values (j = 1, 2, 3), which
estimate level of element complexity:
5

3

UFP   wij  nij 



(15.1)

i 1 j 1

where:

wij - the weight of processing element complexity of ith group in jth level
(Tab. 15.1);
nij - number of ith group elements in jth complexity level.
Table 15.1. Weights of processing elements in the computer system [LON07]
Number

Groups of ith system data
processing elements

Complexity level of jth processing elements
simple
medium
complex
3
4
6
4
5
7
7
10
15

1.
2.
3.

External Input (EI)
External Output (EO)
Internal Logical File (ILF)

4.

External Interface File (EIF)

5

7

10

5.

External Inquiry (EQ)

3

4

6

Adjusting factors
Determined unadjusted function points are subjected to modifications considering the
influence of other project parameters. Adjusting factors need to be described for the
system without going into internal structure. The FP method describes following
adjusting factors [LON07]:
1. Data communication – number of communication facilities in the system;
networking.
2. Distributed data processing – methods of data distribution and processing.
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3. Performance – required response time, throughput.
4. Heavily used configuration – the level of hardware recourses exploitation.
5. Transaction rate – frequency of transactions executions.
6. On-line data entry – working on-line.
7. End-user efficiency – facilitation simplifying work of end-user.
8. On-line update – updating of internal logical files (IFL) by On-line.
9. Complex processing – complexity of logical of mathematical processing.
10. Reusability – possibility of reuse application modules for different purposes.
11. Installation easy – difficulty of conversion, installation, documentation and
testing process.
12. Operational ease – administrator assistance during system exploration.
13. Multiple sites – system designing, developing and supporting for multiple
organizations.
14. Facilitate change – system designing and developing to facilitate change.
The influence of each of above-cited factors may be different in analysed project. It is
estimated in the six-levels scale: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The more important is the influence of
specified factor, the highest is its scale value. 0 value represents the lack of the
influence, 3 – average influence, 5- significant influence).
Total Degree of Influence (TDI) is calculated as follows:
14

TDI   kk 



(15.2)

k 1

where:

k k - estimated value of kth adjusting factor.
TDI is used to determine the Value Adjustment Factor (VAF):


VAF  (0,65  0,01  TDI ) 

(15.3)
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Function Points determination
The value adjustment factor enables determination of Adjusted Function Points (FP):

FP  VAF  UFP 



(15.4)

It can be noticed, that total degree of influence (TDI) (15.2) accepts values from the
range 0,70 , so:

FP  (0,65....1,35)  UFP 



(15.5)

Thus, if all adjusting factors have no influence on the system, value adjustment factor
(VAF) will amount to 0,65. In case of strong influence of all factors value adjustment
factor (VAF) is 1,35. So if the system is relatively simple, has uncomplicated structure
and contains only few restrictions, value of VAF will be less than 1. On the other hand,
if the system is complex and has rigorous efficiency and performance restrictions, the
VAF value will be greater than 1 [GAL06].

15.2. DETAILED ADVICES OF PROCESSING ELEMENTS CLASSIFICATION
In the function points method system data processing elements were divided into five
functional categories [GAL06, FRA03]:


Internal Logical File (ILF) – user identifiable group of logically related data or
control information used or maintained by the system



External Interface File (EIF) – user identifiable group of logically related data
or control information used, by the one system but maintained by the other
one



External Input (EI) – an elementary process, in which data is inputted to the
inside of the system. Data may come from data input screen or from the
external system. These data usually updates one or more internal logical files
or constitute a control function.



External Output (EO) – an elementary process, in which data is processed
and presented to end-used. Data constitutes reports, error communicates and
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external interface files sent to external systems. They are created from one or
more internal logical files or external interface files. Additionally, in the process
of EO external interface files may be modified.


External Inquiry (EQ) – an elementary process with input and output
components. It results in data retrieval from one or more internal logical files
and external interface files. EQ cannot contain data processed or calculated
inside the data module.

Each of above-mentioned elements identified in the system is submitted to the
complexity estimation. For the functional data types, like internal logical files and
external interface files, classification is done with usage of:


Record Element Type (RET) – logical groups of data elements within an ILF
or an EIF, which consist file.



Data Element Type (DET) – unique user recognizable fields for the end-user.

RET is a group of logically related, user recognizable data occurred inside ILF or EIF.
DET is a individual data identifiable from the user point of view. Unique DET field is a
dynamic, non-static information. A dynamic field is read from a file or created from
DET’s contained in a FTR (File Type Referenced). Additionally, a DET can invoke
transactions or it can consist additional information regarding transaction (a control
DET). If a DET is recursive, only its first occurrence should be considered. The
relationship between RET and DET in a file is presented in Fig. 15.2. Fig. 15.3
illustrates the relationship between EI and files.

Figure 15.2. The structure of a file
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Figure 15.3. External Input and internal logical files

Advises helpful in internal logical files and external interface files complexity
classification presents Tab. 15.2.
Table 15.2. The complexity table of EIF and ILF
Number of DETs
Number of RETs

1 – 19

20 – 50

0–1

Simple

Simple

Medium

2–5
6 and more

Simple
Medium

Medium
Complex

Complex
Complex

51 and more

The complexity for external inputs (EI), external outputs (EO) and external inquiries
(EQ) in the Function Points method are presented respectively in: table 15.3, table
15.4 and table 15.5.
Table 15.3. Table of EI complexity
Number of DETs
Number of FTRs
0–1

1–4
Simple

5 – 15
Simple

16 and more
Medium

2

Simple

Medium

Complex

3 and more

Medium

Complex

Complex

20 and more

Table 15.4. Table of EO complexity
Number of FTRs

1–5

Number of DETs
6 – 19

0–1

Simple

Simple

Medium

2–3

Simple

Medium

Complex

4 and more

Medium

Complex

Complex
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Table 15.5. Table of EQ complexity
Number of DETs
Number of FTRs

1–5

6 – 19

20 and more

0–1

Simple

Simple

Medium

2–3
4 and more

Simple
Medium

Medium
Complex

Complex
Complex

DETs can be data inputted to the system or data controlling work of the system. At
initial steps of estimation (until screens and printed documents are not designed)
control data are not known. Thus, only data transferred DETs are taken into
consideration.

15.3. DETAILED ADVICES OF ADJUSTING FACTORS DETERMINATION
Tables 15.6 - 15.19 present advices for precise and repetitive estimation of adjusting
factors in the FP method.
Table 15.6. Estimation of factor 1 influence
1. Data Communications
Score
0

Description of Degree of Influence determination
Application is pure batch processing or it works on a standalone PC.

1

Application is batch but has remote data entry or enable remote printing.

2

Application is batch but has remote data entry and enable remote printing.

3

Application has teleprocessing front end to a batch processing or operates on
online data collection
Application is more than a front-end but it support only one type of
telecommunication protocol.
Application is more than a front-end and it support more than one type of
telecommunication protocol.

4
5
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Table 15.7. Estimation of factor 2 influence
2. Distributed Data Processing
Score

Description of Degree of Influence determination

0

Application is monolithic.

1

3

Application prepares data for user processing on another components of the
system (such as database or spreadsheet)
Data is prepared for the transfer and are transferred to another system on the
control of the application.
There is distributed processing and online transfer in one direction only.

4

There is distributed processing and online transfer in both directions.

5

Processing functions are dynamically performed on the most appropriate
component of the system.

2

Table 15.8. Estimation of factor 3 influence
3. Performance
Score
0
1
2
3
4
5

Description of Degree of Influence determination
There is no special performance requirements.
Performance requirements were determined, but no additional actions were
required during construction of the application.
Time of response and throughput are critical only during peak hours. Deadline of
processing is assigned on the next business day.
Time of response and throughput are critical during all business hours. Deadline
requirements with interfacing systems need to be constrained.
In addition, performance requirements are high enough to require system
performance analysis in the design phase.
In addition, process of the application construction needs for a special tools for
designing and implementation system of high performance.

Table 15.9. Estimation of factor 4 influence
4. Heavily Used Configuration
Score

Description of Degree of Influence determination

0

There is no explicit or implicit operational restrictions.

1
2

There are operational restrictions, but they are less restrictive than in a typical
applications. Meeting requirements do not need additional actions.
Application needs for timing or security restrictions consideration.

3

There are specific processor requirements for part of the application.

4

Special restrictions are required for the application working on the central
processor.
In addition, there are special restrictions for the application in the distributed
system components.

5
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Table 15.10. Estimation of factor 5 influence
5. Transaction Rate
Score

Description of Degree of Influence determination

0

There is no peak transaction period expected.

1
2

Peak transaction period is expected to occur periodically.
There is weekly peak transaction period expected.

3

There is daily peak transaction period expected.

4

High transaction rate is one of requirements. System performance analysis is
required in the design phase.
In addition, process of the application design, development and installation needs
for a special tools for the performance analysis.

5

Table 15.11. Estimation of factor 6 influence
6. Online Data Entry
Score
0

Description of Degree of Influence determination
All transactions are processed in a batch mode.

1

1% to 7% of transactions are processed with interactive data entry.

2

8% to 15% of transactions are processed with interactive data entry.

3
4

16% to 23% of transactions are processed with interactive data entry.
24% to 30% of transactions are processed with interactive data entry.

5

More than 30% of transactions are processed with interactive data entry.
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Table 15.12. Estimation of factor 7 influence
7. End-User Efficiency
Score

Description of Degree of Influence determination
Attributes

A

Navigational aids

B

Menus

C

On-line documents and help

D

Scrolling

E

Remote printing (Network printer operations)

F

Shortcut keys

G
H

Batch mode processed from online transactions
Screen data selected by the cursor (nonsequential data inputting)

I
J

Frequent use of video, highlighting, colors, eds.
Printing of electronic user documentation.

K

Mouse interaction.

L

Pop-up menu.

M
N

Optimization of number of open windows.
Two languages support ( counted as 4)

O
P

Multi languages support ( counted as 6)
Automated cursor movement
Points

0

None of the above features.

1

1 to 3 features.

2

4 to 5 features.

3

6 or more features. There is no specific requirements for end-user efficiency.

4

6 or more features. There are specific requirements for end-user efficiency, which
require special designing.
In addition, there is a need of special tools and processes, which demonstrate
objectives achieving.

5
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Table 15.13. Estimation of factor 8 influence
8. Online Update
Score

Description of Degree of Influence determination

0

None.

1

Online updating is performed for one to three control files. Updating volume is low
and previous state recovery is easy.
Online updating is performed for four and more control files. Updating volume is
low and previous state recovery is easy.
Application enables online update of all major internal logical files.

2
3
4
5

In addition there is necessary to protect against data lost. Protection needs to be
specially designed and programmed in the system.
In addition high updating volumes caused consideration of previous state recovery
costs. Highly automated process of recovery is needed.

Table 15.14. Estimation of factor 9 influence
9. Complex Processing
Score

Description of Degree of Influence determination
Featues

A

Special security procedures.

B
C

Complex logical processing.
Complex mathematical processing.

D

0

Extended exceptions processing related with processing incomplete transactions
again.
Complex processing to handle multiple input/output possibilities (multimedia,
device independence).
Points
None of the above.

1
2

One of the above.
Two of the above.

3

Three of the above.

4

Four of the above.

5

All of the above.

E
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Table 15.15. Estimation of factor 10 influence
10. Reusability
Score

Description of Degree of Influence determination

0

Code is not design for the reuse.

1

Reusable code is used within the application.

2

Less than 10% of the application is built from reusable code.

3

10% or more of the application is built from reusable code.

4

Application was designer to ease re-use. It is possible to customize by the user at
source kod level.
Application was designer to ease re-use. It is possible to customize by the user at
source kod level with usage of user parameter maintenance.

5

Table 15.16. Estimation of factor 11 influence
11. Installation Ease
Score
0
1

Description of Degree of Influence determination
There is no special requirements and no special installation ease is necessary.

4

There were no special requirements from the user but special installation
procedure is necessary.
Special installation requirements were defined and appropriate procedures with
documentations, tests and manual were created. The impact of those procedures
for the application is not important.
Special installation requirements were defined and appropriate procedures with
documentations, tests and manual were created. The impact of those procedures
for the application is significant.
In addition to 2 above automated installation tools were provided and tested.

5

In addition to 3 above automated installation tools were provided and tested.

2

3

Table 15.17. Estimation of factor 12 influence
12. Operational Ease
Score
0
1-4

5

Description of Degree of Influence determination
There is no operational requirements except standard back-up procedures.
One, some or all of the following features were implemented in the application. All
implemented features need to be selected. Each feature describe one point
(except as noted otherwise):

Effective and fast start-up, back-up and recovery process are implemented,
but there is a need for operator intervention.

Effective and fast start-up, back-up and recovery process are implemented,
but there is no need for operator intervention (counted as 2).

Application minimizes the necessity of tapes and disks usage.

Application minimizes the necessity of paper usage.
Application was designer for unattended operation. There are procedures of
automatic recovery process.
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Table 15.18. Estimation of factor 13 influence
13. Multiple Sites
Score

Description of Degree of Influence determination

0

User requirements do not contain information about necessity of more than one
installation site.
There is a need of multiple installation sites but all installations are to be performed
under identical hardware and software environments.
There is a need of multiple installation sites but all installations are to be performed
under similar hardware and software environments.
There is a need of multiple installation sites but all installations are to be performed
under different hardware and software environments..
In addition to 1 or 2, there is special installation documentation and tests to support
the application at multiple sites.
In addition to 3, there is special installation documentation and tests to support the
application at multiple sites.

1
2
3
4
5

Table 15.19. Estimation of factor 14 influence
14. Facilitate Change
Score
Description of Degree of Influence determination
Features
A
B
C
D
E

Flexible queries and reports enable user creation requests of simple complexity
(for example logic applied to one internal logical file).
Flexible queries and reports enable user creation requests of average complexity
(for example logic combinations on one or more internal logical file) (counted as 3).
Flexible queries and reports enable user creation requests of high complexity (for
example logic applied to several internal logical file) (counted as 2).
Business control data are stored in tables that are available for the user. The user
can change parameters, but his changes take effect on the next business day.
Business control data are stored in tables that are available for the user. The user
can change parameters, but his changes take effect immediately (counted as 2).
Points

0

None of above.

1
2

One of above.
Two of above.

3

Three of above.

4

Four of above.

5

All of above.

15.4. METHOD USAGE IN DIFFERENT PROJECTS TYPES
The function points method enables dimensioning of the application created on
different conditions. Following types of projects may be specified [GAL06, LON07]:
1. New application development.
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2. Development of application and tools assisting in migration from old to new
application.
3. Modification – application enhancement.
Function points for new application development are assigned in accordance
with formula (15.4).
During development of application and tools assisting in migration from old to
new application (for example data migration software, deduplication, filtration,
conversion as well as users or configuration migration software) function points of the
project are assigned using the following formula:

FP  VAF  (UFP  CFP) 



(15.6)

where:

UFP - Unadjusted Function Points,

CFP - Conversion Function Points,
VAF - Value Adjustment Factor, assigned according to formula (15.3).
Application modification project (evolving modification during application
development – for example enhancement application by the user) is estimated as
follows:

EFP  VAFA  ( ADD  CHGA  CFP)  VAFB * DEL 



(15.7)

where:

EFP - enhancement project function point count,
ADD - unadjusted function point count of functionalities, which are added by
the enhancement project,

CHGA - unadjusted function point count of functionalities, which are modified by
the enhancement project (counted after the modifications),

CFP -

Conversion Function Points,
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VAFA - value adjustment factor of the application after the enhancement
project,

VAFB - value adjustment factor of the application before the enhancement
project,

DEL - unadjusted function point count of functionalities, which are deleted by the
enhancement project (value of DEL is positive).
One needs to observe, that EFP are the estimation of the size of an enhancement
project, not hole application.

15.5. PROCEDURE OF ESTIMATION IN FUNCTION POINTS METHOD
Creation of user
requirements
specification

Determination
of UFP

Determination of
the Value
Adjustment Factor
(VAF)

Determination
of FP

Determination of
the productivity

Figure 15.4. Diagram of the function points method estimation

Diagram of the function points method estimation is presented in Fig. 15.4.
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Function points assign in accordance with formulas (15.1) - (15.5) (as well as
15.6 and 15.7) and Fig. 15.2 procedures are functional metric, which may be the
starting point for other project parameters:


productivity,



the number of lines of code

with usage of average industrial values.
Fig. 15.5 exemplifies process of the conversion from FP for the productivity.

Figure 15.5. Dependency between the software productivity and function points [YOU96]

Those dependencies should be prepared with usage of previous projects data realized
by the company. The more amount of data has the company, the calculated
productivity has higher accuracy.
Organizations, which do not have its own historical data can use industrial
standards (Tab. 15.20).
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Table 15.20. Average productivity values and team size [CAP96]
Project size
Productivity
Team size
FP
FP/RM
people
5
5,60
1,00
10
6,60
1,00
20
7,80
1,00
40
9,20
1,00
80
9,80
1,35
160
8,00
2,00
320
5,80
4,00
640
4,30
8,00
1280
3,10
27,00
Note: approximation needs to be done between the points

The dependency between the size of the project (measured in function points) and the
productivity can be determined using the following formulas:
1. Analysis Phase:

EA  4,0342 * FP 0,9903 men hours



(15.8)

2. Development Phase:


ER  12,313 * FP 1,015  men hours

(15.9)

ET  5,2124 * FP 1,024  men hours

(15.10)

3. Testing Phase:


Function points method is concerned with estimation of programming language
productivity. It is measured with the number of lines of code needed for one function
point implementation (LOC/FP - Lines of Code / Function Point). Tables of conversion
rates are created for different systems on the basis of the previously realized projects
analysis. The concept of the line of code occurs to be improper for some systems. To
exemplify this, one can itemize: spreadsheets in witch lines of code are compared to
formulas or application generators, in which lines of code are: objects, 4GL
instructions, event handlers, triggers.
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Conversion from function points to lines of code links function points with the line
of code method. In also enables estimation of efficiency of selected application
development tools.

15.6. ATSEE: AUTHORING TOOL FOR SOFTWARE PROJECT EFFORT
ESTIMATOR
The ATSEE tool is built by the use MS Excel. The workbook includes sheets, which
correspond to the particular elements of data processing in the application (in
functional and informative aspect).
There are the following sheets:


external inputs,



external outputs,



internal logical file,



external logical files,



inquires to data base.

Additionally, the workbook includes the sheet with adjustment factors, which enable
taking into account the complexity of the system and conditions of its realization. The
final results are calculated in separate sheet, which presents the total productivity.
All sheets are characterized by data about the client for whom the estimation of
software productivity is made (row 1), the name of project (row 2) and the version of
calculation (row 3).
The general view of sheet External inputs is presented on the Fig. 15.6. Each row
of the table describes one external input. The particular columns include:


Lp./Id - the sequence number of input,



Nazwa - the full name of the input,



Punkty – the amount of points (depending on the level of input’s complexity),



Opis – the additional description of the input.

The level of input’s complexity is fully described in the form of comment displayed
above the table. During input’s definition and its evaluation the comments with correct
information are displayed every time when the user clicks in the cell. So the user of
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tool is well informed what does he do in particular columns of table. The ATSEE user
can not change the contents of sheet except data, which describe inputs. All other
cells are blocked against modification.
To qualify how many function points assign to the input, the expert chooses one
of three values displayed in the combo box (the values are shown in Tab. 15.1). This
kind of graphic components is used to avoid incorrect values (it is allowed to define
only values from Tab. 15.1). In case of using keyboard to set the value of function
point, the expert may make mistake. When it happened, the appropriate message is
displayed, which value are accepted. The particular description of inputs should be
defined row by row. It means it is not possible to leave the empty row above the row,
which is currently filled in.

Figure 15.6. The general view of external inputs’ sheet

The total amount of function points (for all external inputs) is calculated and displayed
above the table (in field with label Liczba punktów).
The description of other sheets (i.e. external inputs, internal and external logical
files, external inquires) and applied restrictions during data inserting are similar to
these presented above.
Described sheets let define the value of function points without taking into
account the general characteristics of systems (the influence of the complexity of the
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system and conditions of its realization). The next sheet Korekcja includes the
th

definition of 14 adjustment factors located in separate tables. In the top of the sheet
the value of TDI (according to formula 15.2) is calculated and displayed. The name of
factor and its value are in the header of particular tables.
Each factor has an own description, which points at its influence on the system.
The degree of influence is defined as a number from the range 0 to 5 (column Wpływ).
The expert determines the strength of influence and inserts value 1 or 0 into the
column Wybór in the row with description of this degree. To know which value should
be inserted into cell, the comment with appropriate information appears when the cell
gets focus.
There is possible to indicate only one degree of influence for each factor (i.e. the
value 1 may be inserted only in one cell for the given factor). When more than one
value 1 is inserted, the error message occurs. It is not necessary to put in the value 0
when there is no influence (empty cell means the same).
Some of the factors require additional detailed description (e.g. factor 7 – enduser efficiency, 9 – complex processing, 12 – operational easy or 14 – facilitate
change) to make a correct evaluation of factor’s influence. In this case comments
which are displayed on the right side of the table are very useful (Fig. 15.7).
The user can insert data only into these cells of the sheet Korekcja, which
describe the degree of influence (i.e. into column Wybór). Other displayed data and
values of expressions are blocked against modification.
The last sheet named FPs presents results of effort estimation. The content of
this sheet is divided into three parts. The first part (Fig. 15.8) includes the table with
information about value of function points counted in accordance with the formula
(15.4) (cell with label Punkty funkcyjne FP). The table consists the following
information:


the unadjusted Function Points (UDF),



the total degree of influence (TDI),



the value of adjustment factor (VAF).

The values of UDF, TDI and VAF are calculated using formulas (15.1), (15.2) and
(15.3), respectively.
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Figure 15.7. The view of sheet with adjustment factors’ definition and detailed comment

Figure 15.8. The view of sheet with information about the value of function points
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The second part (Fig. 15.9) includes two tables. The first one (on the left side)
presents effort estimation measured in man hours without calibration for the analysis
phase (EA), realization phase (ER) and testing phase (ET) and as a whole (the sum of
particular values for all phases). The values of effort estimation in this table are
calculated in accordance with formulas (15.8), (15.9) and (15.10).
In the second table the value of effort for particular phases is calculated taking
into account the calibration factor. This factor is characteristic for the given IT
company and is defined on the basis of the historical data obtained from the
previously estimated software projects. The calibration factors are inserted by the
expert for each phase separately.

Figure 15.9. The view of sheet with value of the effort without and with calibration

The third part (Fig. 15.10) presents the table with effort evaluation according to
industrial standards. In this table the value of productivity is calculated using the
formula, which defines the dependency of productivity on the size of the project
measured in function points. This formula was obtained as a result of mathematical
data processing using Matlab tool.
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Figure 15.10. The view of sheet with value of the effort without and with calibration
according to industrial standards

Knowing the amount of men hours in the month, the total effort is calculated and
displayed in the last row of the table. Similarly to the second part, it is possible to
calibrate the effort according to industrial standards using calibration factor. The cells
that include the value of these factors (in both parts) are one and only which can be
modified in this sheet.

15.7. FUNCTION POINTS METHOD USAGE WITH THE SUPPORT OF ATSEE
Detailed scenario of FPs method usage is as follows:


Phase 1 (FP1) – System identification.



Phase 2 (FP2) – Determination of the number of files and its complexity.



Phase 3 (FP3) – Determination of the number of functional elements and its
complexity: Input, Output, Inquiries.



Phase 4 (FP4) – Calculation the value adjustment factor.



Phase 5 (FP5) – Implementation of the function points calculation and
productivity.
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Phase 6 (FP6) – Verification.



Phase 7 (FP7) – Report, review meeting.
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The ATSEE tool is useful in some phases of Function Points method. It supports the
expert’s activities and enables the effective estimation of software projects’ effort. It is
possible to use the tool in the phases FP2, FP3, FP4, FP5 and FP7.
In phase FP2 and FP3 the ATSEE lets register data about the number of the
external and internal logical files (FP2) and number and complexity of functional
elements i.e. external inputs, external outputs and inquires (FP3).
In phase FP4 the ATSEE is useful to define some characteristics of system and
the degree of their influence on the system. For every characteristic the expert
determine the degree of its influence. As a result of the activities in this phase the total
value of adjustment factor is calculated.
Phase FP5 is supported by the ATSEE in calculation the number of function
points and the value of productivity by the use of formulas (15.1) – (15.4) and Tab.
15.20. The transition from the effort of software project (expressed in function points)
into the productivity (expressed in men hours) is possible after the determining the
mathematical dependency between them (on the basis of the Tab. 15.20).
Additionally, the expert can modify the calibration factors adequate to the conditions of
activities of IT company and observe how the value of productivity is changing.
Finally, the usefulness of the ATSEE is visible in the phase FP7. The detailed
information about the value of function points and productivity of the software project
are presented in the legible form.

15.8. CONCLUSIONS
The ATSEE tool was built as a help for experts who are involved in effort estimation of
software projects. It is very simple but useful tool created in the spreadsheet
environment, which ensures:


estimating the effort using the Function Points method,
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the possibility to store data, which characterize the software project in
informative and functional aspects,



the automation of data processing that leads to fast estimation the effort of
software projects,



secure against mistakes during data inserting,



generating of reports presenting the final effort and productivity with
accordance to industrial productivity.

It is possible to use this tool for all types of software projects. The systematic
collection of results of estimation in electronic form will be useful in the future to
determine the factor of calibration typical for the given IT company.

16
Reverse Turing Test as a Tool for Comparison of
Character Recognition by Humans and Machines

Internet is the most rapidly developing medium in the history of mankind. Throughout
last decade global network has changed its face several times– beginning with
'classic' information webservices, originating from 'traditional' media, ending with
webservices with user-generated content. More and more companies are offering their
services on-line: shops, banks, travel agencies, and so on. However, the abundance
of possibilities available in global network is often misused. Spam sent from massively
created accounts is the most frequently encountered problem from average user's
point of view. But spectrum of undesired activity is much wider: beginning with
automated addition of advertising texts (both as articles and as comments), ending
with not allowing regular users to use chosen services. Ticketmaster's website, which
offers tickets to various concerts and sport events, can serve as an interesting
illustration for the latter case. It soon turned out that majority of tickets available online was sold out withing minutes for the beginning of sale. This wasn't caused by the
popularity of the particular event, as most of sold tickets were available again (for
much higher price) in popular auction services within hours. As it turned out, tickets
were bought at Ticketmaster's by Chinese hacker group, which used bots (software
applications that run automated, simple and structurally repetitive tasks over the
Internet, at a much higher rate than possible for a human alone [INT09]) in order to
automation whole operation [IMG05].
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This was only one of many situations showing huge demand for technology,
which would protect webservices from actions performed by bots. At the same time,
this technology could not be significantly impediment for an average user. This
problem can be solved by carrying out Turing test – actions performed by bots
should be distinguished (and their execution should be blocked) from those performed
by humans (which should be permitted) [CAP09]. This solution has been implemented
inter alia in technology called CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing Test
To Tell Computers And Humans Apart), which was developed in 2000 by scientists
from Carnegie Mellon University in cooperation with IBM [CAP09].

16.1. CAPTCHA – DESCRIBING THE TECHNOLOGY
CAPTCHA is a challenge-response test. In order to perform certain action (e.g. submit
a form to server), user has to solve simple, system-generated test, which will be
immediately judged by server. The most common solutions [CAP09] require user to
enter code (usually in the form of single word or a sequence of characters), which is
placed on a picture – token.
This method is based on following assumptions [HIS09]:


token used in the test is easily readable by human,



token in unreadable (or at least very difficult to read) for a machine,



system automatically generates the token and is able to judge the code
immediately,



probability of an error (recognizing human as a machine or vice versa) is very
low,



test is robust to dictionary attack (individual token is generated for each test),



human will be able to read the code from token no matter which language he
speaks or which culture he represents,



system robustness to automation attack attempts is not the result of security
system being not known to the attacker. For instance, checkbox field 'I'm not a
bot' in registration form can act – in a very limited way – as a test for
distinguishing humans and machines until its handling is implemented in
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algorithm of a bot. Moreover, this field is not automatically generated by the
system.
Despite its name, CAPTCHA test is really a reverse Turing test, as it is carried out by
a machine and it is addressed to humans.

16.2. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF CAPTCHA TESTS
First historical implementations of CAPTCHA

- for system of submitting news

websites to database of search engine AltaVista – managed to decrease the number
of bot-made entries significantly (by 95%, according to [HIS09]).
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology, which can be used in breaking
token-based codes, is being developed in parallel with increasing number of CAPTHA
implementations.
According to latest research ([CHE05]), effectiveness of breaking simple
CAPTCHAs (tokens with no graphical transformations or with simple deformations,
like image blurring or noise addition) can come in some cases up to 100%. It should
be noticed, that bots are able to repeat their attempts of breaking the code time and
time again until succeeding, so systems with even relatively low (few percent)
possibility of being broken should be treated as vulnerable.
In order to increase system robustness, developers implement more and more
complicated

graphical

transformations,

like

low

contrast,

diminishing

and

differentiating the size of characters of the code, or non-linear transformations into
token-generating algorithms. They assume, that this should significantly increase the
difficulty level for automates attempting to break the code, but should not affect
difficulty level for humans.
Main disadvantage of token-based CAPTCHA tests is their limited accessibility
(or even complete inaccessibility) for certain groups of users – e.g. blind or visually
impaired (e.g. color blindness) people or text-browser users. This means that incorrect
reading of code from a token is not isomorphic with being human.
One question appears in conjunction with increasing entanglement of graphical
transformations used for token generation: how do they affect difficulty level of code
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reading by humans (no matter if they have vision defects or not). Moreover, do those
transformation really increase reading difficulty for machines? Is it possible that some
of applied solutions make the token unreadable for human, but not for the machine?

16.3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In order to answer questions asked above, authors chose few popular Internet
webservices using CAPTCHAs and downloaded differently generated tokens from
them. Subsequently seven tokens, representing different graphical transformations
and different difficulty levels, were chosen. All of those tokens were previously
checked by an expert, who provided correct solution – operation secured with
particular code was completed successfully. Research was conducted in a two-stage
procedure. Research conception is shown in Fig. 16.1.

Figure 16.1. Two-stage procedure of character recognition by expert

In the first stage difficulty level of code reading by human was the measured factor.
Users participating in the research were divided into two groups, sixteen persons
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First group was provided with set of original, unmodified tokens (stage 1).

Second group was provided with the same set randomly modified by application
Colorblind [WIC09], in order to simulate few most popular color recognition disorders
(stage 2). Users in both groups were supposed to read the codes from the tokens.
Two parameters were measured during the research:


correctness of code reading (in binary scale, 0 – incorrect reading, 1 – correct
reading),



subjective grading of difficulty level of each reading (in scale from 0 to 10, 0 –
no difficulties, 10 – reading is impossible).

Time of each reading was not measured. It was assumed that complete testing time
for each person should not exceed 15 minutes.
During next research phase, authors tried to read the codes from the tokens
using OCR software.
Diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 16.2.

Figure 16.2. Character recognition procedure with using qualified OCR software.
Expert was used to chose simple graphical transformation

Demo versions with full functionality of two popular character recognition
applications (ABBY FineReader 7.0 Professional Edition and ReadIris 8.0) were used.
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Both programs often gave out similar results, so in some cases only one result is
published. During test no.7 a significant difference in results was noticed, as it is
shown in Tab. 16.7b. Time of recognition for each CAPTCHA did not exceed 3
seconds for original token and 5 seconds for token after graphical transformation.
The correctness of reading in a percentage scale (percentage of correctly
recognized characters in each token) was the only measured parameter. Percentage
of correctly recognized characters and transformations performed on each token are
shown in Tables 16.1b-16.7b.
Basic graphical operations characterizing with little mathematical complexity and
short execution time [SEU00, PAR06] were chosen as transformation base.
List of used transformations:


morphological transformations – dilatation, erosion with structural element
with side of 3,



frequency filtration - high- and low-pass filtration, maximum and minimum
filtration (which formally correspond with dilatation and erosion),



gradient filtration – edge (character outline) detection,



color exchange – removal of particular color (or few different colors).

16.4. RESEARCH RESULTS
Table 16.1a. Results of CAPTCHA usability research – test 1
Token

Source
yahoo.com
Correct code
2re4eg
Token features: constant font size and color, image distortion, inconstant rotation, additional
lines, constant background, high contrast
% of correct results for 1st test group
62,5%
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for 1st test group
2,75
% of correct results for 2nd test group (simulated color recognition
75%
disorders)
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for 2nd test group
4,75
% of correct results for both test groups
68,75%
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for both test group
3,75
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Table 16.1b. Results for automation optical character recognition – test 1
Automatized OCR with simple expert-submitted graphical transformation performed by using
ABBY FineReader 7.0 Professional Edition
% of correctly recognized
characters

original image: OJ^^eO

0%

transformed image (enhancing edges by gradient

17%
filtration): •^b4^M

brightness and contrast modification: Vj^^sG.

17%
Table 16.2a. Results of CAPTCHA usability research – test 2
Token

Source
sms.orange.pl
Correct code
elity
Token features: constant font size and color, small displacement of few characters, diversified
background, high contrast
% of correct results for 1st test group
100%
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for 1st
1,0
test group
% of correct results for 2nd test group (simulated color
100%
recognition disorders)
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for
1,06
2nd test group
% of correct results for both test groups
100%
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for
1,03
both test group
Table 16.2b. Results for automation optical character recognition – test 2
Automatized OCR with simple expert-submitted graphical transformation performed by using
ABBY FineReader 7.0 Professional Edition
% of correctly recognized
characters

original image: ifetawa

0%

original image with defining textarea within

60%
rectangle: eiitv
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Table 16.3a. Results of CAPTCHA usability research – test 3
Token

Source
o2.pl
Correct code
za433
Token features: font of different sizes and colors, diversified color background with clear
edges
% of correct results for 1st test group
100%
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for 1st
1,06
test group
% of correct results for 2nd test group (simulated color
100%
recognition disorders)
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for
2,125
2nd test group
% of correct results for both test groups
100%
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for
1,59
both test group
Table 16.3b. Results for automation optical character recognition – test 3
Automatized OCR with simple expert-submitted graphical transformation performed by using
ABBY FineReader 7.0 Professional Edition
% of correctly recognized
characters

original image : Z-Wj

20%

original image after edge detection: <<3j

20%

original image after minimum filtration: ŁA434

60%
Table 16.4a. Results of CAPTCHA usability research – test 4
Token

Source
phpBB2
Correct code
F1DRTL
Token features: homogeneous font of constant size, insignificant vertical shift, additional noise
% of correct results for 1st test group
100 %
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for
1,00
1st test group
% of correct results for 2nd test group (simulated color
100%
recognition disorders)
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for
1,06
2nd test group
% of correct results for both test groups
100%
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for
1,03
both test group
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Table 16.4b. Results for automation optical character recognition – test 4
Automatized OCR with simple expert-submitted graphical transformation performed by using
ABBY FineReader 7.0 Professional Edition
% of correctly recognized
characters

original image : F 1 B ft T i

50%

original image after eroding with structural element

100%
3x3 : F1DRTL
Table 16.5a. Results of CAPTCHA usability research – test 5
Token

Source
dev.wp-plugins.org
Correct code
3d07
Token features: homogeneous font, no rotation, no deformation, multicolored background with
clear edges
% of correct results for 1st test group
100%
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for 1st
1,00
test group
% of correct results for 2nd test group (simulated color
100%
recognition disorders)
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for 2nd
2,38
test group
% of correct results for both test groups
100%
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for both
1,69
test group
Table 16.5b. Results for automation optical character recognition – test 5
Automatized OCR with simple expert-submitted graphical transformation performed by using
ABBY FineReader 7.0 Professional Edition
% of correctly recognized
characters

original image:

0%

original image after color exchange: 3do7

100%
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Table 16.6a. Results of CAPTCHA usability research – test 6
Token

Source
myspace.com
Correct code
3hw2x2pkf
Token features: inhomogeneous font, multicolored inhomogeneous background, relatively low
contrast
% of correct results for 1st test group
100%
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for 1st
1,0
test group
% of correct results for 2nd test group (simulated color
62,5%
recognition disorders)
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for 2nd
1,13
test group
% of correct results for both test groups
81,25%
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for both
1,06
test group
Table 16.6b. Results for automation optical character recognition – test 6
Automatized OCR with simple expert-submitted graphical transformation performed by using
ABBY FineReader 7.0 Professional Edition
% of correctly recognized
characters

original image : 3H >>Kf

44 %

original image after defining textarea:

56 %
3H 2 PKl
Table 7a. Results of CAPTCHA usability research – test 7
Token

Source
di.com.pl
Correct code
888852
Token features: homogeneous font, scattered characters, smaller characters of different color
in the background. Histogram shows two dominant characters and insignificant number of
admixtures of random colors
% of correct results for 1st test group
100%
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for 1st
1,88
test group
% of correct results for 2nd test group (simulated color
100%
recognition disorders)
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for 2nd
3,63
test group
% of correct results for both test groups
100%
Average subjective grading of reading difficulty level for both
2,75
test group
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Table 16.7b. Results for automation optical character recognition – test 7
Automatized OCR with simple expert-submitted graphical transformation performed by using
ABBY FineReader 7.0 Professional Edition
% of correctly recognized
characters

original image: ft 88<W

100%, but with
88 52
additional characters

original image after dominant color exchange: :

100%, but with
ft 88<W
additional characters
88 52
Automatized OCR with simple expert-submitted graphical transformation performed by using
ReadIris 8.0

original image: 88852

100%
8

original image after dominant color

100%
exchange:
88
88 52.

16.5. RESULT ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
Comparison of research results is shown in Fig.16.3.

Figure 16.3. Diagram illustrating correctness of recognition of individual tokens
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As proven by tests 2,3 and 4, users in both groups have no difficulties with
reading tokens characterizing with high contrast, generated by very simple graphical
transformation, such as blurring, addition of homogeneous noise or background.
It should be noticed, that some simple transformations, such as addition of
elements hampering detection of character shapes by OCR algorithms, may – due to
randomness to generated effects – impede (or even prevent) humans from correct
token reading, as it is proven by results of test 1.

Automation optical character

recognition without expert support resulted in 0% of correct character recognition.
Expert interference (suggesting which graphical transformation should be used)
slightly improved the results – up to 17% of correct character recognition. This value is
still unsatisfactory, but it proves that adding random lines to token can significantly
hamper the process of automation character recognition.
All OCR applications perform character recognition in resolution of 300 DPI (Dots
Per Inch) and in monochromatic mode. Such transformation itself exposes characters
significantly and eliminates needless background, as it is proven by tests 2 and 4,
where correct recognition level without expert's interference came to 60% and 50%
respectively and in case of test 4 after image erosion it reached 100%.
It is possible to use color exchange in case of tokens with multicolored
background, but with fonts in the same color. Assuming that background makes up the
major part of token, quantitative participation of pixels was computed. Color with the
least participation was left on the token. It resulted in increasing the percentage of
correct character recognition from 0% to 100%, as it is illustrated in test 5. At the first
glance test 6 looked alike, but by using higher diversity of colors (especially in case of
characters), it was impossible to use transformation described above. Automation
image analysis resulted in only 44% of correctly recognized characters. Expert
improved those results up to 56% by defining the text area on the token. It should be
considered, that also users with simulated color recognition defects had problems with
reading the code – only 62,5% of them succeeded. It proves how important is
selecting of appropriate color palette.
Tokens are frequently generated by using different sets of various characters –
some of them are used as code (for example numbers only), while other are used for
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background generation. As results of test 7 show, this method wasn't difficult for
human users, as both groups had 100% accuracy, with insignificantly higher difficulty
level (average grading of 2,75). In case of this test it should be noticed, that there are
two dominant colors – of background text and of the code itself – and insignificant
number of randomly colored pixels. Location of characters on a different levels
seemed to be the biggest difficulty for the OCR applications. Despite 100% of correct
recognition of code characters, additional background characters were also
recognized. Graphical transformation did not affect the results. Another OCR
application (ReadIris 8.0) was used – and it resulted in 100% of correct character
recognition, without any additional characters.
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